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J_. Introduction
At present, the production of both perfect and bulk crystals is very
important in chemical technology. The growth of high quality crystals in the
semiconductor technology, the crystallization of sugar, fertilizers and
table salt or the solidification of triglycerides from hardened edible oils
are examples of widely employed crystal growth processes in industry.
Together with the increased industrial activity in the field of cry
stal growth technology, the research of crystal growth has developed rapidly
in the past decades. The establishment of the (spiral) growth theory [l],
[2] was a big step forward; it formed -and still forms- a firm basis for the
crystal growth theory. In the past decade the employment of computer simula
tions (e.g. [3], [4], [5]) gave a better insight in the basic crystal
growth processes.
The applicability of the crystal growth theory to experiments has pro
ven to be rather difficult. For instance, the relation between the growth
rate of a single crystal and the driving force (supersaturation) has been
determined experimentally many times. However, as Human has pointed out [6]
the interpretation of these data is not unambiguous: usually the experimen
tal data are insufficient to discriminate the alternative crystal growth
models, and even when this is possible it is difficult to find values of the
parameters which determine that particular growth model.
A more direct method ia the characterization of the crystal after the
growth (e.g. [7]). Examples are the observation of crystal surfaces by
optical methods or examination of the crystal defect structure by X-ray to
pography. From these observations, one can often deduce the growth history,
the crystal defect structure and, more generally, one gets a better under
standing of the basic processes. The disadvantage of this field of investi
gation is the absence of quantitative experimental data, so that the crystal
growth process is merely understood in a qualitative way.
Recently, a new field of investigation has been initiated by Tsukamoto
[β]: The crystal surface is observed in situ, i.e. during the growth, using
a microscope, a camera and a video-recorder. With this method one can not
only understand the basic crystal growth processes, but one can in principle
also estimate the values of the several parameters which determine the cry
stal growth process.

J_.J_ Назз transfer processes during crystal growth.
Crystal growth is in essence a coupled mass and heat transfer process.
In the mass transfer process particles are transferred from the bulk of a
fluid towards a solid surface (i.e. the crystal). This transfer occurs if
the fluid phase has a higher chemical potential than the solid phase; the
chemical potential difference acts as a driving force for crystal growth.
The occurring heat transfer is the conductance towards the bulk of the heat
of crystallization which is released at the surface during growth.
Since
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the driving force usually decreases with increasing temperature, heat
transfer can determine the crystal growth process to a large extent, espe
cially in the case of solidification from a melt.
The mass transfer includes several separate steps [l], [9]·
Parti
cles, or growth units, move from the hulk towards the crystal surface as a
result of a concentration gradient (diffusion) and agitation of the fluid
phase (convection). When the growth units arrive at the fluid-solid inter
face they are absorbed on the surface; when growth takes place from the
solution, the solute molecules must Ъ stripped from a part of their solvent
jackets, when growth takes place from the vapour often reactions take place
prior to the absorption on the surface. When the crystal growth occurs on
so-called "rough" surfaces [io] the growth unit immediately finds an ap
propriate site, and is thus incorporated in the crystal lattice. When, how
ever, the crystal growth proceeds along the "terrace-ledge-kink" model [l]
(i.e., takes place on "flat" surfaces) the (absorbed) particle can either
jump back into the fluid or can make a jump on the surface. Under influence
of a surface concentration gradient the particle diffuses towards a step,
which originates from a screw dislocation or from a two-dimensional nucleus.
The jump of the particle into a kink of the step is the final subprocess in
the mass transfer process. When the growth takes place from solution, the
solvent jacket is stripped off further during this (final) step.
All these stages can be described by the normal mass transfer parame
ters.
The measure of agitation of the fluid is responsible for the thick
ness of the hydrodynamical and mass transfer boundary layer 6· The diffusion
through this boundary layer is determined by the volume diffusion coeffi
cient D and the concentration gradient. The entering of the top layer of
the surface is often characterized by the surface mass transfer coefficient
and the concentration jump. The diffusion on the surface, together with the
possibility of desorption of the particle, is adequately defined by the dif
fusion length λ of the growth unit during its stay on the surface. The pro
bability of a jump into the step (i.e. kink) is characterized by the activa
tion energy of this process.
In the case of growth on a flat surface, we have treated until now the
path of a growth unit without bothering on the origins of the step, the
place where the growth units are finally incorporated. The most widely oc
curring step source are spirals, which originate from a dislocation outcrop
on the surface. These spirals extend on the surface, until an edge or
another spiral is met. These spirals are characterized by surface parame
ters, the interfacial supersaturation and the properties of the dislocation
which is responsible for the formation of the spiral.
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λ_.2_ Dissolution
Besides crystal growth, the dissolution (etching, melting, evapora
tion) of crystals is videly studied. Actually, dissolution can be considered
as negative growth where the mass transfer processes are reversed. The most
important difference between growth and dissolution is that stress on the
crystal surface, e.g. caused by dislocations, favours dissolution but op
poses growth.
For instance, the (stressed) dislocation outcrops are made
visible by etching the surface so that the perfection of crystals can be
checked easily and cheaply. Since both processes (growth/dissolution) have
so much in common, dissolution (etching, melting, evaporation) experiments
are widely reported.

2, Scope
The crystallization behaviour of many systems is not entirely under
stood; often, art is equally important as science in order to grow crystals
[11]. Also, the many problems encountered in crystal growth technology call
for a detailed study of the basic crystal growth processes. Examples of
these practical problems are the perfection of single crystals for electron
ic devices, improvement of particle size distribution from large scale crystallizers or the inhibition of crystallization in tubes or storage tanks.
In order to understand the crystal growth process, experimental studies
should be performed in order to distinguish between the several crystal
growth models.
The scope of this thesis is the study of the mass transfer processes
during the crystal growth or dissolution process. We will try to find
values of the various transport parameters, or we will at least try to
predict the rate-determining step of the whole mass transfer process. As
mentioned above, the mass transfer on the surface is influenced by the actu
al step patterns, of which the growth spiral is the most common one. There
fore, we also study the spiral growth theory, and we try to extend this
theory to locally stressed surfaces where the stress originates from de
fects. In order to meet this goal crystal growth and dissolution experi
ments are performed, for various systems from flux, aqueous solution or va
pour. Sometimes the results were directly interpreted with the aid of the
crystal growth theories. Sometimes extensive computer simulations were
necessary, in order to interpret the results of the experiments.
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3_· Survey of methods for study of the masa transfer process.
The methods, by which one can study the crystal growth process experi
mentally, were shortly mentioned previously. A more detailed summary fol
lows, where special attention will be paid to unravel the different steps in
the mass transfer process.
A measurable parameter is the mass transfer rate, which is often ex
pressed in the vertical displacement of the crystal face(s) per time unit
(growth rate R). One can measure this rate by weighing the crystal [12], or
by measuring the dimensions of the crystal [6], [13]· Measuring the crystal
growth rate in dependence on one of the externally controllable parameters,
as agitation of the mother liquor, temperature, supersaturation, fluid com
position or step denstity of the crystal surface, gives a better insight in
the corresponding step of the mass transfer process.
Often the growth rate was measured in dependence on the bulk supersaturation.
In order to approximate the surface supersaturation, attempts
were made to reduce the thickness of the boundary layer as much as possible.
For instance, the crystal was placed in fast flowing solution [б] or the
crystal was accelerated and deaccelerated with respect to the solution
(chapter 5 of this work). The best method is the computation of the mass
transfer boundary layer, by which the surface supersaturation can be found
from the bulk supersaturation. This was attained by choosing special hydrodynamical environments (spheres [14] or disks [із], [15])· Examples of this
technique are found in chapter 2, where the contributions of the volume and
surface mass transfer could be distinguished. In the above mentioned exam
ples the agitation or the supersaturation (or temperature) of the bulk solu
tion were varied. In order to distinguish the mass transfer processes on
the surface, the step density on the surface is varied, by misorientating
the crystal slightly (see chapter 2). These misorientated crystals are al
lowed to grow and the growth rate is measured in dependence on the misorientation.
Another method for the study of the mass transfer processes is the
optical observation of crystal surfaces after growth. This gives particular
ly information on the surface processes. Such studies often lead to qualita
tive results, but in chapter 4 the surface patterns are interpreted in a
quantitative way. This was attained by comparing the actual patterns (steps
from spirals) with the results of computer simulations, where the appropri
ate crystal growth model was applied.
A powerful method for study of the crystal growth or mass transfer
process is the in-situ observation of crystal surfaces during the growth.
Here, one can vary many external parameters and see the impact of these
variations on the crystal growth processes directly, simply by following the
changes in the step flow or shape. In chapter 5 this method is described,
and methods are given to overcome the problem of low-contrast images, which
is more rule than exception during the in-situ observations of crystal
- 10
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growth.
Many crystal growth experiments are very time-consuming.
In chapter 5-2 the weighing method of Bennema [12] is further refined
and improved. The whole process is fully automated and the experimentally
determined data are immediately processed.
With this technique one can
measure growth rates at very low supersaturations.
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Ал aiulyjis on the kinetica] processes during the epitaxial growth of garnet films is presented. On the rough (111) garnet faces the
transport process consists of the diffusion of growth units through the mass transfer boundary layer and the interfacial process; both
processes have about the same mass transfer resistance. On the flat ( 110} faces the model of Gilmer, Ghez and Cabrera (GGC) was
applicable With help of growth rate measurements on garnet rilms grown on spherically shaped gandolimum garnet substrates, we
were able to esumate the parameten which determine the growth process. The values of the transport process parameters of the GGC
model were Л - 8 0 pm. λ =70 nm and Λ, =225 nm. For low misoneniations, nusonentation angle f <:0 3°, the steps do not interact
and the surface process is rale detenmnutg. For increasing misonentalions (f > 0 6 o X the slep inlciaction increases and also the
volume diffusion becomes unponant The volume-surface incorporation resistance is about two times higher for ( 110} than for ( 111 )
faces.

1. Introduction
For magnetic bubble шелюгу devices one needs
a thin film of magnetic garnet on a non-magnetic
gamet substrate. This film is grown from a solu
tion which primary consists of lead oxide, while
the solutes are the garnet-forming rare-earth and
iron oxides. The circular substrate (often
GdjGajO| 2 (GGG)) is dipped into the super
saturated solution, and rotated about the vertical
axis in a horizontal plane. Growth starts im
mediately and after a few minutes the film has the
desired thickness of 1 μιτι. This film growth pro
cess is called Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE).
Many studies about the mechanisms of (he LPE
growth of garnets have been published. However,

* Present address: Light Development, EWD 431, Eindhoven.
The Netherlands.

no common opinion exists about the growth mech
anism or about even the order of magnitude of the
parameters which determine the transport
processes of growth units from the bulk to the
surface and to the step.
In terms of the PBC theory the orientations
{110}, {121} and {100} are flat faces [1], and
spiral growth or nucleation growth is to be ex
pected. Indeed, both spiral hillocks and nuclei
have been observed by Tsukamoto [2} on the {110}
surface of LPE-grown Υ,Ρβ,Ου (YIG) garnets.
However, different values of the parameters which
determine the various transport processes of
growth units from the solution into the step are
reported for the ( 110} faces [3-6].
In refs. [3,4] it is concluded that the first desolvation of the growth unit is the rate-determin
ing process. However, in refs. [5,6] it is argued that
the rate-determining process is the surface diffu
sion of growth units to the step.

0022-0248/82/0000-0000/$02.75 © 1982 North-Holland
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The widely applied {111} orientation produces
garnet faces which are rough on atomic scale [1]
Therefore, all growth units which enter this face
are immediately attached and no step growth oc
curs Gömert et al [7] assume that this roughness
leads to a negligible resistance for entering the
surface, so that the only transport resistance is the
diffusion of growth units towards the crystal
surface Others [5,8-10] conclude that the resistance of the volume diffusion and inlerfacial mass
transfer processes are of the same order of magnitude
It is the aim of this paper to discuss the growth
mechanisms on the {111} and {110} faces of
LPE-grown garnets, and to determine the magnitude of the vanous resistances in the transport (i e
growth) process We will use data of growth experiments on slightly spherically shaped substrates, together with experimental data reported
m the literature

2. Growth of the (111) garnet faces
In this section we will discuss the possible
mechanisms of LPE growth of {111} garnet faces
It was shown by periodic bond chain analysis
[ I ] that the {111} faces of all garnets are rough on
atomic scale, indicating that no nucleation barrier
is present In that case, the mass transfer process
can be divided into two parts diffusion of the
solute through the diffusion boundary layer (resistance b/D) and the actual interface process (probably consisting of desolvation of the growth unit)
with a resistance of 1 /k,,, Here D is the diffusion
constant, £ is the thickness of the diffusion
boundary layer and A:,,, is the kinetic coefficient
for the surface process
By putting the diffusion and interface processes
in senes, the following expression for the growth
rate ƒ,,, of the {111} faces was obtained [10]

where 7"s, Tt and ΔΓ are saturation temperature,
growth temperature and supercooling, respec
tively, R is the gas constant, Δ Я, is the enthalpy

of solution, and C s and C L are the concentration
of solute in the film and m the solution, respec
tively
Both for the EuYbjFesO.j (EYIG) (8- II] and
for the YjFejOu (YIG) [5] system it was shown
that eq (1) gives a good description of the growth
rate at various values of the temperature and
supercooling It was also shown, that the interfacial process was first order with respect to the
interface supersaturation [3,8-11], so that the
parameter к,,, is a function of temperature only
The hydrodynamic environment of the interface
is known, since for all experiments a circular, flat
substrate was used, which was rotated around its
perpendicular axis In this case, the Navier-Stokes
equations can be solved and the thickness of the
diffusion boundary layer δ is [12]
í=161<.,/6^>1/3ω-,/^

(2)

where f is the kinematic viscosity (m2/s) and ω the
angular rotation velocity (rad/s)
By measuring growth rates as a function of ω
the total resistance sum of the growth process
(right-handed side of eq (1)) can be separated and
S/D and ku\ can be determined Van Erk [5]
introduced the Nusselt number for the growth
process of LPE gamets, being the ratio of the
volume and surface resistance
NU = *111i/0
(3)
If N u » 1, the growth rate is diffusion limited, if
Nu < 1, the surface process is rate determining At
ω = 100 rpm, the value of Nu for the YIG system
o
increases from 0 5 at 800 C to 1 5 at 1000°C [10]
For the EYIG system somewhat higher values for
Nu were found [9|
Górnert et al [7] give a different interpretation
of their growth rate measurements on (111} oriented faces They use the same horizontal dipping
technique with axial rotation The substrate is
GdjGa,O l2 (GGG) and the film consists of
(YSnOjiFeGa^Ou They assume that the resistance of the interfacial growth process is negligible, ι e I/A,,, « Í / D or N u * 1 In their opinion,
the transport of growth units is not only conveyed
by forced convection, but also by thermal convection They introduce an effective boundary layer
(^en) which consists of contributions by forced

-
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convection (St) and thermal convection (Sa) The
former is depending on the rotation velocity (eq
(2)), the latter is assumed to be a constant contnbution, independent of ω An argument against
this assumption is that at higher rotation velocities
the solution is better homogenized, undoubtedly
leading lo a strong reduction of the temperature
gradients and thus to a decrease of the thermal
convection Indeed, the magnitude of the natural
convection is usually very low, Morgan [13] esti
mates a flow of 0 0003 m/s for a - rather large temperature difference of 8°C over 0 03 m The
flow due to forced convection is much larger
0 01 -0 03 m/s for the applied rotation velocities
of 30-300 rpm [14,15] Extra transport can occur
due to density gradients close to the wafer The
solvent lead oxide has a much larger specific den
sity than the garnet-forming oxides, so that the
solution density close to the crystal-solution inter
face is reduced [16] This effect contributes to the
natural convection, but if it was important, a
significant growth rate difference should be ex
pected for the grown garnet film at the upper side
and the film at the lower side of the horizontally
dipped substrates This is usually not observed,
however
Therefore, rather than assuming an extra con
stant mass transfer contribution due to natural
convection, we assume that the kinetic coefficient
кщ is not necessarily infinite Λ physical effect
which may lead to a finite кш value is the follow
ing It has been shown that the metal ions are
surrounded by more O 2 - ions in the solution than
in the solid garnet film [17] During the incorpora
tion of the growth units in the top layer of the
crystal, some activation energy is necessary for the
stripping (desolvation) of the 0 2 ~ molecules, lead
ing to a surface incorporation resistance Regard
ing the considerations made above, it is in our
opinion not justified to neglect the volume-surface
incorporation resistance, while the neglect of the
natural convection as done in refs [5,8-11] is not
extravagant
According to eqs (1) and (2), a straight line is
to be expected if we plot l// m versus ω"' / 2 , with
intercept proportional to !/£,,, and slope propor
tional to S/D Such a plot is shown in fig I for the
growth rate data of Görnert et al [7] A straight

,.
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Fig. I Growth rate d i u of reí [7] for UPE growth on ( U I )
oriented substrates versus rotation velocity, plotled according
toeq (I) using Δ«,/Α = 12500 К

line Hts well with their experimental data and if
the reported external expérimental parameters Tl
6
= 1152 K, C S /C L = 62 7, » = 2 9 Ж ΙΟ" ii^/s are
used, we find from the intercept and slope
* т Д / / , / Д = 0 17 К m/s and ДЯ]£>/Л = 3 75
2
10 ' К m /«· Taking for the value of b.HJR =
-10
2
12500 K. [5], wefindD- 3 Ю т /5 and *,„ =
5
1 3 X 10" m/s If the rotational velocity ω is 100
rpm we find b/D = 1 3 X 1 0 ' s/m or Nu = 1 7 at
879°C, ι e surface and volume transport resistance
are about equal This Nusselt value is somewhat
higher than the values found by Van Erk [5,10] or
by Ghez and Giess [9]
31 Growth of the {110) faces of LPE game! films
As mentioned before, the {110} faces of all
garnets are flat faces according to a periodic bond
chain analysis [1] On a perfect onented face, a
BCF-type step growth mechanism is expected, the
steps originate from spirals or from two-dimen
sional nudeation Both spirals and nuclei have
been observed by Tsukamoto [2] on surfaces of
LPE-grown garnets A third step source can be
obtained by misonentating the GGG substrate
The ideal picture of a misonenled surface is an
infinite row of equidistant, parallel and straight
steps Indeed, a regular sequence of parallel steps
with a height of 0 9 nm has been observed on films
grown on {110} faces of GGG nusonented in the
(110) direction [6] Measurements of the growth
rate of ( 110} faces as a function of the misonentation, and thus as a function of the step spacing,
-
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have been reported by Gömert and coworkers
[3,18-20] Two different kinds of misonentated
substrate have been employed One can use several
GGG substrates, each having a constant imsonentation over its surface, or use a single substrate,
which has been spherically shaped, ι e the rmsonentalion elapses continuously over the surface
We have performed growth experiments using the
latter technique and the results will be reported in
section 3 3
It has been demonstrated that two-dimensional
nucleation hardly occurs at low supercoolings (ΔΓ
< 15°C) during LPE growth (5) Thus, at low
supersaturations growth in dislocation free misonented GGG substrates is only due to the advance
of the misonentation steps

solvation), λ the mean diffusion length of a growth
unit during its stay on the surface and Λ, the
characteristic length of the second desolvation, ι e.
the jump of a growth unit into the step The
difference in chemical potential of fluid and solid
μ, — μ, is given by Δμ Eq (4) holds if the cou
pling factor b = λ/Λ <l In the relation between
growth rate and misonentation limiting cases for
small and large spacings Δ* can be distinguished
(ι) Δ χ > 2 λ , so that coth(Ajt/2X)= 1 and the
growth rate satisfies

1
fu«

CíDáH^T
Q^T^T^

-h-íf^S)]·

3 2 Growth rate of foce covered with an equidistant where d is the step height
(u) Újr<2X, so that соіЬ(Ддс/2А)=»2А/Ддс, and
tram of straight steps
the growth rate satisfies
The growth mechanism of a stepped face can be
1 C L iJAtf|Ar
described by two models The Chernov model [21]
/по
С5Я7",7^
assumes a direct incorporation of growth units
into a step, the mobility of growth units on the
surface is zero The second model is the Gilmer,
Ghez and Cabrera (GGC) model [22], which is an
In these two cases, two straight lines are expected
extension of the BCF [23] model In this model the
if l//| l0 is plotted versus Δχ/d It can easily be
path of growth units is diffusion through the
verified that for the intersection point of these two
boundary layer, entering the surface (possibly in
lines Ax = 2λ The ratio of slope (i) and (n) is
cluding desolvation), diffusion along the surface
towards a step, and finally jumping into the step
slope(i)/slope(u) = 1 + λ/2Λ.
(7)
(second desolvation) Contrary to the Chernov
The
Chernov
model
results
in
model direct incorporation of growth umts into
the step from the solution is excluded m the GGC
\/Лю = К,[{8/0) + Их/К2],
(8)
model
if
the
unstirred
layer
S
is
much
larger
than
the
step
In the approximation of putting volume and
spacing, a condition which is satisfied in our case
surface transport processes in senes, the per
Contrary to the GGC model a single straight line
pendicular growth rate / l l 0 of an equidistantly
is expected for the plot of l/fua versus àx
stepped surface (step distance Δ*) follows from
the GGC model
3 3 Filling of experimental data
Csf S , ЛЛ.Ад , Л Ал ,./Длс\1
From the previous sections it becomes clear

ЯТ,Т

RTt'

к

'

with Л being the characteristic length of the transi
tion of the liquid phase to the surface (first de

that by measunng the growth rate of garnet films
on misonented substrates values of the transport
parameters can be obtained Growth due to spirals
or nucleation can be avoided by using carefully
polished GGG substrates and keeping the supercooling below 150C
-
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The growth rate of spherically shaped {110}
GGG substrales was measured The radius of
curvature was 0 34 m, which means for a 1 inch
wafer a nusonentation angle ¡ between 0 and 2°
The curvature of the substrate was measured using
a stylus technique
The films were grown from a flux melt consisting of 1651 5 g PbO, 36 76 g BJOJ, 11 52 g Υ,Ο,.
11505g FejOj, 4 51 g Ga A and 13 30 g U 2 0 , ·
0
with a saturation temperature of 938 C Films
were grown by the standard LPE technique, using
an axial rotation at 100 rpm and rotation reversal
every five revolutions [5] The first two films were
grown at a supercooling well below the critica]
value for two-dimensional nucleation The super·
0
coolings were 8 3 and 7 8 C and the dipping tunes
were 1828 and 928 s, respectively The third dip
ping was performed at A7=26 5°C and lasted
328 s. The thickness of the film increases going
from the centre of the wafer towards the periph
ery When using a sodium lamp, a fringe pattern is
observed and every fringe corresponds to a height
difference of 0 1167 jim For a film thickness of
4 5 μπι at f = 1 7° this corresponds to about 40
data points ш the growth rate versus nusonenta
tion plot
The thickness al a point on the substrate with
nusonentation f, is not a direct measure of the
growth rate at this nusonentation The layer at this
point is formed due to a motion of nusonentation
steps with onentation ζ<ζ, This means that the
measured growth rate is too small In afirstorder
approximation the correction term for the thick
ness is /2(3//3f )2/2r, where / is the time and r the
radius of curvature This gives for thefirstexpenment a correction of 0 06 /im (15%) at small f, and
for the second expenment a correction of 0 02 μ m
(9%) at small ζ A facet is formed in the centre of
the wafer, so that the smallest nusonentation angle
for which the growth rate can be detemuned is
0 08° and 0 04° for expenments 1 and 2, respec
tively
Infig.2, a plot is shown of l// l l 0 versus Δχ/d,
measured along one of the (110) directions, where
the steps advance the fastest The Unes a, b and с
in fig 2 refer to expenments with supercoolings of
8 3, 7 8 and 26 5 K, respectively We used ihe
previously [5] established value of 4 75 X 1 0 ' ' К

w

¡50

эй

35

ioô

¡5ё

Fig. 2 Growth n i e of (110) girnei LPE filmi in dependenct
on Ihe lurfue muonenuuoo Sample · ΔΓ = 8 3°C, u = 100
ipm uld dipping time is 1828 f, sunple b ΔΓ = 7 8 0 C, w = 100
rpm and dipping tune u 9281, sample с Д Г = 2 6 3 0 С , u = l00
rpm and dipping time is 328 s.

mVs for ΟΔ/ƒ,/«, while CS/CL = 48 The plot
shows that for expenments a and b not a single
straight line is obtained, but two Unes in which the
two regimes of the GGC model can be dis
tinguished This shows that the Chernov model is
inadequate and the GGC model with the two
regimes (eqs (5) and (6)) can be applied The Imes
of the two regimes intersect at Δχ = 2λ and the
ratio of the slopes is 1 +λ/2Λ, (eq (7)), which
leads to the values of λ and Λ, given in table 1,
when is assumed that d = 0 9 nm The nght-hand
side of eq (6) is equal to Αι10 + Λ at Δχ = 0
(intercept) and equal to ί||ο + Λ + 2ΛΛ,/λ2 at
ΔΛ = 2λ, the intersection point From these two
values we find from fig 2 Λ and £, l 0 (table I) The
value of S can also be determined with eq (2),
using D = 3 8 X 10" l 0 mVs and ρ = 3 X 10"' m2/s
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Table 1
Values of the transport parameters of the GGC model obtained from expenmenlal ( 110) growth rate data

Expenment a
Expenment b
Ref [18]

λ (nm)

Λ, (nm)

Λ(μπΐ)

« n o ( f m)

» " (Mm)

67=10
77=tl0
60*15

225±30
230*30
250*40

79110
77*10
65*15

37*15
23*15
35*20

43 3
43 3
43 3

"> Computed (eq 2))

[5] For ω = 100 rpm we find S = 43 /im Without
the application of the above mentioned correction
for the curvature of the wafer, the difference be
tween the slopes in fig 2 would be even larger It
can be seen that the value of Sn0 derived from
fig 2 tends to be somewhat smaller than the com
puted (eq (2)) value However, one should realize
that eq (2) is derived on the assumption of a
uniformly absorbing surface, ie all lateral gradi
ents in the volume concentration field are ne
glected On misonented {110} faces, the steps act
as sinks, so lateral gradients are present
Due to the anisotropic nature of (110) garnet
faces, the step incorporation process for steps
parallel to one of the (110) directions (the steps
advance along (001)) is more difficult then for
steps parallel to one of the (001) directions (steps
advance along (110)) Thus, the value of Λ, will
be higher (25-50%) for steps parallel to (110) and
the distinction between regime (i) and (u) will be
smaller, since the difference of the slopes of the
straight lines is smaller, see eq (7) This explains
why we were not able to find the two cases (i) and
(n) in the plot of the growth rate versus Δ* mea
sured along (001)
From table 1 it can be seen that the coupling
factor b = \/\ is about 0 001, which a postenon
justifies the use of eq (4)
The results from expenment c, shown infig.2,
demonstrate the influence of too high supercoolings (ΔΓ=26 5 К) From fig 2 it can be con
cluded that at high \x/d (lower misonentation)
the growth rate of expenment с is increased with
respect to experiments a and b As is noted in ref
[5], this is due to the occurrence of two-dimen
sional nucleation between the steps This phenom
enon does not occur at smaller step spacings,

where the diffusion fields of neighbouring steps
overlap, thus reducing the surface concentration of
growth units Hence, at small step spacing, the
surface supersaturation is decreased below the
point where two-dimensional nucleation is signifi
cant The transition to the nucleation regime oc
curs at Δχ* =¡ 120 nm
The catchment area of a step is defined as the
width И^ of a stnp adjacent to the step where
surface density gradients arc significant [24] This
catchment area is not equal to the interaction
distance /c, which is defined as the step spacing
below which neighbouring steps interact mutually
In our case of small coupling coefficient, Wá is
equal to 2λ[24,25] and
/ =2λ

1+Д/Л \ =
1 + 2AS/X = 30nm

(9)

When the two-dimensional nucleation is sup
pressed due to a reduction in the surface con
centration by surface diffusion overlap we con
clude that Δχ* = 1-2 Wd, ι e from expenment с
follows λ = 30-60 nm The same phenomenon was
reported earlier [5], but for λ a value of 20 nm was
predicted
3 4 Comparison with previously reported data
341 Data of Tsukamoto and Van der Hoek
Observation of misonented {110} YIG films
showed that large, molecularly flat, half-moon
shaped terraces occur on the surface [26,6]
These {110) terraces onginate from inactivated
growth hills, they interrupt the misonentation step
sequence This phenomenon leads to the formation
of a semi-infinite initially equidistant step tram,
ending at the lower side on the terrace As can also
-
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be deduced from eq (4) (he step which faces this
terrace will increase its velocity due to extra impact of growth units from the {110) terrace Indeed, observations show that the step facing the
terrace has an increased distance to its neighbour,
while the steps far away from the terrace are
equidistantly spaced It was possible to deduce
indirectly from the observation the time span i0
during which the first step has profiled from the
terrace area, by measunng the covered distance of
the nusonentation steps far away from the terrace,
xa We can also measure the covered distance
&l + x0 of the first step, during which a step far
away from the terrace has covered a distance x0
•Ό

'o

= 1 —¡-dx-fdx,

(10)

where ο, is the velocity of the first step and i) m l
and χ = vmj the (constant) velocity and the
covered distance of a nusonentation step, situated
far from the terrace [26,6] Introducing υ„ as the
advance rate of an isolated step, the step velocity υ
can be denved from eq (4), realizing that ν =
Дд/, í0/d and λ « Δ* ( = 0 5 firn)

Fig 3 Extra covered distance of First (O) and second ( · ) step
facing the terrace versus total covered distance x 0 (corrected
-30%) from refs [6 26). Fitting curve for both fini (
)
and second (
) step obtained by integration of step kinetics
equalion (11) are drawn, with &jr=0 3 μια, ¿ = 3 8 μπι and
ΛΛ,/λ 2 + Λ / 2 λ = 6 2 5 0

3 42 Data of Gomert andHergl
The idea of perfonung growth rate measure
ments on sphencally shaped substrates emanates
from Hergt and Gomert [18] They grew films of
o
(YSm)3(FeGa)501i at a temperature of 880 C

ΛΛ,/Λ' + Λ/2λ
«/Δ* + ΛΛ,/λ2 + Λ/2λ
The velocity of the first step can be approximated
by averaging the velocities which follow from eq
(11) with Дл = oc (i e the terrace) and with &x is
the spacing to the neighbouring step at the back
The integral eq (10) can be solved numerically,
obtaining the values of Δ/ as a function of дс0
The growth temperature of the (110) films was
920oC, the rotation velocity 128 rpm (ι e В = 38
firn), the supercooling was S°C and the nusonen
tation step distance was 0 S μπι In fig 3, we
present the measured Δ/ versus the 30% corrected
x0 [6,26) for the first and second step facing the
terrace The curve is the best fit for the measunng
points, yielding a value for ΛΛ5/λ2 + Λ/2λ =
62S0, while we find from our experiments de
scribed in section 3 3a value of 3000-6000

loo

200

300

«Ю

Fig. 4 Growth rate data of {110) garnet LPE films in depen
dence on the surface nusonentation from rcf [IB], plotted in a
similar way as fig. 2 Undercooling 14 K, rotation vdoaty 100
rpm and deposition tune 900 i.
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They used a supercooling of 14 К and rotation
rates of ω = 100 rpm and they used spherically
shaped GGG substrates with orientation angles
between 0 and 2°.
Similarly to fig. 2, fig. 4 shows a plot of l/luo
versus tix/d based on the data of Hergl and
Görnert of growth experiments with spherical
wafers. We used their reported data of C S /C L =
62.7 and Tt = 8770C, and the slope in fig. 1 which
-6
2
yielded ΔΗ,Ο/Κ = 3.75 X Ю К m /s. As in
section 3.3, at lower misorientations the growth
rate /no tends to decrease faster than at high
misorientations.
Л transition from region (i) to region (ii) occurs
at Δχ =120 nm, and the same analysis as in
section 3.3 is performed on fig. 4. The resulting
values of λ. Λ,, Λ and β ι | 0 are listed in table I; a
good correspondence with our data is obtained.
4. Conclusion
With the GGC model we are able to explain the
growth kinetics of the {110} faces of LPE-grown
garnet. Because of the small coupling coefficient
b = λ/Λ we may put the volume and surface pro
cess in series.
For small misorientations (Ax/d>200) the
growth rate is determined by the resistances of the
various surface processes. Of these processes, the
attachment to the step is the most difficult since
А/2Л, < 1. For large misorientations (újt < 100) a
higher growth rate is possible and also volume
diffusion becomes important; neighbouring steps
interact due to the smaller step spacing. For very
large misorientations (Ax/d< 10), the volume and
surface diffusion resistance have about the same
order of magnitude: Nu = δ/Λ - 0.5 at ω = 100
rpm. The interaction distance lc is equal to 30 nm,
while the width W¿ of the strip adjacent to a step
with a high surface concentration gradient is
equal to 150 nm.
Comparing the resistance for entering the top
layer of the garnet film, for the {111} (eq. ( 1 )) and
{110} (eq. (6)) faces, we find for {111}, \/ku, =
10s s/m, and for ( 110}, A/D = 2 X 10s s/m. As
expected, the transition of a growth unit from the
volume to the surface is more difficult for the (flat)
than for the (rough) {111} garnet faces.
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The {l 10} surface of LPE grown garnets has been extensively observed mainly by means of sensitive phase contrast microscopy which is capable of resolving 0 2 nm step heights on crystals It was observed that a spiral growth hDlock generated at the
emeigent point ol a dislocation suddenly stopped to giou vertically at a certain growth stage to form a flat top and then the
grow th hillock η ith ihe flat top starled to be buried by the growth of muonenlation steps With the help of computer simulation
li was shown tlut in ordir (o intcipret the movement of the observed mono molecular steps before the growth hillock was com
plctcl> buried growth steps had to interact with each other by overlap of diffusion fields Upon applying the ВСГ surface dilfu
sion model the mean tree path of the adatoms during the stay on the surface was estimated to be —%Ь ± 10 nm if the step inte
gration wjs assumed to be inlinitel) fast

I Introduction
Although liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) has been
applied [1,2] in order to get high quality yttrium
iron garnet (YaFejOu (YIG)) film on gadolinium
gallium garnet (GdjGajOu (GGG)) substrates for
magnetic bubble memory devices, the discussion
about the growth mechamsm has only recently been
started
Van Erk et al [3] measured growth rale versus
ΔΤ" by growing YIG film on GGG substrates They
concluded that BCF surface diffusion was important
when ΔΤ" was small and that a value of about 20 nm
of the mean displacement of adatoms (λ) had to to be
taken mto account in order to explain their kmetical
data, if step integration was infinitely fast However,
Gomert et al [4 S] using the coupled volume/sur
face diffusion model of Gilmer, Gliez and Cabrera,
concluded that the mean displacement of adatoms
was less than 0 37 nm This means that surface diffu
sion could be neglected because the step spacing is
normally much more than the 0 31 nm and therefore
0O22-O248/82/0OO0-0OO0/S02 75 © 1982 North Holland

the interaction of the growing steps due to overlap of
surface diffusion fields can hardly be expected
However, it was demonstrated that their data
could be interpreted by the BCF surface diffusion
model as well
The aim of this paper is therefore to investigate
the growth mechanism of LPE grown garnets based
upon precise observation of actual mono-molecular
growth layers

2 Experimental
YIG film of about 2 μιπ thickness was grown on
GdjGasOii (GGG) substrates by means of liquid
phase epitaxy as desenbed by Van Erk et al [3]
For the present observation, crystals grown at ΔΤ" »
7°C were chosen so as to observe growth hillocks
with wider step spacing than the resolving power of
optical microscopy, which is about 0 3 μιη when a
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80 times objective lens is used The nusonentation
of the substrate from the real crystallogiaphic {110}
plane was less than 0 2°, except near the periphery
of the wafers Near the centre of the wafer it was
less that 0 1° when measured from the step spacing
of the mono molecular 0 9 nm steps In order to
get surface morphologies, both transmission phase
contrast and reflection type interference contrast
microscopy were employed A reflection type phase
contrast microscope, Reichert MeFj or Olympus
Vanox, was applied for the observation of monomolecular growth steps, in which the surface of the
crystals was silvered so as to get high reflectivity for
commonly used green light, λ = 546 nm High con
trast and high resolution Alms, Agfaortho 25 or
Fuji Minicopy, was used in order to increase the
contrast of the phase contrast microscopy The step
height was measured by means of multiple beam
interferometry [6] The etching method used to
prove one-to-one correlation between growth hillocks
and defects is described in ref [7]

3 Observations
3 1 Surface topography
As was reported in ref [7], the origin of the
growth hillocks can be attributed to the dislocations
which are mainly generated at the interface between a
grown film and the substrate These growth hillocks
develop all over the surface except near the periphery
of the wafer However, it can often be observed that
when the real surface is slightly rmsonentated by less
than a few degrees from the real crystallographic
plane, strange half moon terraces develop on the sur
face This is shown in Tig 1 (C) together with ideal
growth hillocks (A) and growth hillocks with flat top
(B) Since surface morphologies are influenced by the
mlsonentation of the real crystal surface, the direc
tlon of the misonentation is indicated using an arrow
in fig 2 In fig 3 the definition of surface nusonenta
tion is illustrated One can see in fig 2 that the
straight edge of the half moon terrace is always per
pendicular to the direction of the nusonentation
This indicates that the circular terraces are mtersected
by the nusonentation steps advancing in the direction
of the nusonentation

In order to make the geometry of the terrace clear
in relation to the nusonentation, reflection type
phase contrast microscopy was applied to the silvered
surface so as to observe mono molecular growth
layers The silvering was necessary in order to get
high reflectivity of the surface Fig 4 is one of the
examples in which equidistant step trains can be seen
forming not only a growth hillock but also a half
moon terrace Since these equidistant steps are
formed due to the surface mlsonentation, these steps
will here be called nusonentation steps The step
height was measured by means of multiple beam
interferometry and was found to be 0 9 nm, which
corresponds to the mono-molecular step height on
{110} faces of garnet Since the step spacing in this
area is « 0 45 μπι, the nusonentation is about 0 1°
Applying multiple beam interferometry to the thick
wall formed at the curved side of the half moon
tenace revealed that the height of the wall at pomt A
is about 15 1 2 nm, which corresponds to 14—19
layers of a mono-molecular growth step The number
of the growth layers which contnbutes to form the
steep wall m the figure from В to С on both sides of
the half moon terrace was counted to be 16 This is,
within the accuracy of the measurement, the same as
the height of the wall wluch was obtained by means
of multiple beam interferometry This means that the
flat terrace is molecularly flat and parallel to the
{110} plane The phase contrast micrograph in fig 4
also supports this measurement because of the
absence of any step on the terrace
Interestingly enough, m the phase contrast micro
graph one can see that the distance between the first
step (1) and the second step (2) is larger than that
between the second and the third A schematic draw
ing of this situation is shown m fig 5 This indicates
that the first step advances more rapidly than the
second step However, no such phenomenon is taking
place on the terrace shown m fig 6, where the steps
are equidistantly spaced, even close to the terrace
Generally speaking, if we judge from the present
observation, the increase of the step spacing near the
flat terrace takes place only when the nusonentation
is relatively large and therefore only when the step
spacing of the nusonentation step is relatively small,
less than M) 6 μιτι Since this is good evidence to sup
port the concept of diffusion overlap around growth
step fronts, it will be discussed m more detail m sec
tion4
-
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Fig. 1. Interference contrast micrograph after Nomaxski, combined with multiple beam interferometry (MB!): (A) growth hillock
with an active centre:(B) growth hillock with a flat top;(O half moon terraces.

3.2. The relation between growib hills and the half
- moon terraces
In ref. [7] it was proved that the growth hillocks
are connected to dislocations which are mainly gene
rated at the inferface between the substrate and the
grown film. Since growth hillocks with flat tops, В
in fig. 1. are found together with ideal growth
hillocks, A in fig. 1, it was supposed that these
growth hillocks turned into hillocks with a flat top
for reasons which will be discussed later; dislocations
creating spiral growth centres suddenly became
inactive leading to flat top hillocks. In order to prove
this, chemical etching was applied to crystals on
which several growth hillocks developed. The result
is shown in fig. 7. in which one can see a tiny etch
pit developing at the centre of a flat top. This indi
cates that a dislocation which originally created a
spiral growth hillock at the same position still remains

there, but was already inactive for the spiral growth
before the crystal growth was completely stopped at
the end of the growth experiment.
The same etching was applied to some half moon
terraces always revealing etch pits in between the
thick wall of a terrace and the geometrical centre of a
half moon (GC in fig. 5). One of the examples is
shown in fig. 8, demonstrating the development of
an etch pit (1) near the geometrical centre.
3.S. Identiflcation of the original spiral centre
As will be discussed in section 4, it was necessary
to trace back the original spiral centre in order to
measure the distance by which the steep wall forming
the half moon terrace advanced before the crystal
growth stopped. It was performed by revealing etch
pits at the original growth centres by means of che
mical etching (figs. 7 and 8). Although etch pits were
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Fig. 2. Transmission phase contrast micrograph, showing development of half moon terraces in relation to the misorientation (M)
of the surface.

expected to develop at the geometrical centre of the
terraces (GC in fig. S), it was rather a general ten
dency that as the terrace width becomes narrower,
the position of such etch pits shifts from the geome
trical centre towards the thick wall of a terrace. This
phenomenon takes place after the flat top of a hillock
starts to be buried by the advancement of misorienta
tion steps (situation F in fig. 9), about which we will
discuss later.

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of a section of a wafer to show the
relation between the misorientation of the wafer (ЛЛ, the
normal direction of the top surface (Л0, and the (110) direc
tion.

4. Discussion
4.1. Flattening of growth hillocks
Although it is not possible to decide why disloca
tions become inactive during the growth to form
a flat top hillock, a few possibilities can be considered.
(i) The dislocation which was once at the centre of
the growth spiral glided away from the growth centre
during high temperature growth. This, however, can
be denied by the developing of an etch pit at the cen
tre of the flat top by applying chemical etching (fig.
7). (ii) As was shown in ref. |7), dislocations which
are responsible for the spiral growth are not single dis
locations but most probably dipoles or bundles. In
this case two dislocations with opposite sign can
easily annihilate so as to reduce the elastic energy.
Phase contrast microscopy demonstrated the ap
pearance of groups of tiny hollow cores created at
the centre of growth hillocks due to the elastic energy
around the dislocations [7]. Upon annihilation of
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Fig 4- Mono-molecular 0.9 nm steps forming a terrace observed by reflection type phase contrast microscopy: 1, 2, 3 and 4
indicate the front of the first, the second, the thud and the fourth steps, respectively; an arrow indicates the direction of advance
of growth steps (note the higher advancement of the first step): (A), (B) and (C) see the text; (H) a growth hillock consisting of
0.9 nm steps.
the dislocations, they form a loop and thus become
inactive for the growth of the hillock. This will result
in the flat tops of growth hillocks.

Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of a half moon terrace; (GO
geometrical centre assuming that the thick wall is part of a
cuele.

4.2. Formation of the half moon terrace
It is now possible to reconstruct the process of
formation of the half moon terrace. As is shown in
the last section, the half moon flat terrace is parallel
to the real {110} face, which is also parallel to the flat
top of the growth hillocks. Therefore it is assumed
that the half moon terrace is formed when the flat
top of the growth hillocks is partly buried due to the
advance of the misorientation steps (fig. 4).
The successive stages of the terrace formation are
shown in flg. 9, in which various cross sections at the
symmetry line of the terrace are presented. The vari
ous letters in this figure refer to the cross sections of
the face of the growing garnet. As has been discussed
in section 3, dislocations end in the bulk of the crys
tal somewhere below the terrace. The growth hill,
resulting from these dislocations is contour A of
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Fig. 6. Phase contrast micrograph showing 0.9 nm steps around a half moon terrace. Note the equidistant step train. Small black
dots are due to bad silvering which is necessary in order to get high reflection for microscopy.

fig. 9 or fig. 1. At contour В the dislocation or a pair
of dislocations become inactive and no new steps
are created. The slopes of the hill continue to grow,
so a widening terrace is formed (contour С of fig. 9
or В in fig. 1 ). Hillocks on this garnet face are almost
circular, so that the flat top of the hill will be circu
lar, too. On the left side of the flat-topped growth
hillock to the misorientation steps will annihilate the

hillock steps, eventually leading to stage D, where
the final step is just annihilated. Using the boundary
conditions of Van der Eerden [8] — which are valid if
the growth units can freely pass a step without being
incorporated — it can be proven [9] that the step
advance velocity decreases going from the rim of the
terrace downwards. This is due to the presence of the

Fig. 7. The etch pit (1) at the centre of a flat top growth hil
lock. HCl etching at about 100°C for 30 s. The etch pit at
the point (2) was not active for the growth.

Fig. 8. The etch pit (I) which was responsible for the growth
of the half moon terrace. The other pit (2) has no relation
with the terrace.
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(spacing of first step to its neighbour) at the terrace
to Δ.Ϊ«, far away from the terrace This explanation
covers all observations The feraces at vanous stages
of bunal (figs 1 and 2), the increase of the spacing
of the misonentation steps near the terrace and the
steep wall which bounds the terrace (figs 4 and 6),
and the dislocation which is present near the terrace
below the surface (see etch-pattems m figs 7 and 8)
4 3 Theory of step kinetics
t ig 9 Crotò «ι lions ot the various sìjges of burial of an
inaciived grow Ih hillock

flat top leading to an increase of the growth unit concentration near the run This velocity decrease is only
pronounced if the mean displacement of growth units
is of the order of a few step spaungs or less, so that
the steps interact with each other So, the steps near
the (op tend to overtake their lower neighbouring
steps, under the influence of the large flat top area
This results m a high slope near the terrace, which
smoothly decreases to the slope of the original
growth lull, which can be seen on the observation
С in fig 1 and D, E and F in fig 9 This was recently
simulated [9], starting with a flat-topped hillock It
turned out that the slope of the hillock became
steeper near the stop and the steepness gradually
decreased going downwards from the top Next the
nusonentalion step tram starts to bury the growth
hill with a flat top, E, F in fig 9 or С in fig 1 The
steps near the top have approached each other very
closely, resulting in a steep wall with a low advance
velocity Eventually, the misonentation step facing
the terrace will have crossed the terrace, and the
extinct growth hill will have vanished (stage G in
fig 9)
At stage D, where we will put time parameter t
at zero, the front step (misonentation step facing
terrace) of the equidistant misonentation step
train (spacing Δ.γ„) suddenly faces a wide terrace
Due to the extra impact of growth units from the
terrace towards the top (first) misonentation step it
will move faster, enlarging its distance to its neigh
bour The neighbour will also profit from a larger
catch area, the step train will be somewhat stretched,
ι e (he spacing will smoothly decrease from Δχι

In order to check the step kinetics, we need a
theory which descnbes step mteractions One possi
bility is that this interaction is due to surface diffu
sion This case is descnbed by Burton, Cabrera and
Frank (BCF) [10] A second possibility is the inter
action due to pure volume diffusion [11] or com
bined surface/volume diffusion [12] Following Van
Erk [3], we have chosen the model of BCF, but we
will discuss the other mechanisms later
We will try to correlate the extra covered distance
of the first steps (fig 4) with the mean displacement
length of a growth unit during its stay on the surface,
λ The advance velocity of a step in a parallel step
train is given by BCF

υ(Δχ;, ΔχΠ = Ju.[((Δχ,*) + «Δι,ΙΙ .

0)

where f is the retardation factor, u(A*?, Δ*Γ) the
advance velocity of step i, u_ the velocity of an iso
lated step, and ax¡, ux¡ are the spacmgs to the front
and back neighbour of step ι, respectively The retar
dation factor £, which is not the retardation factor
defined by Bennema and Gilmer [13], is given by
<7/2+ I
ί ( Δ ϊ ) =

(2)

672)~coth(¿r/2\) + 1 '

where q is the step integration constant as defined by
Van der Eerden [8], if l/g = 0, the step integration
goes infinitely fast and eq (2) reduces to the wellknown BCF expression
ΚΔχ,*, Δχ,") = | u . [tanh(Ax,72X)
+ tanh(Ax,72\)]

(3)

In eqs (2) and (3), λ denotes the mean displacement
of a growth unit during its stay on the surface
The increment dAI of the extra covered distance
Al in time di of a step (fig 5), compared to a nus-
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onentation step Гаг away from the terrace, is given
by the difference of their velocities
d(AA) = |υ(Δχ,", Δ*,*) - μ(Δχ-, д*,,)] di ,

(4)

tion on {110} Thus we overestmiated JCp by
25-35% This also explanes the location of the etch
pits, as shown m fig 8 and discussed in section 3 J
441

, d[ü(Δx Δx ),l (5)

d(Δ/ )=

· SSΐг)- )

- - ·

where Ддг, refers to the spacing of the ith step and
Δχ_ is a constant, denoting the spacing of the misonentation step far away from the terrace, υ(Δχ_,
Λχ„) is the constant nusonentation step velocity
If a misonentation step has covered a distance x 0 , we
can write for eq (S)

«-/s-

-*o

¿

ϋ(Δχ„.Δχ.)

*o ,

(6)

where χ = ν(Δχ_ Ддг„)г refers to the covered distance
of an equidistant step (spaung Лх_)
4 4 Quantitative interpretation
If we want to interepret the observations quanti
tatively, we must find the value of jr0, being the dis
tance covered by an equidistant misonentation step
dunng the time span that the first steps have profited
from the extra catch area of the terrace, ι e from
situation D of fig 9 to the actual observation, as in
figs 1(C), 4 and 6 At / = 0 (stage D) the wall boun
ding the terrace has a height of about 500 steps Ter
races in all stages of bunal (figs 1 and 2) are observed
and the wall is always very steep (up to a few degrees)
and circular Since the step growth appears to be a
diffusion-controlled process, we may assume that the
advance velocity of the steps in the wall is very low
compared to the advance of the misonentation steps,
ι e the positions of the wall in stages D and E of fig
9 are almost identical So, the distance x0 can be
found approximately by subtracting the terrace width
from twice the radius of curvature of the wall How
ever, this approach assumes a perfect circular growth
hill, while the growth hills on Y1G are slightly ellip
tical The elongation was parallel to the (111) direc

Matching with BCFtheory
When we solve eq (6) for our Xo, ΔΙ/ measure
ments, the step mteraction due to diffusion overlap
can be quantified The core of eq (6) consists of a set
of coupled differential equations,
αΔ///αχ=ΛΔι;,Δχ,-)

(see also eq (5)), which have to be solved Taking the
BCF expression eq (3) for (he step velocity, we
numencally solved eq (6) for several values of mean
diffusion length λ m the case q = ^ (fast step integra
tion) We started the numerical simulation with a
semi-infinite step train, thus achieving that the first
step is faced with a wide terrace in front but with an
equidistant misonentation step tram from behind.
This situation corresponds with the upper part of
contour D in fig 9
In fig 10 we have plotted our x0. Al measure
ments derived from observations, figs 4 and 6 and
similar ones, together with the numencally obtained
Al. x0 values Five measurements had about the same
misonentation Ддг_ = 0 45 — 0 5 μπι They match
well with the curves where λ/Δχ_ = 0 17, both for
the first and for the second step facing the terrace
This implies a value for the mean displacement λ of
85 nm In that case, the measurements from obser
vation (fig 6) with Δχ„ = 0 8 μπι should be com
pared with the curve λ/Αχ_ = 0 107 m fig 10. As
was already noticed m section 3 I, both the com
puted and the measured values of Al, are close to
zero in the case of Δχ„ = 0 8 μπι (fig 6)
With decreasing q the effect of the overlap of dif
fusion fields decreases If q is very low, indicating a
very slow step intergration for growth units, all steps
move individually and are not influenced by overlap
ping of diffusion fields of neighbouring steps An
approximate relation between q and λ can be found
by matching the simulation and observations, for
Δχ_ =05
μιη,

Ì = , 3 5 J L ( J _ _ 0 17).
q
442

(7)

Δχ«, \Δχ_
/
Comment to other possible theories
There are two other mechanisms by which step
P.?

-
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-Х/Лж ζ 017 I"*' »'»P (o)
λ/Δι.: 017 second step ( · )

surface diffusion are coupled, then our estimation of
the surface diffusion coefficient is only an upper
limit λ < 85 nm.

4.5. Relations with earlier observations

il/a».

Fig 10 LMra cohered distance Δ/of the step facing (he ter
race versus total covered distance XQ for various diffusion
lengths X u i t h ç 1 1 « The dashed curves represent the fit u ith
the indicated (Δ/. xa) measurements of the first and second
steps (Αχ» ' 0 5 μιη) The measured pomrs on the observa
tions have a misonentation of 0 4 5 - 0 5 μπι (о, · ) or 0.8 μπτ
С).

velocities are depending on spacing. The first is the
model of Chernov ( I I ] , assuming a direct integration
of growth units from the volume into the step; the
mobility of growth units on the surface is zero. This
will result in a possible overlap of (he volume diffu
sion -field between two steps and hence in a decrease
of advance velocity. As has been pointed out by
Bennema and Gilmer [13], this model seems to be
kmetically less improbable if the mobility of growth
units on the surface is not zero.
Another model is the combined volume/surface
diffusion model of Gilmer, Ghez and Cabrera [12].
The growth units diffuse to the surface; by diffusion
on the surface the particles reach the step, where
they are incorporated into a kink. In this model
lateral gradients in the volume concentration occur
since surface and volume diffusion are coupled.
Therefore, steps can interact through the volume only
through the surface diffusion field. This model is
appbed by Gornert et al. [14,15] on kinetic experi
ments on garnet. They stated that this theory implies
that λ < 0 37 nm; however, re-examining their data
with the BCF theory shows that the data can also
be explained by large λ values. If the volume and

Observations by one of the authors proved that
diffusion of growth units must be important [16]. He
observed growth nuclei in between steps on flux
grown garnets. Near the steps no nuclei were seen,
which is probably caused by the step which decreased
the concentration for growth units, thus reducing
the effective surface supersaturation.
In a recent paper Van Erk et al. [3] concluded
from kinetic experiments that nucleation between
steps occurs if the step spacing exceeds 40 nm. It
was assumed that the surface supersaturation between
the steps is sufficiently high for nucleation if the
spacing exceeds the mean diffusion length λ. On this
basis Van Erk estimated λ to be 20 nm or more, in
the case of I /q = 0.
Finally we must remark the following on our esti
mation of λ. Extra nucleation on the terrace cannot
contribute to the extra covered distance of the first
steps, since misonentation steps with 0.8 μπ\ spacing
(fig. 3) show no extra advance of the first step. The
first step becomes somewhat curved, but this has no
influence of the kinetics since the radius of curvature
is some 5000 μπι, while the radius of the critical nu
cleus is of the order of 10 nm,
From the observations we concluded that not
more than 400 misonentation steps have passed
during the burial of the flat-topped growth hillock,
since Ло/Д»»= 260-400. This indicates that the gar
net film becomes 400 step heights thicker, i.e., 0.36
μπ\. The total perpendicular growth of the gamet film
was about 2 jum.

5. Conclusion
We have shown experimentally that steps on the
{110} face of epitaxially grown yttrium iron garnet
interact with each other by way of overlap of dif
fusion fields. Upon applying the surface diffusion
model of BCF, we estimated the mean displacement
of growth units on the surface to be λ = 85 ± 10 nm,
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if we assumed that step integration was infinitely
fast The estimated value for λ will become larger if
the surface step coupling factor q is considerably
smaller than 10 The value of λ becomes lower if the
volume and surface diffusion are coupled, so that the
steps interact with the neighbouring steps through the
overlap of both surface and volume diffusion fields
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Abstract
The dissolution process of the |111) faces of potash alum is studied,
both by microtopographic examinations of the etch pit patterns and by measurement of the dissolution kinetics in a rotating disk crystallize!·. Both
methods showed that the Cabrera Levine dissolution theory holds for the two
most common dislocation types ending on the {ill} faces of potash alum.
On
the basis of the rotating disk experiments, the interfacial supersaturation
of the etch pit experiments was roughly estimated. Using this it was found
that at interfacial supersaturations below -0.6% (dislocations with <110>
Burgers vector) or below -0.85ÍÍ (dislocations with <100> Burgers vector)
numerous etch pits related to those dislocation types appeared. Below those
undersaturations the dissolution process is mainly determined by volume diffusion.
From the critical undersaturation, determined in the rotating disk
crystallizer, the value of the edge free energy of a step was found to be
approximately 0.01 J/m .

_1_. Introduction
It is widely accepted that dissolution or evaporation of crystal faces
preferentially takes place at surface areas where a dislocation line emerges. This is due to the stress energy of particles which are situated in
these strained areas. In the case of a screw dislocation a spiral is formed,
while at edge dislocations dissolution proceeds via repeated nucleation.
Both mechanisms lead to the formation of an etch pit with the dislocation
line as axis.
By applying a simple thermodynamical model it was shown [l] that the
activation energy for the formation of a negative nucleus around a dislocation completely vanishes below a certain undersaturation, which is called
the critical undersaturation Δμ* (undersaturation Δμ<0). For a dislocation
ending more or less perpendicular on the growth face this critical undersa
turation is a function of, among others, the length of the Burgers vector b,
the shear modulus μ and the edge free energy γ. When the activation energy
- 30
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is zero, the formation frequency of negative nuclei around a dislocation
outcrop is infinite and volume diffusion determines the dissolution rate;
usually a steep etch pit visible by optical microscopy develops. It was
found later [2], [3] that this activation energy decreased to a large extent
upon surpassing the critical undersaturation, but did not vanish totally. It
also turned out [4], that the same critical behaviour occurs for a BCP [5]
spiral dissolution mechanism around a screw dislocation. The slope of a
spiral etch pit increases slowly between undersaturations of zero and |Δμ*|,
whereas below the critical undersaturation the slope, and thus the etching
rate, suddenly increases drastically. With help of Monte Carlo simulations,
executed with low values of edge free energy, it turned out that a deep
depression occurs at the dislocation centre, when a certain value of the un
dersaturation is surpassed [б].
It is the aim of this paper to show that the Cabrera and Levine (CL)
dissolution theory [l] applies to the dissolution of the (ill} faces of po
tassium aluminium sulphate crystals. It will be shown that below a certain
undersaturation very steep etch pits occur and that the etching rate in
creases enormously. The critical undersaturation will be determined and from
that value the edge free energy Y for the {ill) faces of alum will be
evaluated. In order to achieve this, two independent experiments have been
performed: (i) Observation of etch pits formed at various undersaturations
and measurement of their slopes, (ii) measurement of the dissolution rate as
function of the interfacial undersaturation.

2_. Theory
¿.J_. Dissolution around a dislocation

with
law:

In an isotropic medium, the stress density u(r) around a dislocation
Burgers vector b and line direction 1 follows from Hooke's elasticity

и(г)-иЪ2К(ф) / 8n 2 r 2

, (1)

where li is the shear modulus and r the distance
Κ(φ) is given by the expression:
К(ф)-зіп2 φ / (1-v) + cos 2 φ

to

the

dislocation

line.

, (2)

where ν is the Poisson ratio and φ the angle between Ъ and 1 However, eq.
(l) is not applicable close to the dislocation line since the strain density
would exceed the elastic limit if b is constant.
Therefore, the (upper)
value of u in the dislocation core is limited to the so-called core energy
density u(0) [4], [7]. A smooth energy density function is introduced in
ref. [4] where u=u(0) for small r and u equals eq.(l) for large r.
In ref. [4] results are reported of a computer simulation of spiral
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growth and dissolution around dislocations with such a stress function. The
normal
case
is
when
the
stress
field
is
so
strong
that
Ь/І2и(0)иК(ф))/4і'Т>1.56, where γ is the edge energy of a step. Then, two
kinds of dissolution spirals occur around screw dislocations: (i) When undersaturation |Δμ | increases from О to |Δμ*| relatively widely spaced
spirals (step spacing decreasing from 19 to 4 tunes the radius of the criti
cal nucleus on an unstressed surface, r c ) occur, ( n ) When |Δμ|>|Δμ*| sud
denly closely spaced spirals develop; the spacing decreases with increasing
b/u(0)/Y and can easily be smaller than г at the critical undersaturation.
In the case of very weak stress fields, Ъ/(2и(0^К(ф) )/4*γ<1.56, only the
widely spaced spirals, with a spacing between 4 and 19 г , can occur. The
undersaturation Δμ is defined as the chemical potential difference between
the solution and the crystal and thus is negative in the case of dissolu
tion.
The value of the critical undersaturation follows from the thermodynamical model in refs [l,4]:
Др»=_2я20 2 /иЬ 2 К(ф)

,

(3)

where Ω is the molecular volume of a growth unit. Since the value of Δμ*
originates from the thermodynamical model of CL it is independent on the ac
tual dissolution mechanism.

2.2^· Determination of the interface concentration £
In the case of dissolution the undersaturation at the dissolving sur
face is lower than the bulk undersaturation. This is due to the concentra
tion gradient in the mass transfer boundary layer formed by diffusion of
particles from the dissolving face towards the bulk. In order to determine
the interface undersaturation the volume resistance 6/D, where δ is the
thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer and D the diffusion coeffi
cient, should be constant in time and constant over the surface during the
experiments.
This is achieved by choosing a specific hydrodynamic environ
ment for the dissolving face. In the present case a crystal slice was inbedded in a plastic disk, which was rotated around its perpendicular axis in an
undersaturated solution. In the case of a rotating infinite smooth disk in
an infinite vessel, the Navier Stokes equations can be solved [β] and the
thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer 6 equals:
6-1.61 f(Sc) D 1 /' v 1 / 6 u>-1/2-0.5(D/v)1/3 δ Η
where ν
ty and
Schmidt
used in
siders

,

(4)

is the kinematic viscosity of the solution, ω the rotational veloci
6ц the hydrodynamical boundary layer. In our alum solutions the
number Sc=v/D is about 2200 and a correction of f(Sc)-1.02 has to be
calculating the value of 6 [9]. In his derivation Levich [θ] con
a face where the particles are uniformly transferred from the inter- 32
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face into the boundary layer. In the case of dissolution of crystals, the
transfer of particles takes place at the steps, but since the step distances
are by far smaller than δ we can assume that eq. (4) is applicable.
It is shown in ref. [id] that eq. (4) also holds for finite disks in a
finite vessel, provided that the specific dimensions (as the distance of the
disk to the wall of the vessel or the radius of the disk) are considerably
larger than 5; when the disk surface is rough the height of the protuber
ances must be less than δ. Eq. (4) holds in the case of laminar flow, i.e.
when the Reynolds number He"(iir^/w is smaller than 10^-10-' [θ].
The mass flux Φ„
m of solute from a dissolving face is due to diffusion
as well as due to the occurring diffusion drift flow and is implicitly given
by:
Dp

C

V - i Ή * *«

'

(5)

since the net transport of the second component (solvent) is 'zero. In this
equation ζ is the distance to the face, с the mass fraction of the solute in
the solution and p·, the density of the solution.
The dissolution rate
R=*/pg resulting from the mass fluì follows from eq. (5) [il], [l2]:
P,D
1-е.
Р-Жс.-с. )
R- - Д г In -,—5 = 1 J t f . b \
,

V

ис

±

ρ

(6)

3δΙ1-ν

where p 3 is the density of the crystal and с ъ and c^ are the mass fractions
of the solute in the bulk of the solution (x>6) and at the crystal face
(i=0), respectively. The second approximation holds for small concentration
differences.
The dissolution rate R can be determined experimentally from rotating
disk experiments and the value of δ follows from eq. (4). Provided that the
values of D, v, Cjj, p^ and p s are known, the value of c^, and thus of the
interface undersaturation, can be determined for various rotation velocities
ω and bulk undersaturations.
The values of D and ν for saturated alum solutions are reported in
ref. [13]:
-

0

(т /з), 20 C < Τ < 40 C

,

ν=(-0.0155.Τ+1.612).10-6

(m 2 /s), 150C < Τ < 35*0

, (θ)

D=(0.0912.T+2.036).Ю '

2

e

o

(7)

e

where Τ i s the temperature i n C . The s a t u r a t i o n c o n c e n t r a t i o n c e
in water i s given i n r é f .
[14] :
c e q - 0 . 0 6 1 6 + 8 . 9 4 2 10" 4 .T+5.958 10" 5 .T 2
The d e n s i t i e s ρ =1750 kg/m' and
r e s p e c t to temperature.

ρ-,-1072

(kg s o l u t e / k g s o l u t i o n )
kg/m'

are

almost

of

.

alum

(9)

constant
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2.3. Correlation between difference in chemical potential ¿μ and supersaturation a.
The fundamental driving force for dissolution and etch pit formation
іэ the difference in chemical potential Δμ of the growth units in solution
and inthe crystal. By definition Δμ is given by:
Δμ-RT In —
,
(10)
a
eq
where a and a
are the solute activities in the under(super)saturated solu
tion and the saturated solution respectively. Since an alum solution con
sists of an equimolar mixture of AlptSOi)* and KoSO« as well as "dissolved'*
crystal water the Δμ of a K2SO4.A^CSO« U ^ H J O solution of molality m is
equal to :
Δμ-ΗΤ 1 п ( ^ ) в а 1
eq

• 24 RT In ( ^ ) ^
wfeq

. OD

where а„ m i _ is the water activity of the solution.
Both terms can be
evaluated by making use of the first approximation of the RWE equation [15],
[16]. Using this relation the following dependence of the osmotic coeffi
cient фщ.^ (which is directly related to a^ m ^ r [16]) on the osmotic coeffi
cients φ of the seperated solutions of l^SCb and AloiSCh)·! at the ion
strength of the mixture was derived:

•тіх-І

о/^^Ч^

з 0 '^'

(12)

using the osmotic coefficients of aluminium sulphate [17] and of potassium
sulphate [16], combined with eqs. (11,12) and the Gibbs-Buhem equation it
turned out that for lower super(under)saturation Δμ is proportianal to 0:
Ay/kT-3.3((m-meq)/me(1}-3.3o, -Ο.Κσ«).!, T-30eC . (13)
The relation between a and supercooling ΔΤ can be found by using eq. (9).

3_. Surface micro topography of etch pit patterns
3^J_ Experimental
The dissolution experiments were carried out in a vessel especially
designed for easy seperation of the crystals from the undersaturated solu
tion, in order to preserve the original surface patterns.
The essential
point of this vessel, described in ref. [ΐθ] , is that the solution is
covered by a layer of n-hexane of about five centimeters in thickness. Dur
ing seperation of the crystal from the solution at the end of the experiment
- 34
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the crystal passes the n-hexane layer, so that the hexane replaces the
adhering solution to a great extent. After removal the crystal is dipped
into n-hexane for a few seconds and subsequently dried hy means of a paper
tissue. In this way clean surface areas suitable for surface microtopography can be obtained [ΐθ], [19], [2θ].
An undersaturation, determined within an accuracy of 0.05 K, was ob
tained by saturating the solution followed by an increase of the tempera
ture, which was measured with a thermocouple.
The dissolution experiments were carried out as follows: A freshly
grown crystal, obtained by standard methods [18], [21] is first placed for
two hours in the hexane layer above the solution, in order to get the solu
tion temperature. Then, the alum crystal is lowered into the solution,
where it is allowed to dissolve for a period varying from 20 seconds (T^T =дТъ~4 К) to 30 minutes (Tb-T »йТъж0.2 К ) , depending on the undersatura
tion.
The solution in which the crystal rotates is agitated. Further, T-^
is the temperature of the solution, Τ
is the saturation temperature and
ΔΤ^ is the bulk supercooling. Finally the crystal is removed according to
the procedure given above. For each experiment a freshly grown crystal had
to be used, since slightly dissolved crystals show somewhat curved faces,
which implies that the steps generated from the rounded edges of these cry
stal faces slow down etch pit formation to a great extent.
The surface patterns of the slightly dissolved (1111 potash alum faces
have been observed by means of a Nomarski differential interference contrast
microscope [22]. In order to measure the inclinations of the etch pit walls
with respect to the (ill) surface a two-beam interferometer after Nomarski
combined with a mercury light source fitted with a monochromator filtre
(λ=546 nm) has been used.
In order to correlate etch pits with dislocations X-ray diffraction
topography after Lang [23] has been employed. Technical details on this
method as well as on the preparation of the potash alum slices have been
given elsewhere [24] [25].

¿.2^ Correlation between etch pits and dislocations
In a previous work [21] it was shown by an etch - polish - re-etch
method and by a correlation between growth hillocks and etch pits that the
well-known triangular pits on (ill) potash alum formed after etching in water are strictly related to dislocation outcrops. To establish this once
more and to determine the Burgers vectors involved in the etch pit formation
the following experiment was carried out: Firstly a good quality alum crystal was etched with water and the position of an isolated etch pit was
marked by a droplet of paint (see fig. 1a). An (HO) crystal slice, containing the mark, was cut and Lang topographs were made. These X-ray topographs
for the (OOI) (fig. 1b) and the (HO) (fig. 1c) reflections clearly show
that a single dislocation terminates at the position of the mark, i. e. the
etch pit. In the neighbourhood region , where no other pits were found, no
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dislocation lines can be discerned.

Fig, 1 Correlai von between etch pite and disloaatione:
(a)
leolated
pit formed after dissolution
in pure water (b) Lang topograph of (110)
slice
( g =[001]) containing the pit shown in (a), indicated by arrow; (c) as (b),
but g -[110J
The line width of the dislocation related to the etch pit in fig. 1 is
typical for most of the dislocation lines observed on X-ray topographs of
alum slices using Ag Ko^ radiation [25]. This means that the Burgers vector
of this dislocation line is of unit height, implying that such dislocations
are capable to form etch pits.
Other evidence for the fact that unit dislocations induce etch pit
formation after etching in water is given by the following observations: (i)
The number of etch pits is roughly equal to (and often even higher than) the
total number of dislocations revealed by Lang topography on the same face.
-
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Fig. 2 Surface morphology of dissolved j111} potash alum faoes
dependenoe on the bulk undersaturation,
indicated in
figures.
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diaeoluticn
at
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area formed after dissolution
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(il) The dislocation lines having the lowest possible Burgers vector b
-<0O1> [24],[25] are marked by pits after etching, (iii) Each growth hillock
on ( m ) alum changes into a pit after dissolution in water [21], while it
was demonstrated [ΐθ] that growth hillocks represent spirals with unit lat
tice step height and thus can be related to unit Burgers vectors·

3^3_ Etch pit patterns in dependence on the bulk undersaturation.
In order to study the variation of the surface morphology of asdissolved (ill) alum faces in dependence on the bulk undersaturation
numerous freshly grown crystals were etched in well defined, slightly undersaturated aqueous solutions according to the procedure in section 3-1. Some
results of these experiments at several undersaturations expressed as ДТ
are presented in fig. 2. From this figure three undersaturation regions can
be distinguished: (і)0К<ДТь<0.8К. In this region no etch pits appear on good
quality crystals (figs. 2a and b). On crystals of poor quality a few pits
are observed, however. (іі)0.8К<Д1 <1.8K. Here a first group of etch pits
all having an equal slope, which increases for increasing ΔΤν, is formed
(fig. 2c). In the following these pits will be denoted as "generation I
pits".
(ііі)дТ^>1.8K. In this undersaturation domain a second group of
pits, denoted as generation II, can be perceived. Just like generation I,
these pits have the same inclination which increases to seven degrees at in
finite ДТ Ъ (figs. 2 d,e,f).
To verify the existence of the three undersaturation regions and to
determine the relative amount of pits formed at a given undersaturation with
respect to the total number of dislocation outcrops, the dissolved crystal
faces were, after being photographed re-etched in pure water and rephotographed. Some of the results are shown in fig. 3: On crystal surfaces dis
solved at low undersaturations, which were almost free of pits, numerous
pits are formed after re-etching with water, indicating the existence of
dislocations (figs 3a and За"). For surfaces dissolved at intermediate un
dersaturations, where only generation I pits were created, additional pits
were formed (figs. 3b and to'). By these etching studies it was established
that generation I pits present about 30Í of the total number of dislocation
outcrops at the surface. Finally on crystal surfaces dissolved at higher undersaturations , where both generation I as II were created, in general no
additional pits are formed after etching in water (figs. 3c and 3c'). This
means that generation I and II together mark almost all dislocation outcrops
on the alum ( m } faces.
By X-ray topography two kinds of dislocation have been identified
unambiguously, namely those with Burgers vectors <110> and <100> [24,25].
The occurrence of these two dislocation types must match the occurrence of
generation I and II etch pits. Since | b <110>|>| b <10O>| the stress is
higher around <110> than around <100> dislocation outcrops (see eq.(l)).
This means that for lower undersaturations dissolution preferentially takes
place at the stronger stress field, 1. e. around <110> dislocations. So,
- 3S -

generation I pits are related to <110> dislocations and generation II pits,
which are only formed at higher undersaturations, are related to <100>
dislocations.
The occasionally observed etch pita on low quality crystals
at very low undersaturations (ДТЬ<0.8К) must be related to higher (non-unit
height) Burgers vectors or to a cooperating group of unit dislocations. Fi
nally, it must be mentioned that generation I pits may partly be related to
<111> type dislocations, although the existence of this dislocation type has
never been proven positively [25].

3_·Α_· Inclination of etch pits in dependence on the bulk undersaturation
For each of the dissolved alum crystals two-beam interferograms, to
gether with interference contrast micrographs, of representative (ill) sur
face areas were made, in order to measure the etch pit slope. An example of
such a pair is given in fig. 4, where we can distinguish the generation I
(steep with closely-spaced interference fringes) and generation II (less
steep with widely-spaced interference fringes) etch pits.

Fig. 4
Meísuvement of
inalinatione
of et-jh pite with
veepeot to the
¡111) plane:
(a) Inter-ferenae oontvast miavograph of surface
pattern
formed
after
etching
at
tT-^ZK.
(b) Two-beam
interferogram after Nomaraki of the
same area as (a); note the tuo
different
etch
pit
slopes
(types I and II).
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Fig. S Dependence of the elope of pit eidee on the bulk
undereatuva(ecale
at top)
and the roughly estimated interfaoe
wndeveatuvation
twn
(scale at bottom) a· fov generation I and II
pite.
From these interferograms the dependence of the inclination of the pit
sides on the bulk undersaturation (σ-^, related to supercooling ΔΤ^ by
eq.(9)) was determined both for generation 1 and II pits. The result is
shown in fig. 5. An increase of inclination starting from a critical point
can be recognised for both etch pit types. The critical bulk undercooling
(undersaturation) for generation I pits is about 0. К (-2.6%) and for gen
eration II about 1 .ΘΚ (-5·9/ί)· The occurrence of these critical points for
etch pit formation gives a strong indication for the applicability of the
dissolution model of Cabrera and Levine [l]· For high undersaturations
(i.e., pure water) the slope goes up to 6.75 degrees for both etch pit
types.
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4. Dissolution and growth kinetics
£._]_. Experimental
For the measurement of dissolution and growth kinetics about the same
experimental set-up as described in ref. [l2] was used. A scheme of the rotating disk crystallizer is shown in fig. 6. A glass vessel (volume 7.5 litre) is placed in a 70-litre water thermostat in which the temperature can
be kept constant within 0.01 K. The volume of the vessel is large enough to
prevent changes in saturation due to growth or dissolution of the crystal.
In this vessel a cylindrical plastic matrix -the "disk"-, in which a (ill)
crystal slice is mounted, rotates in the solution. In order to prevent rotation of the solution, baffles are placed in the vessel. Prior to an experiment the disk is allowed to attain the same temperature as the solution
by acclimatization in the air thermostat above the vessel. The stirring rod
is a polyacetate-covered steel bar and rotation velocities up to 800 rpn can
be reached without oscillation of the disk. The disk was made by pouring
epoxy around a ( 111} slice cut from a single crystal of potash alum into a
cylindrically shaped mould [11,12]. The disk radius was 15 mm.
w

гЧ—ι

Fig. 6 Scheme of rotat
ing disk aryetalliaer:
(1) 70
litre water thermoetat; (2) 7
1/2 litre
діавв
cryetallization veeeel; (3) baffles;
(4)
cryptai
elice
embedded in
plaetia
rotating
disk;
(δ)
etirring
rod; (6) air thermoe
tat; (7) revolution
counter.
Courtesy
R.
Janeeen-van
Rosmalen.
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The linear dissolution rate H could be determined directly by measur
ing the vertical displacement of the crystal surface with a dial gauge clock
(accuracy 0.01шт).
The under(super)saturation is established by raising (lowering) the
temperature in the vessel. The saturation temperature T e a can be determined
roughly with help of eq. (9); it is determined with an accuracy of 0.01K by
measuring growth and dissolution rates close to the approximated Τ . By the
same procedure, the value of Τ
is checked from time to time.

4^2. Results
Series of mainly dissolution experiments were made by using two solu
tions with saturation temperatures (T e a ) of 30.48 and 30.53*0, rotation
velocities of 25 to 600 rpm and various under- and supercoolings, 3-52K >
Tjj-Tg- >-0.85 K. For the chosen rotation velocities the value of the Rey
nolds number varied between 400 and 10,000, i.e. within the laminar flow re
gime. The mass transfer boundary layer thickness ranged from 80цш at 25 rpm
to 16pm at 600 rpi.
1 5.
ΔΤ-Ο-ΐβΐ
ш=500грт
10.
h
(mm)
0.5.

50
«10's)

100

5

Ю
15 20
№ 0 3 s)

Fig. ? Perpendicular· displacement of aryetal faoe as function of dieBolution time interval,
(a): UPSOO тут, ЫРу=0.28 К, coneequetive
diaeolution
experiments, using вате disk, (b) ш=100 грт,йТ^=1.5К, dissolution
data of
tuo different
disks (Ο,Φ)
In fig. 7a the vertical displacement of the crystal surface h is plot
ted versus the dissolution time t, with h-0 at t-0 for subsequent dissolu
tion experiments with one given crystal. The slope of the line is equal toR and we can conclude that the dissolution rate is constant and not depend
ing on the length of time interval. In fig. 7b a plot of h vs. t, obtained
from dissolution experiments with two different disks is shown. Here, too
the dissolution rate for two different disks is the same. During the disso
lution experiments shown in fig. 7a the height difference of the crystal
face with respect to the disk surface ranged from +0.8 to -0.9mm. Since the
dissolution rate is equivalent for all points of fig. 7a, we conclude that
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this height difference has little or no influence on the dissolution rate.
So, from fig. 7 it can be concluded that different time intervals or crystal
disks do not affect the dissolution rate; this was confirmed by most of our
other dissolution rate data.
In the case of growth the scatter in measured growth rates was high,
however.
Especially the length of the time interval had influence on the
growth rate; at smaller time intervals (t<20 hours) the growth rate was two
times larger than at large time intervals (t> 100 hours). Qualitatively,
this is in accordance with the results and conlusions reported in the
dissertation of Human [26], where this scatter was attributed to a decrease
in strength of cooperating spiral centres.

Fig. 8
The
depen
dence of the linear·
dieeolution rate R of the 1111} faoee
of alum for various euperooolinge ( undereaturatione)
indi
cated in K.

25

SO
Λ 7 (rid/s)1''

For every bulk undersaturation Δτ^ and ω the displacement of the cry
stal face was measured in two to five experiments; the dissolution experi
ments showed little scatter in the dissolution rate. The dissolution rates
for various bulk supercoolings ΔΤ^ are shown as a function of »ΊΊ in fig. Θ.
In order to verify whether the quasi-linear behaviour of the data shown in
fig. θ points to pure volume diffusion determined dissolution, we will de
fine an overall mass transfer coefficient k+ +:

4ot

/

Pi^b-W

P S R / Ρ l^b
(0>.-ceq)

(14)
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When the process would be totally volume diffusion determined, then c^ would
equal с , and the mass transfer coefficient would be D/6(l-c ea ), as follows
from eq. (6). In fig. 9 we compare the experimental к^ +//(і> with the volume
mass transfer coefficient kyo^. which follows from eqs. (4,6):
\

o l

Ι /ω = D2/3 ν " 1 / 6 / 1.61f(Sc)(l-ce(1)

. (15)

When к+.^курп the mass transfer process is totally volume diffusion deter
mined.
Although it seems in fig. θ that Η is proportional to /ω and hence
that 1с+0+/у'ш is constant, (i.e. volume diffusion determined dissolution) one
realizes from fig. 9 that this is not the case, since for low undercoolings
к+ + deviates considerably from k,^. It can be seen that the overall mass
transfer coefficient k. . increases rapidly with increasing ΔΤν, up to
ΔΤν=1Κ, where k t + approximates the volume mass transfer \.Q-\·
Beyond that
supercooling the overall mass transfer coefficient increases very slowly.
Realizing that the difference between к^01 and к*04. is a measure for the
surface mass transfer resistance, it can be seen that at low ΔΊί the surface
has a large mass transfer resistance, which decreases for increasing AT^,
while at ΔΤ^>1Κ the surface has only a small, but significant, mass transfer
resistance. In fact the two regimes of the extended CL dissolution theory
can be distinguished: Below |Δμ*| (АТЪ<1К) a large surface resistance for
dissolution exists, corresponding to shallow etch pits and a low dissolu
tion, above |Δμ*| (ЛТЬ>1К) dissolution is mainly volume diffusion deter
mined, i.e. steep etch pits and a high dissolution rate.
However, at the
lower supercoolings still a certain surface mass transfer resistance is
present, which indicates that the surface supersaturation is not zero, as
would be the case if the process was totally volume-diffusion controlled
(c^-c ). This is in accordance with the extended CL theory [4] because for
fast dissolution involving steep etch pits always an interface undersatura
tion of Δμ* should be present. For the high undercoolings, ЛТЪЖ1.44 to 2.36
К values of the surface undersaturation OJ of about -\% were found from the
experimental data in fig.9 using eq. (6).
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Fij· S Overall mee transfer ooeffioaient fc^ot, (pointe
and eoi id
curve) and the volume главе transfer eoeffieient
λυο£ (daehed ourve), both
divided by /ω, ae a function of eupereooling Δΐ^. For dieeolution kto1.
inoreaeee more or leee linearly with /ω; for growth thie ie not the eaee and
fct_+ ie ehoan for rotation rate of 200 rpm.
On the growth aide of fig. 9, we see that the overall mass transfer
coefficient in the case ω-200 грш (6'25иш) is much smaller than the volume
mass transfer coefficient. This indicates that the growth process of alum is
determined by the surface mass transfer process.
Finally, in fig. 10 the dissolution and growth rate as function of the
interface undersaturation o, ("(ci~cea^cea^ * 8 shown. For every point
-with known R, AT b and ω- the interface concentration can be derived with
help of eqs. (4,6). In case of growth, 0л>0, we show the growth data with
the small measuring time interval.
From fig. 10 we conclude that the dissolution rate increases enormous
ly when the interface undersaturation decreases down to -i%; the two CL re
gions (shallow etch pits, low dissolution rate and steep etch pits, high
dissolution rate) can be distinguished, although the transition is not very
sharp. One of the reasons are the different dislocations on the (111 ) face
(b-<110> or <100>), which have different Δμ* (see section 5). From fig. 10
we conclude that the critical surface undersaturation σ^ is about -1 Í. The
same conclusion was drawn from fig. 9, where at high undercoolings a surface
undersaturation of ~i% was attained.
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TABLE I
Parameters of the <110> and <100> dislocation types for the
determination of edge energy γ.
1

from :

1

9 I O " 2 8 *)
-1.0 ю - 2
ài
Дм*/кТ
- 3 . 3 Ю" 2
|b|<100> (m) 1.22 1 0 " 9
|Ъ| <110>(m) 1.72 Ю - 9
К(ф) <100>
1.18
К(ф) < 1.0>
1.0
3
Τ (К)
μ (J/шЗ)
.58 1 0 1 0

ref [27]
experiment
experiment and eq. ( 1 3 ) .
r e f 27 .
r e f 27 .
r e f 28
ref [ 2 8 ]
exp. c o n d i t i o n
ref [ 2 8 ]

γ (J/m 2 )

eq. ( 3 )

О (m 3 )

?2

.009-0.011

) As one growth unit ve consider one molecule KpSO«. AlpiSO.K^^jO,
but other growth unit sizes do not affect the result.

Pig.
10
The
Linear·
growth and dieeolution
ratee
αβ α function
of
interface
super (under) saturation <r¿.
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5. Різсиззюп
Both from the surface observations and from the dissolution kinetics
we conclude that the extended CL theory holds for the dissolution of the
till) face of potash alum. From the microtopographic investigations, we saw
that the two dislocation types, <110> and <100>, are marked by steep etch
pits above two different critical bulk undersaturations of 0.
and 1. К.
From the dissolution kinetics we saw an enormous increase in the dissolution
rate at a certain undersaturation. With the results of the rotating disk
experiments the interface undersaturation can be determined after the elimi
nation of the concentration jump due to the volume diffusion, which yielded
a critical interfacial undersaturation of -1?.
Using the results of the rotating disk experiments the interface un
dersaturation σ was roughly correlated to the bulk undersaturation σ^. With
help of this correlation, the a b (ΔΤ^) of the solution in which the observed
crystals were dissolved was converted into an interface undersaturation σ1.
The measured etch pit inclination is plotted vs. this o^ in fig. 5· Once
more, a sharp increase of the etch pit slope can be seen at Оі*-0.6% (<110>
dislocations, generation I etch pits) and at σ =-0.85Í (<100> dislocations,
generation II etch pits).
From the value of the critical undersaturation 0? we can estimate the
value of the edge free energy of a step γ, using eq. (jj. The rough approx
imation between σ 1 and o^ based on fig. 5 is too weak for detailed calcula
tions with σ* and we will use for 0? the value of -1S(, which was derived
from the rotating disk experiments (section 4.2). The edge free energy is
not equal for steps in all directions, so we can only establish a mean value
of γ. The critical (interfacial) chemical potential difference Δμ* in eq.
(?) is related to οξ by eq. (13)· In table I the parameters necessary for
the determination of γ are summarized. This estimated value of γ is the
edge free energy close at the dislocation centre; γ on the surface might be
higher.
Bennema [29] estimates the edge free energy from the growth rate
versus supersaturation plot of potash alum. On the assumption that the
growth rate is determined by monomolecular spiral hillocks, which grow ac
cording to the BCF theory [б], he finds γ=Ο.0025 J/m . We can also compare
the value of the edge free energy with the reported values for the surface
free energy of potash alum, although the latter energy is larger than the
former. Mullin and Zacek [ЗО] estimate Y a u r f from induction periods of homo
geneous nucleation: Y3Urfs0'003 J/m . The Nielsen- Sohnel empirical rela
tionship [31], based on equilibrium solubility, predicts much higher values:
Y3urj=0.05 J/m .
However, in all previous references concentrations, in
stead of activities, were used for the super(under)saturation, which causes
that the reported values are about twice too low.
The final conlusions are: (1) The dissolution process is not entirely
determined by volume diffusion.
(11) The extended CL dissolution theory
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holds for both <100> and <110> dislocations ending on (ill).
(ili) The
critical interfacial undersaturation is about -i%. (iv) The edge free energy
is about 0.01 J/m2; γ/kT is 2.2 per growth unit, (v) Growth of potash alum
is determined by the surface processes.
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A geneial stress function for sœw or edge djslocatlont is presented and discussed Upon introducing this stressfìuictkrainto a
formalism to check the stability of hoDow cores around dlslocatioiis, it turns out that several cases can be distinguished If the
stress field u strong enough there may or may not exist a thermodynamlcal stable hollow core, depending on the driving force
Above a critical super or undenaturabon Δμι the hollow core will be closed, below a critical underaaturation Δμΐ the hollow
core is replaced by a steep ctchpit If, on the other hand, the stressfieldis too weak hollow cores do not occur A few examples
of observed hollow cores, demonstntmg the theory wffl be presented

1 Introduction
It has been shown in the paper of Cabrera and
Levine (CL) [1] that hollow cores may develop in the
centre of dislocations during evaporation or growth
This was explained quantitatively as a reduction of
the effective driving force due to the stress in the dis
location centre They also showed that if the undersaturation becomes less than a certain value, the for
mation of the hollow core requires no activation en
ergy, since then the mcrease of the radius of the hol
low core always leads to a decrease of the free energy
of the system This leads to steep etchpits, called
"macroscopic etchpits" by CL Those conclusions
are, however, based on the general validity of conti
nuum elasticity theory which does not apply to the
dislocation core Modifying this point of view Schaarwächter [2,3] used a linear stress function for the dislocation core In that case even the formation of macroscopic etchpits requires a small activation energy
It is the aim of this paper to derive general thermodynamlcal conditions, which are mdependent of the
growth mechanism, under which both for growth and
dissolution hollow cores develop In order to obtain
general results we use an approximate strain energy
function for the dislocation core which describes the
deviation from continuum theory

The structure of this paper is as follows in section 2 the general strain function, depending on the
core energy density and the elastic properties is discussed and presented In section 3 an analysis is given
from which conditions for the absence or occurrence
of hollow cores and macroscopic etchpits are derived
In section 4 the stability of gorges along gram boundanes is discussed The kinetics of hollow core formation are considered m section S In section 6 the
physical implications are discussed, together with a
companson of this theory and experimental results

2 Strain energy
21

Definitions

First, we will give some definitions concerning the
used stress fields The bulk strain energy of a cylinder
of unit length and a radius r around the axis of a dislocation is represented by fbuiicM Th' conespondmg strain energy density "ьшкОО is given by
„

/yi_

'

d^buik

m

The numerator of eq (1) represents the strain
energy d i of a tube of unit length with inside diam-
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eter r and outside diameter r + àr In order to get the
energy density this has to be divided by the volume
of the tube, which gives eq (I) For dislocations,
"buuW W,U decrease to zero with increasing r
In this paper we will also discuss л stress field due
to a grain boundary In order to simplify this problem
we consider a stress field caused by an infinitely long
planar grain boundary with a homogeneous constant
strain along the boundary Taking χ as the direction
as
perpendicular to this boundary we define fbuikM
the energy per unit length and height with distance*
to (he boundary and
"bulk(*) = dEbrttJáx .

(2)

We will call this kind of stress the field planar stress
2 2 Stram outside the dalocahon core
The simplest model for cylindrical stress fields
around a dislocation is based on the elasticity law of
Hooke, applied to a homogeneous medium The distortion of the crystal lattice increases with decreasing
distance from the centre of the defect. Inside a certain distance, the core radius p0, the strain actually
would exceed the elastic limit if the Burgers vector *
is constant Therefore, the usual results of the elastic
continuum theory are not valid mside the core and an
analytic expression for the stram energy inside the
core has not been given
For r >po the displacements are directly correlated with Burgen vector Ь The strain energy and
density m the approximation of isotropic elasticity
are given by [4]
fbulkM = ^

l n ( ^ ) + fсогЛ>о) .

(3)

We emphasize (hat all energy functions are derived
for stresses inside the bulk of the crystal Crystal
growth is a surface process, and we are interested in
energy increase E due to attachment of growth units
to the surface In this case eqs. (3) and (4) should be
corrected for surface relaxation [5,6] However, the
effective strain energy u of the complete top layer
equals the bulk strain energy per atomic layer of an
infinite crystal Hence, as ал approximation, we will
treat our problems as though eqs (3) and (4) hold at
the surface (ι e u b l l i k = u)
2 3 Strain made the dislocation core
A considerable number of papers has been devoted
to eq (3) and the estimation of the core region p 0 ,
usually by minimizing the energy of an atomistic
model of a pure screw or edge dislocation.
Frank [7] gave an estimation of Po by assuming
that outside the core the shear strain component is
smaller than 0.1. The displacement in the г direction
of a screw dislocation parallel to the ζ axis m the con
tinuum elasticity theory is given by Ьв Hence, the
shear strain e,g is equal to ЬЦш which leads to
*/<ЯгРо = 0 1 ,

ub1

Eir)=~
2

иьиікОО^/в^Кг ,

(4)

where μ is the shear modulus and fcore * ' energy in
the core The constant К describes the kind of dislo
cation

where b cos ψ is the screw component and b sin φ
the edge component of the Burgers vector, and ν is
Poisson's ratio

(6)

indicating p 0 -~ 0.8/). Energy functions around dislo
cations were established numerically by minimizing
the energy of a discrete model of a dislocation (e.g.
refs [8-14]). All authors agree that eq. (3) holds for
larger values of r, but estimations for the core region
Po vary from b to 10*.
Based on numerical data of Englerl and Tompa
[9,10], Schaarwächter [2,3] has suggested a linear
energy function m the core
r

-

4 i * po

.

(7)

This equation, however, gives an infinite energy density u (see eq (1))ίθΓ7· = 0.
The first estimation of the core energy was given
by Bragg [IS], by stating that the core of a disloca
tion will behave more like a liquid than a solid. There
fore, the core energy density can never exceed the
specific latent heat of melting Д Я т . Nabarro [16]
assumes a constant strain energy density Д Я т in the
dislocation core (r< Po) and the contmuum approxi
mation eq (4) outside the core (r >Po).
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2 4 General stmn energy function
Trying to find a stress formula which holds both
inside and outside the core, we consider the follow
ing
(i) For large r the continuum approximation eq (4)
holds
(u) The stram energy density must be finite for all r
and must decrease with increasing r, du/dr< 0
(ui)The energy density is finite at the dislocation
centre
These requirements are met by the following for
mula
U

( r ) = u(0)/(l+r 3 /rS).

(8)

where u(0) is the strain energy density in the centre
The Hooke radius r h , which can be interpreted as our
definition of the core region, is related to u(0) by
'h=MM0)]"J,

(10)

where у is the edge free energy
In this paper we will describe our stress fields with
Го and Г),, but the parameters originate from u(0) and
2
ίώ A rough estimation of fi, is obtained by putting
u(0) = AHm
r h = i(/i/87r 2 tfAtf m )" 2

(Π)

Integration of eq (8) yields the stress energy
E(.r) = irrr<,\n(i+rl/ri)

25

/

ε

%

r¿
#G

ο γ^
0

ι

(r/do) 2 5

Ό

15

Fig 1 Energy around a <112) edge dislocation In copper,
based upon calculation of Cotlenll and Doyama [18] Ac
cording to eq (12) a straight line with slope </$/r^ u found

(9)

because eq (8) should tend to eq (4) for large r
Note that rh is not numerically equal to p 0 of eq (3),
but both characterize the radius of the core region
The parameter r0 of eq (9) is called Frank's radius
[ 17], being (see eq (4))
г 0 =/і6 2 /8іг 2 Л:7,

50

(12)

241
Discussion on the general strain energy fune
hon
For small Burgers vectors eq (8) is plausible when
compared with data of Cot lenii and Doyama [18]
They computed the positions and stram energies of a
(112) dislocation in copper, using an atomistic model
In fig 1 we have plotted their results as е\р(Е/тгуг0)
versus (r/dcY where do = 0 255 nm is the nearest
neighbour distance From their energy density for
large r we found πητο = 0 1535eV/layer A linear

relationship appears reasonable in accordance with
our proposed stram energy formula, eq (12) The
slope is equal to (doAh)1. which gives r h « 0 db
For large Burgers vectors, on the other hand, eq
(8) can be justified in a different way Indeed, the dis
crete nature of the core region of Burgers vectors of
unit lattice distance bars the application of Hooke's
elasticity law In the case of very high Burgers vectors
which are commonly found on crystals, e g silicon
carbide (SiC), the discrete nature of the core region is
less important Hence we attempt to apply Hooke's
law in the core of a pure screw dislocation perpendic
ular to the surface Note that this dislocation can be
introduced in a perfect crystal by cutting it along a
half plane bounded by the dislocation line and shift
ing the two crystal surfaces with respect to each other
over a vector b Uba constant, Hooke's law leads to
eq (4) When, however ft is large compared to nearest
neighbour distances, these large constant shifts are
energetically unfavourable close to the dislocation
line, and deviations from eq (4) are to be expected
Let us therefore assume that the deformation m gen
eral can be described by a position dependent Burgers
vector ft(r) This might seem to be m contradiction
with the concept of a constant Burgers vector associ
ated to a dislocation, but is a direct consequence of
the absence of translational symmetry m the core
Accordingly the force d f which one side of a cut
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cylindrical tube with radius r and thickness dr exerts
on the other is given by
díXft,r) = íi*(r)(Jr/(2ffr).

(13)

Hence the energy in the cylindrical tube, which is
equal to the work done during the formation of the
dislocation is
b
iE = f dfXft', r) di' = άτμο(ΓγΙ(.4πτ).
о

(14)

Outside the core we have b(r) =• b and this leads to eq.
(4):
1

u=r0y/r

.

(15)

Thus when energy functions like eq. (7) of (8) are
used this implies a certain b(r) relation. Indeed,
Schaarwächter's equation (7) leads to b(r) = b(r/
Po) 1 "· a linear b, b(r) * b(r/p0) leads to a constant
strain energy density whereas our eq. (8) gives b(r) =
3
,
ir/(г +^)" .
In conclusion, our approach has four advantages:
(i) it can be used both inside and outside the hollow
core;
(ii) there is no artificial radius where the strain energy
density function is non-analytic;
(iii) the strain energy density is finite everywhere;
(iv)both the maximal energy density u(0) and the
core radius rh can be estimated from macroscopic
quantities like the heat of melting àHm.

3. Thermodynamical stability of hollow cores
3.1. Free enthalpy of α hollow core
Following Cabrera and Levine (CL) [1] a highly
strained area can gain energy by dissolving the
stressed material, even in the case of a supersaturated
mother phase. Around a dislocation in an isotropic
crystal the stress field is cylindrical, so we expect for
mation of cylindrical hollow cores if the stress is high
enough.
Following the method of CL [1], we will discuss
the thermodynamical stability of a cylindrical hollow
core, with the dislocation line as axis. The hollow
core ends at and is perpendicular to the surface. We
assume that the crystal is in contact with a homoge

conditions

neous super- or undenaturated solution with driving
force ß t - μ, = Αμ.Κ the hollow core radius increases
by ir the free enthalpy of the system changes by a
value dC due to:
(i) the transformation of strained into non-strained
crystalline material (dC(i) = -2irr ár u(r));
(ii) the transformation of non-strained crystalline material into super(under)saturated material (dG(il)2m· dr Δμ/Ω);
(iii) the increase of the area of the cylinder (dC(iü) ·
2ir dr γ') where y' is the surface free energy of the
cylinder wall.
We will take y' equal to the edge free energy y,
notwithstanding that it will be closer to the surface
free energy y,mt (all y's are expressed In energy per
unit area, while free enthalpy G, as dislocation energy
E, is energy per unit length).
Adding the contributions (i), (ii) and (ill) we otain:
dC

Гг

η

- - 2 ^ - + .-„(r)-],

(.6)

where rc is the radius of a critical nucleus on a nonstressed surface, given by
r^ïlylóv.

(17)

Note that rc is positive for growth, negative for dissolution.
3.2. Extremes of the free enthalpy
A hollow cylinder will be thermodynamically
stable at a radius where its free enthalpy AG has a
minimum, i.e. dC/dr = 0 and d'C/dr 2 > 0 . Taking
our proposed stress field (eq. (8)) we can write those
conditions, using eq. (16):

4ί+1)=2^^·
dr2

rc

(,8)

ri (1 + r'/rlY

A plot of the right and left hand side of eq. (18) is
illustrative for the occurrence of hollow cores. In figs.
2a-2c the right hand side of eq. (18) is plotted for
three decreasing values of Го and the left hand side of
eq.(18) for the corresponding critical values of Δμ.
The right hand side of eq. (18) has its maximum at
-
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Fig 2 Right (solid) and left (dashed) hand side of eq (18), Oliutratlng occunence of hollow corea. The strength of the sties field

Го b decreasing in (a)-(c) while the left hand side of eq (18) u plotted for various Дм (i.e rc) (а) Л thermodynamlcally stable
hollow core if Λμ? > Δμ > Δμί, Δμ' > 0. (b) a thermodynamlcally subie hollow core if Δμ' > Δμ > Δμΐ, ΔμΓ < 0, (с) no ther
modynamlcally stable hollow core

p

r = / h and then gradually drops to zero. The straight
line of fig. 2 is the left hand side of eq (18) and the
slope is equal to l/rc, ι e proportional to supersaturation Δμ Further, we see that the vertical distance of
the line and the 2mu curve is equal to dC/dr and
hence the enclosed surface between line and curve is
equal to the free enthalpy ΔΟ
As a thought experiment, we will regard a disloca
tion under a decreasing Δμ, ι e. slope of Δμ line in
fig 2 goes from -н» to -«=. As can be seen from fig 2
the line will not intersect the curve for large supersaturations Δμ, which indicates dG/dr > 0 , so no hol
low core can be stable For large undersaturations
there is a single intersection point, corresponding to a
maximum m ДС(г) As long as the strain energy den
sity u is not too small (to be specified below) there
exist critical values Δμ? and Δμΐ between which there
are two (if Δμ > 0) or three (if Δμ < 0) intersection
points. Δμΐ is always negative. In the case 0 < Δμ <
Δμΐ (fig 2a) we find two intersection points, the fust
one corresponding to a maximum m AG and the sec
ond one to a minimum, implying a stable hollow core
at the minimum (fig 2a) For 0 > Δμ > Δμί we see
the same extremes, followed by a third one (fig. 2a).
In fig. 2b, Δ μ ? < 0 and we find three extremes if
Δμ* > Δμ > Δμΐ In the case of three extremes the
second one is a minimum, indicating a stable hollow
core
During dissolution (evaporation) the free energy of
a hollow core per unit length is the same as for a dis
solving nucleus. Therefore, the third extreme, a maxi
mum, is the size of the critical nucleus under the
stress circumstances

For Δμ < Δμΐ only one extreme, a maximum, is
found in figs. 2a and 2b. From fig 2 we can conclude
that near Δμΐ the activation energy AG (equal to sur
face between straight Ime and curve) for the fust
maximum quickly drops, and if Δμ < Δμΐ 0 will be
very low
This low activation energy AG indicates a rapid
dissolution, which can be compared with the macro
scopic etchpit of CL. We see that a hollow core is
thermodynamlcally (meta)stable between Δμΐ and
Δμΐ and that always an activation energy AG¡ Is
required to form it. Some stress fields are so weak,
that no critical Δμ occurs, indicating no hollow
cores for any Δμ (fig 2c), AG (activation energy of
the maximum) smoothly drops to zero.
3.3. Phase diagram
In this section we investigate the parameter values
for which hollow cores appear This means that we
study the dependence of Δμΐ and Δμΐ on the param
eters r0, rc and r h . We will display the result m a kind
of phase diagram.
If Δμ = Δμΐ or Δμ = Δμΐ, we see trom figs. 2a and
2b that both dG/dr and d'G/dr* are zero. With the
help of eqs. (18) and (19) we can derive the condi
tions, ι e the values of r0, r h and r,. for which hollow
cores are (meta)stable
Putting both eq (18) and eq. (19) zero and elimi
nation of rc results m

Го ( 1 + W

(20)
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Substitution of eq (20)ineq (19)gives
(21)
Eqs (20) and (21) are describing they and χ com
ponents of a curve for which we have a "phase
change ' (ι e Δμ = άμΐ, ΔμΙ) in fig 2 This curve is
parametrized by the collection of corresponding enti
cal intersection points r,, rj (see figs 2a and 2b)
When r0/rh and r0Jrc are varied, these radii can take
all positive values, as clearly follows from fig 2 The
limiting cases of this curve are for large r/rh
Го/гц^г/гі-ь,

Го/Гс

(22)

So the critical line will be Γο//·ς = -J for rj, •* 0
This result was earlier found by Cabrera and Levine
[ 1 ] who had taken the elastic stress formula eq (3),
where rh = 0 Physically, this line is the boundary be
tween dissolution with and without a hollow core
(i e Λμ < Δμΐ m fig 2), the latter situation may cor
respond to a macroscopic, steep etchpit For small
values of r/rh we find

resulting in
OAh-(ro/rc)"

dr

8>/3/9, but if ro/rh < 8v/3/9 fig 2c applies, the stress
field is too weak to support hollow core formation
fox any Δμ
34 Radius of the hollow core

2

(23)

Eq (23) is the asymptotic behaviour of Δμΐ Both
limiting cases we have considered give parts of the
"phase boundary" between (meta)stable and no hol
low cores These parts are far away from the ongm
We now proceed to show that they represent the
asymptotic behaviour of two branches, corresponding
to Δμ* and Δμΐ, of the phase boundary which meet
at a cusp near the origin The whole phase boundary
is described by eqs (20) and (21) when r vanes be
tween 0 and °° Hence, On mathematical grounds the
tangent vector Τ must be zero at the cusp, ι e

\

WcFfg 3 Ríase diagram showing the occunence of hollow cores
ami the values of Го/г^, and Гф/гс (proportional to Δμ) for
which the driving force becomet equal to Δμί and Δμ2

dr

The root of eq (18) which satisfies condition (19)
will be the radius of a hollow core Eq (18) can be

/

From eqs (20) and (21) it can be denved that
Τ = 0 if r/rh = \Ji, resulting in the coordmates of the
cusp ralrt = -8/27 and ίο/'Ίι = 8\/3/9 The phase
boundary (eqs (2) and (21)) is represented m fig 3
Repeating our thought experiment of section 3 2 we
see that figs 2a and 2b hold in the case г^/г^ >

-03 0 0
Fig 4 Radius of the hollow core r^Jro venus supenatuiaüon, га/гс, for various values for г0/г^ According to the
phase diagram the lower limit of го/пі for which a hollow
core (with rbl!lr0 = 9/8) Is possible is 1 54
5«
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exactly solved by putting r h = 0,
^hc = ï ' c [ - l + ( l + 4 r ( ) / r c )

l/s

]>

(25)

as has also been found in literature [1] Another limiting case is for Αμ = 0, ι e l/rc = 0
+

'hc = H'O ( r î - 4 r Ê ) " 2 ] ,

(26)

which reduces to r hc = r 0 in the case Γι, = 0, as has
been found by Frank [17] In fig 4 we have plotted
hollow core radu, obtained numerically for various
ГоАн values, varying from 1 85 to infinity (see phase
diagram) The hollow core radius will decrease with
increasing supersaluratran Δμ (proportional to l/rj or
with increasing r h (decreasing "(0)), see eq (9)

4 Thermodynanucal stability of gorges
We will first discuss the strain field along gram
(twist, twin) boundaries In order to amplify the
problem we assume that the strain field is caused by
an infinitely long planar grain boundary, perpendic
ular to the surface with a constant strain along the
boundary, surface relaxation effects are ignored A
twist boundary occurs when two neighbouring crystal
parts are rotated over an angle ii with respect to each
other
Nabarro [16] gives the strain field for such a defect
as
и(;с) = 4/і*

e"24 .

(27)

remains decreasmg from a maximum value u(0)
The stability of an abyss or a gorge along the
grain or twist boundary will be discussed Assume
that we have a gorge with plane parallel flat boun
daries perpendicular to the crystal face around the
twist/gram boundary If the width of the gorge
mcreases by dx the increase in the free enthalpy per
unit length and height is given by
dC = ( A í i / í í ) d x - u ( x ) d x + 2r6(jr)dx,

(29)

where χ represents the width of the gorge The Dirac
В function represents the activation energy 2γ for the
initial creation of an (infinitely narrow) gorge and is
zero for χ > 0 Contrary to this the hollow core does
not need such an initial activation energy, since its
initialization does not lead to extra surface The gorge
will be stable if AG is minimum, so dC/di = 0 In
analogy of fig 2 we have plotted u(x) and Δμ/Ω +
2γδ(Λ·) in fig 5a This figure shows that gorges are
possible, but at low u(.x)°r high Δμ a gorge is energe
tically impossible In fig 5b we have plotted AG
versus jr for a gorge Here we see the activation energy
27 which must be supplied for the formation of the
gorge If the minimum in AG is larger than zero, the
gorge will tend to close The critical value Δμ" is
equal to Пи(0) For Δμ > Δμ* there is no intersec
tion point m fig 5 and the gorge tends to close For
Δμ < Δμ* there is an intersection and a stable gorge
can be formed with an activation energy 27 Note
that m the case of dissolution always Δμ < Δμ* and
that the gorge always gains energy if it becomes
wider Still, an activation energy of 27 is needed to
form a gorge if Δμ < 0

where
7) = 2πψ|χ|/Α,

(28)

and where χ is the distance to the boundary and Ь the
Burgers vector of the parallel dislocation Unes at a
spacing ¿/Ψ. which form the twist plane Correspond
ingly, eq (27) only holds when \x\ is large compared
to the dislocation spacmg ЬЦі and lo the dislocation
core, i e JJ > 1 If τ; < 1, the stress field of a disloca
tion is not much influenced by its neighbour and an
individual elastic strain field can be assumed for every
dislocation along the boundary Since we are not
interested in the individual behaviour of a set of
single dislocations, we assume that in general eq (27)
holds for i) > I but that at small τ) values іфг)

1

a
--^UW>

1

¿»j«l»2r''(*JN

;4
1

1 —

Fig S Dependence of JC of the terms of eq (29) Foru(O) >
Δμ/η gorges aie energetically possible (a) In (b) the Δ(7(Γ)
function of a grain/twist boundary is presented, showing the
activation energy 2y
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51 Kmettcs of hollow core formation
The thermodynanucal stability of a hollow core
will not automatically lead to actual formation of a
hollow core
We will discuss the formation of hollow cores for
the two types of dislocations
In the case of an edge dislocation, the hollow core
is a stack of negative nuclei with radius r hc The for
mation process must be a kind of repeated nudeation
at the bottom (see fig 6a) which leads to an etching
rate Яі п inside the hollow core We can see that an
activation energy Д С | is required for the formation
of a "critical nucleus" inside the core, which grows
until the hollow core radius In the typical AG curves
for growth (see fig 6b) and for etchmg (see fig 7),
we see that if (|ДС 2 | > Д С і ) . the systems gams en
ergy by the deepening the core and Ä | n < 0 If
|ДС 2 1< AG ι the system will tend to ШІ up the core
and RiB > 0 Formation of the hollow core occurs
when Я| П < Rout· "out being the rate at which the
area surrounding the hollow core grows or dissolves
\(Ri„ > Rou, the hollow core is metastable
A hollow core around a screw dislocation can be
compared with a screw of radius r ^ and a pitch of
l/b per unit length The hollow core will be formed
by a rotatmg step, startmg at the dislocation and endmg at the hollow core If this step is dissolving al a
rate /t| n we agam find that the hollow core will be
formed if Д | „ < "out· "out being the growth rate due
to a spiral starting at the hollow core and sweeping
outwards

ÎR"

/3λ

T

/

f Τ \ <*! /
л

If,*

Fig б Hollow core formation in the case of supersatura tw η
(β) Croo-section of a dusolvuig hollow core around a disloca
tlon line, the depth of the hollow core increases with a rate
Kin and the outer region grows with rate ÄOU( (b) Dependence of the free enthalpy of a hoUow core on its radius r

-ν

05-

/
¡a

-*&—

/

λ

'~~-р^«à,
ob
¿ ? *ί
Fig 7 Chuacteiistk free enthalpy diffeienc», scaled on
•ios

Ve

A^iurf· the activation enthalpy Гот foimatlon оГ a critical
nucleus on an unstie»ed surface venus supeiaaturatlon

In conclusion, we see that the thermodynamica]
stability of a hollow core Is not the only condition
for its occurrence, also the formation kinetics are im
portant, especially the energy difference ДС 2 , but
also the hollow core formation activation energy
AG ι We will discuss this in forthcoming papers
[19,20]
5 2 Stress and nudeation
In this section we discuss the problem whether,
within the scope of the present theory edge disloca
tions could be prefened nudeation sites, m case of
growth and of dissolution
The formation of nuclei is depending on the for
mation activation energy of a critical nucleus Let us
first discuss the case of growth The free enthalpy
AG I t r (r) of a positive nucleus with radius r centered
at the dislocation line, is given by integration of eq
(16)

A<^)
h

/

2тгу

==

j+r

2rc

+

£W

(30)

2ιη/ '

realizing that the Afi contribution (2rrtrfrc of eq
(16)) is negative and the energy contribution (df/dr)
is positive for a positive nucleus as compared to a
negative (ι e hollow core) nucleus It can immedi-

-
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-
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ately be seen from eq. (30) that the activation energy
of a critical nucleus Δ Ο ^ ΐ Γ ( ^ „ ) in a stress field is
г
larger than the activation energy ДСГцгК с) of a
nucleus on a stress-free surface because for all r
AGjtrOO > Δ^,,,,^Γ) A more favourable situation
could occur if the dislocation has a hollow core, lead
ing to a band-shaped nucleus around that dislocation.
On the same argument, this is energetically less
favourable than a nucleus on a stress-free surface
For dissolution ( r c < 0 ) the free enthalpy of a
nucleus is given by
ACWr)_r»_
27Г7
~2rt

ßCO
2*7 '

(

3

П

In this case the reverse applies AGÎ tr (r Cf , lr ) <
s0
АСіигКГс) that dislocations are preferred nucleation
sites.
5.3. Activation energy and critical undenaturation
In fig. 7 we have plotted the values of the activa
tion energies related to the activation energy А С | и і Г
for formation of a nucleus on an unstressed surface
versus supersaturation (~l/rc) for dissolution. Note
that, m agreement with section 5.2, АСг1&С,ш, < 1,
so that the activation energy for dissolution at a dislo
cation is always lower.
For high undersaturation, Δμ < ΔμΪ, there is only
one maximum in AC(r), the activation energy uGi
for formation of a critical nucleus Passing the vertical
phase boundary υμ\ (fig. 3), a hollow core will occur.
In the hollow core region Δμί < Δμ < ΔμΙ, there are
two maxima in ДС the first maximum AG ι corre
sponds to the activation energy for the formation of a
hollow core, the second maximum ДСз represents
the formation energy for formation of a critical
nucleus, starting from the hollow core. Note that for
dissolution the free energy per unit length is equal for
nuclei and hollow tubes. We see for Δμ > Δμΐ a rapid
mcrease of the activation energy of formation of a
nucleus (AG}), while the activation energy (AG¡) for
formation of the hollow core gradually decreases.
Thus, the dissolution rate will drastically mcrease
near the point Αμ é Αμΐ, since this rate is roughly
proportional to the exponent of the activation energy.
This corresponds with CL, who found, with r h = 0 an
activation energy (i.e. AG,) of zero ifrjrc < ¿,result-
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ing m a macroscopic etch pit, onlyrate-controlledby
volume diffusion. If Αμ > Δμ\ small dissolution rates
were predicted.
Schaarwächter [2,3] pointed out, that a small activation energy was always necessary, even if Гц/г,- <
- 4 We will call this Αμΐ, the critical undenaturation;
for Αμ<ΑμΙ we expect rather steep etchpits, for
Αμ>Αμ'
we expect shallow or experimentally
invisible etchpits. From the phase diagram, we see
that the critical (rn/rj* (proportional to ΔμΪ)ι Hes be
tween -0.296 and - 0 25. Using eqs. (10) and (17)
we find foi ΔμΙ.
3

Αύ _ 8η Ωτ* /^\ ' ^гОт'П
,

кТ ~ μ* № \rj

l

до'кГ'

'

Note, however, that ra/rt,> 1.54 (see phase dia
gram), otherwise no phase line is passed and AG*
drops gradually and smoothly with decreasing Αμ,
corresponding to fig 2c In order to detect the criti
cal ΑμΙ experimentally higher Гц/гі, are desirable,
since the increase of the dissolution rate will be much
more pronounced then. So, taking r^ — 2—Sb, we
must have Го ¿ 106.
Since high etching rates correspond to steep etchpits, this explains the numerous data reported m
literature where dislocations can be made viable by
using an etching agent, which is sufficiently strong
(i.e. which causes an undenaturation ΑμΚΔμΙ).

6. Physical occurrence
We have to realize that gradients in the supersaturation, as caused by volume or surface diffusion, are
not taken into account in our purely thermodynamical approach, where the two phases are supposed to
be homogeneous On the other hand, the radii of hol
low cores depend only on the interface supersaturation and the stress field, but not on the volume or
surface diffusion of growth units. The depth of hol
low cores, m our theory and in ref. [1] infinite, will
be limited by the resistance of the diffusion of growth
units from the bottom of the hollow core to the bulk.
This effect will eventually, at a certain depth of the
hollow core, compensate the effect of the stress field.
As we mentioned In section 5.1 the hollow core will
be thermodynamically stable if the free energy of the

-
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Fig. 8. Phase contrast micrograph showing hollow cores on silicon carbide for edge dislocations. Note that steps which approach
the hollow core axe retarded by the stress field which must be present around the hollow сок.

system is lowered during its formation. Here too, this
free energy gain is independent on diffusion resis
tances.
Hollow cores are observed on a lot of crystals. The
hollow core is often the centre of a growth spiral, as
on silicon carbide (SiC) (e.g., refs. [21-24]), copper
indium sulfide [25], pyrite [26] Especially on SiC
hollow cores are common (often with diameters of
ΙΟμιη), which is caused by high Burgers vectors
(often as high as 0.5 μηι). Edge dislocations will pro
duce hollow cores without a spiral, as was found by
Komatsu [27]. Coolightly [28] and Sunagawa and
Tsukamoto [29] have shown that the diameters of
hollow cores on SiC were related to the square of the
Burgers vector b. This means that the supersaturation
Лд(~1/г с ) and Гь/гц are low, see eqs.(25) and (26);
the large scatter of the Г|,с versus b2 plot can be
attributed to variations in Δμ, see eqs. (25) and (26).
In fig. 8 hollow cores are shown, which are caused by
edge dislocations. We see that steps close to the hol
low core appear to be retarded, showing the high
stress density which must be present around the hol
low cores.
Upon surpassing the critical undersaturation ΑμΙ,
Δμ <ΑμΙ. the activation energy for the etching pro
cess will become very low, resulting in the appearance
of steep eichpits, provided that r0/rh is sufficiently
high (see section 5.3). As has been found by Van
Enckevort [30], very few etchpits are formed on po

tassium aluminium sulphate (alum) at low undersaturations (|σ| á 2.5%), but if the undersaturation was
larger than 2.5%, the number of etchpits increased
sharply. It was proved that these etchpits were related
to dislocations [31]. This phenomenon is the surpassing of the critical undersaturation ΛμΪ. The same
type of experiment was carried out on crystals of po
tassium dihydrophosphate (KDP), where etchpits ap
peared at undersaturation | σ Ι < Δ μ ΐ » ί 0 . 8 % [32].
The computed ΑμΙ (see eq. (33)) of KDP was in good
agreement with the experimentally established value
of 0.8%. From kinetic experiments [32] it can be
concluded that the etching rate of KDP crystals
increases sharply at an interface undersaturation of
~l%. On silicon the same phenomena are reported
[33]: at low HCL pressures (i.e. low Ισ!) very fiat
etchpits are observed on silicon crystals, but upon
increasing the pressure steep etchpits are formed at
a certain critical HCl pressure. At this critical pressure
(i.e. critical undersaturation ΔμΙ) the slope of the
etchpits increased from S0.1° to 33° or more.
Stable gorges along grain boundaries, as described
in section 4, were reported by Amelinckx and
Strumane [23]. It is not clear, however, whether they
have been formed as gorges (which requires a high
activation energy 2γ) or that they are the final result
of a series of hollow cores on a line. Sector bound
aries are comparable with the planar strain fields as
described in section 4. Etching of sector boundaries

- eo -
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of potassium dihydrophosphate crystals showed
gorges [34] It can be noted that for this system the
crystal surfaces are rough, hence a low value of the
edge free energy γ is likely Thus also the activation
energy 2γ for gorge formation is probably small

comes higher if the hollow core is formed Due to
volume diffusion the hollow core will have a limited
depth Thermal roughening effects are discussed in
ref [35]

Acknowledgements
7 Conclusion
We have introduced a strain function which be
haves as the elastic stram function outside the disloca
tion core, but which for small r (i e mside the core)
tends to a constant stram energy density u(0) which
is related to the heat of melting Throughout this
paper, we have characterized the strain energy by two
characteristic lengths r h (related to u(0)) and Го
(related to Burgers vector b and elasticity modulus μ)
Upon considering the stability of hollow cores it
turns out that, for sufficiently high r0/rh, two critical
driving forces, άμ\ < 0 and Δμ* are found On a crys
tal surface with a dislocation with sufficiently high
ΓΟΑΊ, ('Ό/'ΊΙ > 8\/3/9) under increasmg Δμ the follow
mg phenomena are predicted At low Δμ (high undersaturation) a steep etchpit is formed at the disloca
tion, since the activation energy for etchpit formation
is very low Upon surpassing the critica] undersatura
tion Δμΐ a hollow core is thermodynamically possi
ble, while the activation energy for etching sharply
increases, leadmg to flat etchpits Upon surpassmg
Δμΐ, which may be negative or positive the hollow
core is closed, but no considerable change in the acti
vation energy occurs A phase diagram of the values
of ro/rhl Го/гс for which either Δμΐ or Δμΐ is reached,
is presented Of the regions where steep etchpits and
hollow cores are expected, experimental examples are
given, together with experiments describing the sur
passing of Δμΐ If ro/rh < 8\/3/9 the strain energy of
a dislocation (u(0)) is too low for formation of hoi
low cores and no Δμ* or ΑμΙ is possible
The possible occurrence of gorges along planai de
fects, as twist or gram boundaries, is discussed, lead
ing to an activation energy for the gorge of 2y Such a
gorge is probable if the faces are rough (i e low γ), as
has been demonstrated on sector boundaries of KDP
The conditions for formation of hollow cores are
purely thermodynamlcal and independent of the
growth or dissolution mechanism Hollow cores will
tend to close, if the free energy of the system be
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THE INFLUENCE OF STRESS ON SPIRAL GROWTH
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A differential equatioo and boundaiy conditioiu desenbing rotating spirals of stationary sbape are presented. If the dislocation
stress field is strong enough to allow the formation of hollow dislocation cores (radius: r^) both the analylical approximation as the
phase plane analyni of the differential equation indicate the occurrence of three kinds of spiral: (i) global spirals, running from the
dislocation centre (r =0) to infinity, (il) inner spirals, running from r = 0 to r^., and (iu) outer spirals running from г = r t e to r = oo. If
the hollow core is kmetically and Ihermodynamically possible, only types (ü) and (ui) occur. From the solution of the differenual
equation, the angular veloaty W|, and thus the spiral growth or dissolution rate, is obtained numencally. The w, values indicate the
sudden occurrence of steep and macroscopic etch pits below a certain cnucal undersaturation. Also it is found that stress opposes
growth slightly but favours dissolution considerably. Starting at high undersaturation, the shape of a spiral at decreasing underaaturatkm is as follows: closely spaced dissolution spiral, hollow core inner and outer dissolution spiral, hollow core inner and outer growth
spiral, growth spiral with depressed centre en finally widely spaced archimedean-type growth spiral. Some observations of the above
mentioned spiral types are shown.

1. Introduction
Frank [1], and Cabrera and Levine [2] have
shown that if the Burgers vector of a dislocation
becomes relatively high a cylindrical hollow core
will develop around this dislocation. Cabrera and
Levine (CL) [2] generalized the spiral theory of
Burton, Cabrera and Frank [3] by introducing the
influence of the strain energy around the dislocation. Due to the stress, a hollow core could develop and from a hollow core a spiral step emerges.
A differential equation was derived by CL, which
described the shapes of stationary rotating spirals
in relation to the stress and surface parameters. In
case of growth stress reduces the rotation velocity
of spirals. In an undersaturated system, on the
other hand, stress increases the rotation frequency.
Indeed, when a certain critical value of the undersaturation is passed a stable rotating spiral does

not exist any more and the hollow core opens up.
Experimentally hollow core spirals have been
found on silicon carbide (e.g. ref. [4]).
In a previous paper [S], we have derived general
thermodynamica] conditions - independent of the
growth or dissolution process - under which thermodynamically stable hollow cores occur around
dislocations. In contrast to the elastic stress function which is often used, we employed a more
realistic function, which tends to the elastic function for large r and to a constant energy density
for small r.
It is the aim of this paper to generalize the
spiral theory of CL, using a more general strain
function. We will present the shapes of spirals
under various conditions (stress parameters and
supersaturation). The mechanism of the hollow
core formation will be given, and also the influence of stress on the kinetics of spiral growth.

0022-0248/82/0000-0000/$02.75 © 1982 North-Holland
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Finally, we will present and interpret a few ob
served spirals.
2. Kinetics of a spiral in a stress field
2.1. Stress function
The strain energy density u bulk (r) around a
dislocation can be obtained by applying Hooke's
elasticity law for isotropic media. It is convenient
to write it in the form
"ьиіЛг)

(0

= ^У/Г1,

where r denotes the distance to the dislocation
line. The proportionality constant r0y is given by:
2

2

ΓοΎ = μο /»* Κ.

(2)

Here r0 is Frank's radius whose significance will
become clear later on, γ is the edge free energy per
unit area, μ the shear modulus, A the Burgers
vector and К a geometrical factor which is unity
for a pure screw dislocation [S]. Eq. (1) is a special
case for Hooke radius rb = 0 ot our more general
strain function [5]:
шіг) =

'oY

1

r¡ i+r'/ri

(3)

hollow cores can develop around dislocations at
certain values of rh, r0 and radii of the critical
nucleus rc which are inversely proportional to su
persaturation Δμ. A hollow core (radius г^.) will
be thermodynamically stable if the free enthalpy
AG of a hollow core will raise when the hollow
core radius r^. changes, i.e. ДС has a minimum:

-+i-

ru(r)

u(r)
У

= 0,

(5)

r du{r)
> 0 . (6)
у dr

Using eqs. (3), (S) and (6), we were able to make a
phase diagram [5], Tig. 1, describing the regimes in
the (r0/rh, r0/rc) space where ДС has a minimum.
A minimum in AG implies a thermodynamically
stable hollow core there, but this is no guarantee
that it will actually be formed. For example, no
formation of hollow cores will take place if the
growth (dissolution) rate inside is larger (smaller)
than outside the hollow core.
2.2. Advance velocity of a step in dependence on
curvature and strain
The normal velocity с of a curved step in a

Again u(r) is proportional to 1/r 1 for large r, but
for small r a finite energy density u(0) is approached which is given by

«(ο) = τ ν £

(4)

u(0) can be related to specific heat of melting:
Д// т *и(0). With increasing г, иЬи!к(г) decreases
smoothly, while du/dr for r = 0 is zero, as indi
cated by Nabarro [6].
For application to step growth, the effective
strain energy density u(r) is needed [S], which
gives the strain energy increase due to attachment
of growth units to a step. As discussed in ref. [S], it
is approximated by the bulk energy density ( и =
"buik)- I n the sequel, we will denote the effective
strain energy density as the strain energy density.
2.1.1. Hollow cores
As has been treated in a previous paper [5),

Fig. 1. Phase diagram showing the values of 'о/г^ and r 0 /r c for
which a hollow core becomes ihennodynamicaUy possible.
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stress field is given by СЦ2)
o=

t>^U-rç/p-u(r)rc/y]<

(7)

where 1/p is the curvature of the step and c„ the
velocity of a straight step on a stress-free surface
The radius rc of the critical nucleus on a stress-free
surface is given by
Γ0 = Ογ/Δμ,

(8)

where 0 is the molecular volume, γ the edge free
energy and Δμ the supersaturation
Eq (7) is valid under the following presupposi
tions
(i) The environment of a point x, y on the step has
no influence on the net transport of adatoms to
that point Neighbouring steps within distances of
the order of the charactenstic diffusion lengths of
adatoms for surface [3] and volume [7-9] diffusion
lead to such effects Also the curvature of the step
at x, y influences the diffusion field Therefore, the
charactenstic diffusion lengths must be consider
ably smaller than the spacing or the local curva
ture We note, however, that if the integration of
adatoms into the step is slow, the step will hardly
interact with its environment and eq (7) is valid
notwithstanding large charactenstic diffusion
lengths
(u) The medium is homogeneous and isotropic and
the driving Δμ is constant everywhere on the crystal
surface
2 3 Differential equation for the spiral
In this section, we will derive a differential
equation, describing a stationary rotating spiral
The assumptions of section 2 2 imply that no
polygomzation (due to amsotropy of rc or u„)
occurs Also a possible stress-back effect [10] is
excluded
An equation which describes a steady-state
spiral is given by
β =ƒ(#·)

-ut,

(9)
where β and r ate polar coordinates, ω the angular
velocity, t the time and ƒ(/·) some function So,
after one turn of the spiral (time span τ = 2<r/u)
the same (г) coordinates are expected Conse-

Fig. 2. Relation between nonnal velocity о and rotation veloc·
ну o ^ of a spiral with a ngid shape, demonstration of cqs. (10)
and (II).

quently, for every point on the spiral the rotation
velocity <>„, is related to the normal velocity t> as
(seefig.2)
(10)

, = or = v/cosip,

where φ is the angle between с and c^. We define
φ as the angle over which ν has to be rotated in
positive sense with respect to the screw component
of the Burgers vector b to become parallel to t^,
For nonnal spirals, this can be done in such a way
that |Φ| ·;»/2 It follows from fig.2 that
rdi/dr=±tan9,

(11)

where the plus refers to Burgers vector up and the
minus to Burgers vector down
The curvature 1/p of the spiral can be ex
pressed m polar coordinates
(12)

2«'-l-r«" + #-2fl'3'

where again the plus refers to b up and the minus
to * down Substitution of eq (11) in (12) gives
1 _ sm φ

άφ
COS φ ,
dr

(13)

during the substitution the plus/minus signs in
eqs (11 and 12) have cancelled Before writing eq
(10) in explicit form, we introduce a dimensionless
rotation frequency ω, and a dimensionless dis-
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une« S
(14)
i - r/r c

(15)

The substitution of eqs (7) and (13)-(15) mio eq
(10) results into
u(s)^

αφ
:
d7

sec φ

tan φ

ω,ί,

(16)

this formula applies lo growth and dissolution and
is independent of the sign of ft
The boundary conditions subject lo which eq
(16) has to be solved are found from the geometri
cal definition of Φ Firstly, we see that at large
distances from the centre (|J| — oo) the steps move
perpendicular to the rotation velocity, so
φ(±οο)= ± > .

(17),

where the plus sign refers to growth spirals (rc > 0,
J—oo) and the minus sign to dissolution spirals
(rc<0 i— — oo) Secondly, at the centre (s — 0)
from a geometrical point of view, φ(0) is either 0
(step starts at centre) or ±π/2 (step approaches
centre with ever-decreasing spacing) We shall see,
however, in the next section that due lo the struc
ture of eq (16) only
(18)

φ(0)=0

where (he plus sign refers to Ь up and the minus
sign to b down
2 4 Solutions of the differential equation
It is easy to see that eq (16) will result both for
growth and for dissolution into symmetrical φ(ί)
solutions if stress is absent (u = 0) since φ, s, and
ω, change sign We will briefly summarize the
solutions of eq (16) which have been reported in
the literature All authors agree thai the spiral
becomes archimedean at large distance from the
centre This leads to an equidistant step train
whose spacing Дг^ follows from geometry
(22)

Дг„ = 2іггс/ы,

BCF [3] assumed an archimedean spiral and found
ω, = 05 and ΔΓ — = 4ΙΓΓ, Optimizing a threeparameter spiral shape, il was found that Дг„ =
19 %rc [3,11] Using a numerical solution [II], the
dislance Arœ turned out to be 18 98rc and one
unique solution of eq (16) with ω, = 0 33096 was
found This result was confirmed by MullerKrumbhaar et al (12), using phase-plane analysis
and by Monte-Carlo studies [13,14] Except -for the
CL paper, the influence of strain is not treated in
the literature In the CL paper, however, no shapes
of spirals under influence of strain are given

occurs Thirdly, when a hollow core is present at
ί

(19)

'='Ίκ/'·ο.

advance and rotational velocity are perpendicular,
hence <p(c) = ±π/2 For a growth spiral, the slope
changes from positive (growth hillock) to negative
(hollow core wall) near the hollow core, which
implies thai φ changes sign too At dissolution, the
slope is always negative and merely increases near
s = c, so φ will not change sign Therefore, the
boundary condition at a hollow core is, both for
growth and for dissolution,
<p{c)=

-iv

(20)

In order to find polar coordinates of the spiral,
we integrate eq (II) obtaining
, _ д. Many

di,

(21)

3 Analytical approximations
In this section, we will give analytical ap
proximations for the solution of eq (16) in the
case |J| -> oo, s — 0 and s-*c Nenov [15] solved
eq (16) analytically, but for the case <·>, = 0
For small \s\ we can neglect the ω,ί term of eq
(16) and we substitute u(0) for the stress density
since du/dj«0 for small | i | By multiplying eq
(16) by cos φ we find
d sin φ

"(O)ii Sin φ
i- e 1 S
ds
The general solution of eq (23) is

(23)

(24)

sm9 = i[l-u(0)r,/y]s-Q/s.

where Q is an arbitrary constant From the geo-
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metrical boundary condition φ = 0 or ±v/2 it
follows that Q = 0 ала hence <p(0) = 0 which justi
fies eq (18)
Thus we conclude that for all finite values of
u(0)rc/y = υ(0)Ω/Δμ a spiral can start at the origin
Another interesting conclusion is that if u(0)rc/y
> 1 a growth spiral starts with negative ψ,
(d<p/dí )0 < 0, ι e with a negative curvature
For large values of \s\, eq (16) reduces to
cos φ άφ/ds » 1 — sin φ/s — u,s COS φ,

(25)

since the stress density becomes negligible for large
|j| As has been discussed before, φ tends to ν/2
for growth and to —•л/2 for dissolution in the case
of |i| -· oo (eq (17)) For large |J| we approximate
(26)

ф(і)»±(ііг-с),

where с is small compared to v/2 This gives,
when keeping only linear terms in < and s
(27)

2

Ф=І[ІІГ-(І/«1І±1/«1* )],

where the plus sign gives a growth and the minus
sign a dissolution spiral Using eqs (27) and (21),
φ can be translated back to polar coordinates
(0,s)
hm e = Li.s
(28)
l'I —
From eq (28) it follows that every spiral will
become equidistant for large s with spacing of
From a hollow core (see refs [2,3] and section
2 1 1) a spiral can develop We will give a first-order
expansion in ( j — c) of eq (16) around с = r^/r,.
Here the boundary condition eq (20) holds, so we
can use
«p=-iir + < » - i w + a ( i - c ) ,

<>0

(29)

The second term is a first-order expansion - where
û = d€/di - in ( J - C ) Substitution of eq (29)
into eq (16) followed by a first-order expansion
around (s — c) results into

[l-r e U (c)/Y+l/c]
+ - < , ' - ω c<,

'

Ό/du \
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1

—Іо7)Г7

(s-c)

=0
(30)

Eq (30) must hold for all small values of (s — c),
which is only possible if the terms between square
brackets are equal to zero This observation actu
ally yields relations for с and a = dt/ds = dip/ds
It is interesting to substitute the free enthalpy
in eq (30), using eqs (S) and (6)
1

Í-) 1

2iryc \ dr I .-„J
- ы.са +

^Ц^)

](,_c)=0
(31)

The first term of eq (31), which purely followed
from the step kinetics (eq (7)), turns out to be
equivalent to the thermodynamica! condition of
hollow cores, eq (5), (dC/dr)^ = 0, so the r^
resulting from the kinetical approach is the same
as r^ from the thermodynamical approach The
second term between brackets is obtained by using
(dC/dr), = 0 and yields for the solution of a

«?c 2 -

mir)

(32)

According to our definition |φ| <тг/2, the an
gle с of eq (29) must be positive Since the hollow
core corresponds to a minimum in ДС we have
d 2 G/dr 2 >0, and hence eq (32) always produces
a positive and a negative value of a, independent
of the sign of ω, or с (proportional to Δμ) The
positive root a, corresponds to a spiral departing
from the hollow core at the outer side ( ¿ > c ) if
Δ μ > 0 (c>0), but from the mner side (—i< — e)
in case of dissolution (c<0) Similarly, the nega
tive root indicates an inner spiral if Δμ > 0, but an
outer spiral if Δ μ < 0 Thus, if a hollow core is
possible, eq (16) allows inner and outer spirals (at
least in the region i * c ) , which makes a steady
building up or breaking down of the hollow tube
possible
We must emphasize that the derivations are
valid for all stress functions as long as (du/ds)0 =
0, u(oo) = 0 and (du/df )<0, see section 2 1 and
ref [5]
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4. Numerical solutions
4 1 Phase-plane analysis
In the previous section, we have denved analytical solutions for q>(s) using a general strain
function From this analysis we cannot determine
whether a hollow core which is thermodynamically
stable does occur in the case of spiral growth.
Indeed, in such a case the present treatment does
not rule out the possibility of a single "global"
spiral, starting at the origin and sweeping out to
infinity Neither can we say anything about even
the relative value of the three corresponding rotation velocities ωιη, ω,,,, and ω,,,,,, for the inner, the
outer and the global spiral In order to analyze
these questions qualitatively we tum to phase-plane
analysis.
We will use the stress formula eq (3) to rewnte
eq (16)

where
'* = Ή/'«

(M)

So = ro/rc·

i35)

Eq. (33) has been solved for s0 = 0 (no stress), see
section 2 4 In what follows we present the
phase-plane analysis of eq. (33), as has been done
by Müller-Krumbhaar in the case s0 = 0 [12]
A phase-plane analysis is made with help of
άψ/dr plots as function of r and φ, varying ω,, sh
and s0 For given r and φ, the tangent vector to a
solution <p(r) of eq (33) is parallel to (1, dtp/dr)
Plotting unit vectors in these directions for con
stant ut,s0 and sh, one gets an idea of the possible
solutions of eq. (33) Depending on the parameters
ω,, ί 0 and sh, there may or may not be integrating
curves which meet the boundary conditions
If a hollow core is thermodynamically impossi
ble (see phase diagram (fig 1) or ref [5]), we find a
typical phase plane drawn for ω, = 0 33096 and
50 = 0 (fig 3) For r = 0, only φ = 0 gives a finite
dip/dj, so we must start in (0,0), which we also
concluded from a physical point of view, eq (18),

Fig. 3 Phase plane of differential equation (33) in the case
j 0 = r0 = 0 The dashes represent the tangent vectors of in
tegrating curves. Curve С wilh ω, = 0 33096
meets the
boundary conditions, eqs (17) and (18) Curves E and F (other
starling values), and A and В (wrong «•>, or wrong slartmg
values) are typical devulions from curve С

and from our analytical approximations (section
3). It turns out that for one unique value of
a, — 0.330956.. (.!„ = 0), an integrating φ(ΐ) curve
is found which meets the boundary conditions (17)
and (18) If ω, < 0.330956.., the integrating curve
starting from (0,0) will become a curve of type В
π;; ι

,,

о

t

Τ

-π/21 • • • • .*,',' ; ;, ; ; ; ; .vST" ••
'•
' •'
0
r-»
\,
Fig 4 Phase plane of differennal equation (33) in the case
r 0 / r c = 0 6 , r h / r e = 0 2 in lhal case, a hollow core is possible
with radius ffe = 0 3299rG The inlegraling curve for the inner
dissolution spiral is shown, with unique U) value, «„,= " 3 295
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( φ > ν/2, shown in fig. 3), indicating that the spiral
curves back to the centre, eventually lurrang
sharply. If ω, >0.33096..., the integrating curve
from (0,0) lands on curves of type A (fig. 3),
leading to a change of the sign of φ and to a tum
in the spiral.
When a hollow core is thermodynamically sta
ble we find three different integrating curves for
three unique values of ω,. One integrating curve
meets the boundary conditions (18) and (20), i.e. it
runs from (0,0) to (/-,,., -v/2). This curve repre
sents the inner spiral and we denote the corre
sponding ω, value by ω,η. An example of such an
integrating curve is shown in fig. 4. For another
value, ω^,, of ω, an integrating curve is found
which runs from (г^, -v/2) to (oo, ±»/2). This
curve corresponds to an outer spiral. And some
times for a third value, ωι>Λ, of ω, there exists an
integrating curve which starts at (0,0), passes the
line r = r^ at φ > — η/2, and continues towards
the point (oo, ±π/2). This solution gives us a
global spiral, with angular velocity »до.
In order to investigate when a global spiral
exists, we write eq. (33) as
d9/dr=

-Uir/r?

+/(r, rc, r0, r h ).

(36)
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on eq. (36) shows under which condition a global
spiral does exist.
In fig. 5a we illustrate the situation when (i)
«,„<"„,,· A global curve has to pass the line
r = гКс at ψ > — ir/2. It can be seen in fig. Sa or eq.
(36) that for such a curve the condition (li) <·>,„ >
ьідо, must hold. Similarly, a curve which ap
proaches (oo, ±ir/2) for large r and passes r = r^
at φ > — π/2 can be compared with tbe integrat
ing curve of the outer spiral and the condition (iii)
"gk* > "«it has to be satisfied, see eq. (36). Condilions (li) and (iii) oppose condition (i), so a global
spiral does not occur, if the growth rate inside the
hollow core is lower then outside. In fig. 5b, on the
other hand, it is shown that a global spiral does
occur if (iv) ω1η > ω,,,,,. StiU conditions (ii) and (ili)
hold, so (v) <·>,„> <·>>ι<)(,>ω<χ,ι· Note that condition
(iv) implies that the depth of a hollow core de
creases, which means physically that it will not be
formed. In such a case, and only then, a global
spiral occurs.
I n conclusion:

(1) In case of thermodynamically unstable hollow
cores, see fig. 1, there exists one unique spiral from
(0,0) to (oo, ±v/2), see fig. 3.
(2) In case of thermodynamically stable hollow

It is seen that, independent of the sign of Αμ,
dip/dr will decrease and the tangent vectors (1,
d<p/dr) rotate clockwise if ω, increases. Using
this, we sketch a composite phase diagram. In this
phase diagram we sketched the integrating curves
which start at (0,0) and at (r,,., —ir/2) for the
three characteristic values <•>„, <·>„,, and ut)ob of ω,.
We show that a simple topological argument based

2

•
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W '»
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'•4
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"• /'
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л
Fig.
S. Composite phase planes of eq (33). In (a), in ihe case
ω
ΐ π < υ η , ι · 1 { 1 8 shown that no integraung curve exists which
starts at (0,0) and ends at (oo, ± ν/2), ι e no global spiral In
(b), it is shown that in the case иш > ω^,, all three kinds of
integraung curve can be found, when и1Я> ивуЛ > ω^,.

Fig. 6. Global growth spirals, resulting from eq. (33), with
Jo = 4 and j h = 1. Spiral С becomes evcnluaily equidistant and
is physically realistic (4,^=0.123«). Spirals A and В do not
meet the boundary conditions and are physically unrealistic; of
spiral A, <j 1 =0.124O>u i k t , while of spiral B, U | = 0 1230<
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cores we distinguish (wo subcases in the hollow
core region of fig 1 (a) ",„<",»,,. hollow core
kinetically possible, a unique inner and a unique
outer ipiral, no global spiral (fig Sa), (b) ω,„ > <•>„,,
hollow core kinetically impossible, a unique global
spiral from (0,0) to (oc. ^ir/2) (fig 5b)
In order to demonstrate the occurrence of unphysical spirals when the correct value of ω, is not
employed, ι e (he boundary conditions are not
met. we show in fig 6 three global growth spirals
with j 0 = 4, j h = 1, which result from integrating
curves starting at (0,0). Spiral С meets the
boundary conditions (ьідо = 0 1236) Spiral В re
sults from integrating curves of type В in fig 3,
ω, = 0 1230 < ω,^,,, while spiral A originates from
integrating curves of type A in fig 4, ω, = 0 1240
> Ыдо, we see that spiral С is physically realistic,
while spirals A and В are unrealistic.
4 2 Numerical procedure
Solving φ(ί) numerically we integrate eq (33)
numerically, from a set of start values (su, φΛ).
The logical start values (0,0) or (c, —ir/2) cannot
be used, since άφ/ds is non-computable there
The best start values are obtained by using the
analytical formulas (24) and (32) with stress field
eq (3),eg,
S„ = Ss, φΜ = Íj(d4p/dj)», „uiyual
for spirals from (0,0), Ss is very small, usually
10 "7 As can be seen from fig 3, computing errors
may induce deviations from the correct Ф(І) curve
(type С in fig 3), even if the correct unique value
of ω, is approximated to six or more significant
digits Therefore, we used fifteen-digit accuracy
variables and functions
The unique value of ω, is found by increasing
ω, until a "transition" occurs of 9(5) curves of
type Β (ω, too low) to φ(ί) curves of type Α (ω,
too high) In this way we could approximate ω, up
to eight digits, but still the correct curve С went
over to types A or В after about one tura of the
spiral The φ(ί) curve for large | J | can be found
by integrating towards the origin Then curves at
A or В of fig. 3 flow towards the correct curve С
and deviations are to be expected only close to the
origin (curves of type E or F in Tig 3). From this

φ(ΐ) curve we find the polar spiral coordinates
0(s) by numerical integration, using eq. (21).
4 3 Growth rate of spirals
The perpendicular growth rate R of a stationary
spiral with step height d and spacing Дг^ is given
by
Д = и„<//Д/·.

(37)

Tne velocity o . of a straight, isolated step is
proportional to Δμ, ι e. to i/rc.
(38)

».=*/'„

where A is a proportionality constant. Using eq
(22) for Ar„, a dimensionless growth rate R' can
be defined which is, for a given crystal, propor
tional to the physical growth rate R:
(39)

R' = 2vRr¿/Ad = ы^І.

For Δμ, we will employ the dimensionless parame
ter Í 0 , which is, for a given crystal, proportional to
Δμ Keeping s0/sb = r0/rh constant, а Я'($о) rela
tion has constant stress parameters.
4 31 Inner, outer and global spiral-type growth
In fig 7, vanous growth rates are shown at
constant stress and varying Δμ, for r0/rk = 1 83
and r0/rh = 2 5, respectively On the ^-axis we
plotted taxM.lR'), since R' is changing consider
ably As can be concluded from the phase diagram
(fig. 1), a hollow core in the case r0/rh = 1 85 is
thermodynaimcally stable in the region -0.275 <
Í 0 < - 0 135, but in this region R',„>R'M (condition (iv) of section 4.1), so three spiral types exist
with R'm > R'pb > Ä^,, (condition (v) of section
4.2) as can also be seen in fig.?. However, although <i)ln, <·>„,, and ωι)Λ can be found, only ыдо
is relevant, the hollow core is thermodynamically
possible but kinetically impossible. For г0/гк = 2.5
the hollow core regime - 0 26 < s0 < 0 70 consists
of two parts: (a) - 0 26 < i 0 < 0.024, where *'„,, >
R'm corresponding to condition (1) of section 4.1
(inner and outer spiral possible), and (b) 0 024 < i 0
< 0.70, where R'MI < R',, corresponding to condi
tion (iv) of section 4 1 (three spiral types possible).
For i 0 < -0.26 (no hollow core possible) the etch
ing rale (R^) is high (see section 4 3.2).
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Fig. 7. Growth » t e iàxs\ (plotted «s иоЦТи,^)) venus j 0
(^-Δμ) for two viltiei of the stitss parameter r- 0 /r h =].83
(solid oirves) and 2.S (dashed curva). Within the hoUow core
regions, indicated by vertical dotted lines, two or three spiral
types (inner, outer and global) occur simultaneously.

4.3.2. Macroscopic etchpits
In a previous paper [5], we pointed out that the
activation energy for formation of critical dissolu
tion nuclei increased rapidly upon passing, with
increasing Δμ, the vertical phase boundary ( Î 0 -»
-0.23) of fig. 1. Following réf. [S], we denote the
driving force at which this happens the critical
undersaturatioo Δμ*. This phenomenon leads to a
drop in the dissolution rate near the phase
boundary. Upon passing the phase boundary from
the other side steep, macroscopic etch pits [2¿]
(i.e. etch pits with high |ω| or |A'|) will occur.
In the case of spiral growth, this jump in the
dissolution rate is understood as follows. For Δμ <
Δμ^ (no hollow core possible) a global spiral (see
fig. 7, i 0 < - 0 . 2 6 , Га/ ь = 2.50) extends on the
surface with a high etching rate. If Δμ > Δμ* (hol
low core possible) the global spiral is "trapped" in
the hollow core, and only inside the hollow core a
high etching rate lAjJ is found, while outside the
hollow core a new type of spiral, the outer dissolu
tion spiral, develops with a much lower etching
rate (fig. 7, J 0 > -0.26, Гд/г,, = ÍS0). On the other
hand, if the stress field is not strong enough to
maintain a hoUow core on kinetical,ratherthan

thermodynamical, grounds (i.e. /t'II>>ü^ll, fig. 8,
85 a
ГоДь — ^ ) global dissolution spiral occurs also
if Δμ > Δμ5 and no jump in the etching rate is
found upon surpassing the phase boundary.
In fig. 8, the relative jump in the etching rate
upon surpassing the Δμ = Δμ3 line is shown. We
see that from га/т^ = 1.56 hollow cores are possi
ble, thermodynamically (fig. 1) but not kinetically.
From r 0 /r h >2.02 hollow cores are both kineti
cally and thermodynamically possible, leading the
the "trapping" of the global spiral in the hollow
core anda jump
ΔΛ/Λ = ( Λ 1 1 Λ - Α „ 1 ) / Λ ^ ,
in the etching rate R^ with hollow core ( Δμ > μ* )
and etching rate R^ without hollow core (Δμ<
Δμ^). If the hollow cores becomes kinetically pos
sible we see that tsR/R becomes rapidly unity, i.e.
>
^siob ^oui- The dashed curve of fig. 8 gives the
ratio of the rotational velocity of the steep etch pit
which just appears below Δμξ and the ω, of an

WS,-2
Fig. β. Relative difference between the dissolution rates of
spirala disaohing below and above the critical undenafuratíon
Λρ = ¿ti ('о ** -ОДІ) (solid line). The rotational velocity ν ,
( ~ Ä ) oí steep, пшишццис etch pits just below Δμ$ is npnstated by the dashed Км.
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etch pit without stress, ω, = ω^ρ = 0 330956 So,
we conclude from fig 8 that slopes of etch pits
below the critical Δμ usually are much higher than
above Δμ5
Since for Δ/ι = Δμξ and г0/г^ > 2 02 (hollow
cores actually occur) we have r0/rc » —0 25 (fig 1),
some parameters can be obtained (1/Δμ~-/'Ε) if
steep etch pits appear or if the etching rale in
creases below a certain undersaluration (i e criti
cal undersaturation) On potassium dihydrophosphate [16], potash alum [17], and silicon [18],
numerous etch pits appeared below a certain un
dersaturation The etching rate of potassium dihydrophosphate [19] and potash alum [17] increased
sharply below the same (critical) undersaturation
Finally, we note that the stress term of eq (33)
becomes less important for very high undersatura
tion (s — oo), so that <·>, tends to the BCF value of
—0 33 for all occurring dislocations
4 3 3 Surface growth rate as function of Δμ
In this section, we discuss the surface growth
rate due to spiral growth (i e Λ'^, or R^) versus
supersaturation (~re/r(.), plotted in fig 9 The
stress parameter r0/rk ranges from no stress (/·,,=
oo, ω, = 0 33, BCF spiral) to maximum stress (r h
= 0, elastic strain energy, CL spiral) As is already

discussed in the previous section, an enormous
drop in the etching rate occurs at i0»» — 0 25 for
r0/rh = 2 25, 4 0 and oo, while for Γ,,/Γ,, = 0 or I 0
no hollow core is possible, no phase boundary in
Tig 1 is passed and a smooth curve of the etching
rate as function of Δμ results
On the growth side, Δμ > 0, we see a parabola
like Λ(Δμ) curve, where the growth rale is maxi
mum for rh = oo, ι e no stress So, the principle
that stress strongly favours dissolution and, in fact
weakly, slows down growth is demonstrated in
fig 9 Finally, it should be noted that if r0/rh = 4,
the rates are already equal to the case r0/rh = oo
(CL stress)
4 3 4 Surface growlh rate as function of stress
parameters
In this section, we will discuss the activity of
growth centres with different stress fields (i e dif
ferent Burgers vectors b) on the same crystal at
one supersaturation From an experimental point
of view, it is interesting to compare the slopes of
growth hillocks originating from dislocations with
different Burgers vectors on the same crystal The
step height is equal to the screw component Ью of
the Burgers vector So the slope tan α is given by
(40)

tan α = <//ΔΓ„ = Ьюи^21ггс,

hence, using eqs (2) and (8) we see that
tan a

^й^

1/2

/л,\

(2 Д , / 0 ,Г(>„/*) = и '

(41)

Hence U , Í ¿ / 2 is proportional to the slope of the
hillocks with a proportionality constant which depends on the relative screw component b^/b but
is further equal for all dislocations on the crystal
surface
Assuming that Hooke's radius rb is always a
constant fraction ƒ of b on a given crystal, we see
that at constant supersaturation the number
*ο/*1 = 'o'-./'h = μΟ/βπV2 Δμ

-Ó 5

0

. _»

10

2

Fig.9 Growlh rales uls¡ versus supersaturation (~-ΐο) wlh
consunt stress parameter r 0 / r h = 0 0 (BCF spirals. 1»,! =
0 33096) 10 2 25, 4 0 and oo (CL spirals) The curves (or
r0/rb = 4 and Гц/гъ = oo coincide

(42)

is a material constant Therefore, we plotted ω,^' 2
(proportional to the hillock slope), independent of
Ь or rh versus ( v O ' ^ 2 · proportional to b at
constant io/Jh an< l Ap (f'K Ю) From fig 10, we
see that the steepest growth hills can be expected
-
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Fig. IO. Slope of growth hillocks ( ~ u , i ¿ / 2 ) on the same
crystal surface (constant i h / j 0 ) in dependence on Burgers
vectorfr(~ Í ¿ / 2 ) . \IS\/SQ = 0 . we have a crystal with spirals of
the CL type (elastic stress): if J ¿ / J 0 = oo, we have BCF-type
spirals (no stress).

on the crystalline material with the weaker stress
fields, s\/sn is high. On the same crystal, however,
the slope of growth hillocks increases with increasing Burgers vector. On the dissolution side the
steepest etch pits originate from the stronger stress

(43)

where υ^ is the maximum velocity of steps in the
growth hillock, which is usually depending on the
step height d. In the case of direct step integration
of growth units from the volume, it can be as
sumed that Dœ is not depending on the step height
(or on Ь^), so Ä~tan о, i.e. proportional to
2
ω,ί^ . Therefore, R will increase with increasing
h, see fig. 10. On the other hand, if surface diffu
sion of growth units is the time-consuming step,
we can very roughly estimate с^ ~ l/rf, i.e. ^ ~
1/і ю [20]. In that case R is proportional to ω,, so
an increasing 6, more stress, results into lower
growth rates.
4.4. Shapes of spirals
From the numerical solution of eq. (33) we
obtain values for ω and for <f(s). With the help of

Fig. II. Shapes of spirals with the same stress parameters (*о/Гь = 3) but with increasing driving force Δμ, represented by s 0 (a)
2 2
10
s„=-i:
(b) j,, = -0.3; (c) i o = - 0 J 2 ; (d) J o =0.6; (e) J o = - ; ( 0 Jo = - The scale is expressed in r0 (=1,,^). which is not
depending on Δμ.
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eq. (21) we obtain the polar coordinates of the
corresponding spiral. In fig. 11, we show six com
puted spirals, each with an r0/rh value of 3.0, with
increasing driving force Δμ. From the phase dia
gram (fig. 1) we see that for ra/rh = 3.0 hollow
cores are possible between — 0.255 < J ( ) < 1.78. A
fast rotating archimedean-type spiral is found for
very high undersaturation ( s 0 = —3, fig. 11a). In
fig. lib, i 0 = -0.3, close to the point where a
hollow core becomes thermodynamically possible.
We see a flat-bottomed dissolution spiral, since the
step velocity in the centre is very high compared to
outside the centre. We also see the begmning of
the trapping of the spiral in a hollow core; the
slope increases sharply going outwards from the
centre but far away the slope decreases to a con
stant value. In fig. 11c, an inner and outer dissolu
a
tion spiral exist: i 0 = —0.22 and Л„<Яоиі· '·'•
hollow core develops. The spacing of the outer
spiral is increased, so the growth rate, which is
inversely proportional to the spacing, has dropped.
In fig. 1 Id, sa = 0.6 and Rm<Ra,,, a hollow core
still exists and a growth spiral with a turning point
originates from the hollow core. In fig. lie, J 0 =
2.2, the hollow core is thermodynamically impossi·

Fig. 12. Successive stftges of the lime evolution of an onginaUy
straight step. Close to the centre, the step dissolves eventually
forming a slaüonaiy inner dissolution spiral. Further away
from the centre, the step grows, which eventually leads to a
stationary outer growth spiral. The stress parameten are rQ/rb
= 4 and r Q / r c = 4 The first five shapes have a tunc span of
Δ/=008/- c /o M , the outer step shapes have a time span of
Дг=04гс/о..

ble, but the spiral shape is influenced by the stress
field in the centre, resulting into a curl, a negative
curvature at the centre. Finally, in fig. 1 If s0 = 10,
the supersaturation effect dominates the stress ef
fect; the negative curvature in the centre has dis
appeared.
The time evolution of a hollow core growth
spiral is shown in fig. 12. Successive spiral shapes
in time are shown, starting at í = 0 with a straight
step, which ends at the dislocation outcrop. This
plot is obtained with the help of a numerical
simulation [12,21], using eq. (7) for the local velocity. Close to the centre, the step dissolves, eventually forming a stationary inner dissolution spiral.
Away from the centre, the step grows, eventually
forming a stationary outer spiral. During the process a hollow tube is built up, which forms the
boundary between inner dissolution spiral and
outer growth spiral.
The first five shapes of the step, starting from
the straight line, have a time span of 0.08rc/i>œ;
note the very rapid dissolution of the step in the
centre. The outer step shapes have a time span of
0.4гс/і)ш between them.
4.4.1. Observed spirab
In this section, we will briefly review the re
ported observations of the discussed spiral shapes.
In this paper we have only regarded isotropic
media, but our conclusions on the influence of
stress on spiral growth apply qualitatively to an
isotropic media as well. The occurrence of steep
etch pits (e.g.,refs.[16-18]) - which may originate
from a spiral or from repeated nucleation - ,
related to dislocations, was already discussed in
section 4.3.2. Dissolution spirals with a hollow
core (fig. 11c) on SiC are reported by Sunagawa
and Bennema [22]. Dissolution spirals without hol
low cores (fig. 11a) are observed on many crystals
(e.g., ref. [23]). Isotropic and anisotropic hollow
core spirals were found on SiC (e.g., refs. [4,22]),
on copper indium sulfide [24] and on micas [25].
In fig. 13, we show an isotropic hollow core spiral
on SiC, where the turning point of the spiral near
the hollow core is clearly shown (fig. 13b); note
the agreement between the observed and the com
puted spiral (fig. 1 Id). Growth spirals with nega
tively curved centres were found on SiC and
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Fig. 13. Phase-contrast micrograph of » hollow core growth spiral on silicon carbide (a). In (b) the magnified centre is presented,
showing the hollow core and the turning point.
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25pm
Hg- 14. Phase-contrssI micrograph of spirals on SiC without hollow core. but. due to the stress field, with a negatively curved spiral
centre.

hematite [22]. In fig. 14, we show the negatively
curved centres of isotropic growth spirals on SiC
(compare with computed shape, fig. l i e ) and in
fig. IS a group of cooperating anisotropic spirals
on hematite with negatively curved centres are
shown. The occurrence of isotropic (e.g., ref. [22])
and anisotropic (e.g., ref. [24]) growth spirals
without hollow cores is widely reported.
4.4.2. Matching observed spirals with stress parame
ters and with rc
The most widely used recipe to estimate crystal
growth parameters from an observed spiral or
spiral hillock is deduced from eq. (22). Indeed, if
the spacing Δ Γ ^ of the spiral far from the centre is
known and if the Cabrera and Levine value ω, ·
0.33096 is assumed, we may estimate the critical
radius of curvature to be Ьг^/ХІЩ. From the
present results, however, one realizes that the ac

tual value of ω, may differ considerably from the
Cabrera and Levine value.
In the case of isotropic dissolution spirals where
i 0 > — J, the spacing ranges from 4rc ( i 0 = — i ) to
I9rc ( i 0 = 0, either r0 = 0 or Δμ = 0), if r 0 /r h > 2 . If
Í 0 < — i , the spiral will usually be very closely
spaced and indistinguishable. However, this only
applies if there is a certain critical undersaturation
Δμ?, so roAh > 2 (see section 4.3.2). On the other
hand, for weaker stress fields the value of [ω,] will
also be quite low, so that the estimation for rc,
ΔΓ

ΔΓ

—j 2 - < | íi | < -r^- for dissolution spirals,
which was made, roughly holds.
In the case of growth, the spacing of spirals also
depends on the stress parameters. However, for
practical purposes we may estimate the spacing of
isotropic spirals between 19rc and 100rc. In the
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Fig. 15. Phase-conlrasl micrograph oí cooperating uusotropic spirals on hemamc. showing the neg&tivety curved spiral centre and the
absence of a hollow core.

case of absence of stress, /·,.«< ΔΓ„/19, while an rc
of ΔΓ,,/ΙΟΟ for the highest stress energy at the
dislocation centre (r h = 0, elastic stress) is found in
the case r0/fc = 25 (ω, = 0.06043). For larger val
ues of /•„/';,, the spiral spacing increases very slowly
with increasing r0.
A method to estimate r0 and rc more accurately
from isotropic hollow core spirals is discussed in
ref. [21].

the hollow core closes, ceases to exist. And thirdly,
a spiral (either global or inner) will always depart
from the dislocation centre.
The results will qualitatively apply to aniso
tropic spirals. In our formalism, the interaction of
steps due to diffusion is neglected. Since, however,
the existence of hollow cores is governed by ther
modynamics, we expect that diffusion has only
quantitative influence on the phenomena de
scribed in this paper.

5. Conclusion
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Methods ate pnsented to denve cryital growth puvneten, u the ndlus of cntkil nucleus, djfnulon panmeten ind itms
parameten from nu(bflhots of step patterns Easy equations an obtained for rigid step shapes which are stationary in üme, leading to quantitative interpretation of several common step patterns In the case of non-stationary step shapes we were able to
correlate computer simulations of step patterns with obtovitions We estimated the ndhu of the critica] nudene and Frank's
ndius on silicon carbide and the mean displacement of growth unhs on the surface of flux-grown garneL

1. Introduction
Burton, Cabrera and Frank (BCF) have introduced
the - what is now called - terrace-ledge-kink model
[1] In this model the diffusion of growth units on
flat terraces between ledges is the basic transport process They derived expressions for two cases (i) an
infinite set of straight equidistant steps, and (u) a circular step, and used them to construct a spiral growth
theory Since BCF, papers have been published to
generalize the theory and to apply the theory to the
interprétation of observed step patterns The BCF
theory of equidistant steps was generalized for nonequidistant steps by Mulhns and Hirth [2] The stability of step trains agamst the formation of macrosteps
has been studied using linear perturbation theory [3]
and numerical sunultation [ 4 - 1 1 ] Cabrera and
Levine extended the spiral growth and dissolution
theory by studying the role of elastic stress caused by
dislocations [12] In a forthcoming paper we will
further generalize this theory [13] Cabrera and Coleman [14] and others [IS] treated the so called back
force effect, ι e the influence of surface diffusion on
the centre of the spiral MuUer-Krumbhaar et al
extended the spiral theory by including amsotropy in
the advance velocity of steps [16] Hache [17]
showed how edge diffusion along smooth curved
steps contributes to step motion Van der Eerden

[18—20] has presented a method to treat surface dif
fusion, step Integration, edge diffusion and curvature
of steps for arbitrary step patterns from one logical
pomt of view The extended BCF theory has been
succesfully applied to Interpret observed step pat
terns Step patterns observed on SIC were interpreted
in a qualitative way by Sunagawa et al [21-23]
Hulett and Young were the first to apply computer
simulations of steps In order to interpret kinematic
waves observed m etch pits [24] Using computer
simulations of steps, a quantitative fit with monoatomic step patterns observed on NaCl was obtained
byBethgeetal [25,26] and Hôche et al [17] From
this precise estimations of the mean free path of adatoms and the edge self diffusion coefficient were
derived Using the theory of MüUer-Krumbhaar et al
[16] Reichelt was able to estimate the surface roughening temperature [27] The dependence of the
advance velocity of steps in dependence to its radius
of curvature was studied by Amelmckx and Strumane
[28]
It is the aim of this paper to develop a set of rules
or guide Unes, which are denved from the BCF theory
which will enable research workers studymg patterns
of steps to interpret m an easy way a variety of possible occurring step patterns and to estimate relevant
surface and growth parameters
All methods for denying growth parameters are

0022-O248/82/000O-OO0O/SO2 75 © 1982 North-Holland
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based on the applications of the step kinetics (heory
Hence experiments which measure step velocities are
in principle most suitable Step velocities sometimes
can be found by decorating step patterns at different
times [25] However, decoration may influence the
step kinetics Hoche and Bethge [17], therefore, com
pared sides of cleavage planes, which were handled in
different ways In many cases, however, direct mea
surements of step velocities are not possible In this
paper we will interpret snap shots of step patterns
whose positions are known at one time only We
distinguish two cases in which the time can be elimi
nated The first case is finding out whether the step
shape is rigid In that case, the relative normal veloc
ities can be measured and matched with growth or
surface parameters In the second, non-stationary,
case the step pattern must be simulated From the ob
servation, we often are able to reconstruct the step
pattern at an earlier time Then we correlate the time
parameter of the simulation with a measured length
on the snap-shot Finally, we compare the simulated
pattern with the observed steps
The content of the paper is as follows After this
introduction (section 1), we summarize the step
kinetics theory, in section 2 In section 23 stress
fields and the formation of hollow cores are dis
cussed In section 3 preliminary considerations about
observations are discussed In the next sections meth
ods are given to obtain stress and growth parameters
from observed step patterns In section 4 a rigid (i e
constant shape) rotating step pattern is analyzed and
in section 5 a system of rigid translating steps In sec
tion 6 a system of non-stationary steps is interpreted
using computer simulations as a tool Finally, in sec
tion 7 we summarize the obtained results

109

units during their stay on the surface and с the con
centration on a step-free surface Introducing the
superscripts + and — for in front and at the баск of
the step, the boundary conditions along a curved step
m a stress field are given by
c.'tep = «eq e x P l w l (P. ") - wi(°°' 0)1
+ ІЛЦдс/дп)* ,

(2)

where Э/Эя is the derivative in the direction of the
normal vector to the step The parameter Л, [1,19,
20] gives the relative probability a/2\ that a growth
unit at a site adjacent (ι e distance β) to a step will
hop into or away from the step The concentration at
equilibrium, ι e supeisaturation Дц = 0, is given by
Сщ, w(p, κ) is the evaporation energy of a growth
unit in a step with radius of curvature ρ and effective
strain energy density и This effective stram energy is
the difference between the total strain energy of the
crystal before and after the removal of a growth unit
The numerical value of u is equal to the strain energy
density corrected for surface or step relaxation The
exponent m eq (2) is given by
exp[w(p,u) - »(«,0)] = ехр[(гП/р + iiu)lkT\ , (3)
where y is the edge free energy per unit edge area, Ω
the molecular volume and Τ the absolute tempera
ture We take w* (=w) and Aj (=Λ,) equal at both
sides of the step, thus suppressing a so called
"Schwoebel effect" [29] Fromeqs (l)-(3) the con
centration field, resulting m the normal velocity of a
step, can be found explicitly in a few cases which we
discuss below
2 2 Parallel steps m absence of stram

2 Step kinetics
In the case ofa tram of parallel, straight steps on a
stress-free surface, eq (1) can be solved, resulting into
the normal velocity υ of a step

2 1 Basic considerations
On an isotropic surface, without lateral gradients
In the volume diffusion field, a Helmholtz-type equa
tion holds for the surface concentration с of growth
units (see BCF, ref [1])
XVc=c-c_

(1)

Here λ denotes the mean displacement of growth

υ(Δχ\ Δ»') = ·Ιϋ.[ί(Δχ+) + f (Δ*")]

(4)

In this equation u. is the normal velocity of an iso
lated straight step and Ax*, Ax' the distance to the
nearest neighbour in front or at the back of the step
respectively The retardation factor f (which differs
from the retardation factor defined by Bennema and
-
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Cuma [3]) is given by
?(ΔΧ) =

(5)

l+J<jcoth(Ax/2X) '

where q = λ/Λ, is a step—surface coupling factor
[20] As can be seen from eq (4) i describes the
retardation with respect to a single, straight step If
q = => (fast step integration) eq (4) reduces to the
well known BCF expression [ 1 ]
ι^Δχ*, ДДГ) -!і/.(іапіі(Дх72Л) + (ап1і(Дх72А)] (6)
2 3 Influence of curvature and stress
Steps will hardly interact when either q<\ or all
step distances and curvature radu are large compared
to λ In that case the normal velocity u(x, y) of a
point (x, y) of a curved step can be denved from eqs
(1H3)

Hooke's radius rh Nabarro [31] assumes a constant
stress density near the dislocation centre A smooth
transition from this constant value to eq (9) can be
obtamed by the following formula [13]

Ж^Я)

Eqs ( 9 ) - ( l l ) would give the effective stram
energy density u as defined in section 2 I, if the cor
rection for surface and step relaxation due to attach
ment of growth units could be neglected Locally и
will differ from u b u ) k However, the effective stram
energy of the complete top layer equals the bulk
stram energy per atomic layer of an infinite crystal
Hence, as an approximation, we will treat our pro
blems as though eqs (9) and (11) hold at the step
e
=
0 "bulk ") In UK sequel we will denote the effec
tive strain energy density u as the stram energy den
sity
2 32

where fÁx,y) and u(x,y) are the radius of curvature
and the effective strain energy density respectively
The radius of the critical nucleus on an isotropic
(dr/dO = 0) and nonstressed surface (u = 0) is given
by
гс = П7/Дл

(8)

We now discuss the Importance of the strain energy
density и m some detail
231 Stress fields
Around a dislocation line / a cylindrical stress field
is established m the bulk of the crystal The applica
tion of Hooke's elasticity law leads to an expression
for the bulk strain energy density и around a disloca
tion with Burgers vector b and angle α between b and
ƒ

«buikfr) = ^cos'a + — J ^ μ =-j

(9)

where μ Is the shear modulus, ν Poisson's ratio and r 0
Frank'sradius[30]
гь^цЬ'/бКл'у

Hottowcores

A stress field will retard a growing step, but accel
erate a dissolving step, increasing the chemical poten
tial of the crystal Accordingly, for a negative cluster
with radius Ipl = -p the kinetics are (eq (7))
dr

V

(10)

Eq (9) holds outside the core region, a cylinder
centered around / with a radius which we refer to as

Ipl

γ

/

provided that \<p If the stram energy density и is
large enough there exists a radius Ipl = r h c such that
ii = 0 The negative cluster is stable if (du/d|p|)<0
there Piling up of such negative clusters around a dis
location corresponds to the formation of a thermodynanucally (meta) stable [12,13] hollow core In
this sequel we shall denote its radius as r h c Using eq
(11) for и and putting eq (12) zero, a third-order
expression for rhc is obtamed
('hc/'c + 1)0 + ¿Яе

(r>rh),

(11)

ишк(г)=

- Vhc/nl = 0

(13)

In the case ri, = 0, eq (13) reduces to
ro=rbc*iìJ''c,
(14)
as can also be found in ref [12] Note that in equilibrium (l/r c = 0) and general validity of Hooke's law
('h ~ 0) the hollow coreradiusequals Frank's radius
r 0 , seeeq (10) [30]
It has been shown [13] that always r^ > r h Since,
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moreover, ft, is of the order of b it follows that large
diameter hollow cores will be related to dislocations
with large Burgers vectors, in accordance with experimenta! observations
2 4 Interacting steps
Eqs (4) and (7) can be combined if λ < Αι, λ < ρ
leading to
u=-y(l---—)[«Дх*)-Г(Д>г-)]

(IS)

The steps can influence each other through the vol
ume diffusion field [3233] If Ax is at least of the
order of the boundary layer thickness this influence
can be important Throughout this paper, however,
we have neglected step interactions via volume diffu
sion We do not state that volume diffusion always
plays a minor role Hence before applying the present
analysis one should verify independently the basic
presupposition that lateral volume diffusion gradients
are not important
2 5 Simulation of step patterns
The simulation of the movement of steps is based
on eq (4) or (7) In the case of overlapping diffusion
fields and a step train of parallel, straight steps we can
write for eq (4) Ax,Iát = v(&x¡. Ax]) with x, the
position of the ith step, and t the time So, we obtain
a set of coupled differential equations, which can be
solved numerically, yielding x,(r)
The movement of curved steps, using eq (7) is
simulated analogously [16] The step is represented
by points (x,,y,) The curvature l/pCty,^) is calculated by interpolating a circle through (*,,.>',) and its
nearest "neighbour" coordinates We obtain two sets
of coupled differential equations, for the x- and
^-component of the velocity, which can be solved
numerically In order to keep the simulation withm
reasonable computing time we are limited in the number of (x,y) points This is done by distributing the
points as economically as possible along the step, the
point density is chosen proportional to the local
curvature In practice this is achieved by removing a
point if d/p becomes too low and interpolating a
point if d/p becomes too high (d is distance between
two neighbouring points)

III

3 Preliminary considerations
31 Suitable observations
Step patterns which show clearly the influence of
some external gradient (e g stress, supersaturation) or
amsotropy are suited to estimate parameters which
characterize the gradient Patterns showing interaction between steps can give information about the
diffusion using eq (4) If the curvature changes considerably along the step, we can get information
about the value of rc using eq (7) If a stress field has
influence on the step shape, we can estimate the
stress parameters rh and r,,, using eqs (7) and (11)
32 The shut-off effect
During the removal of the crystal from the expérimenta] set-up it will usually be exposed to a sudden
temperature or pressure change This will influence
the step patterns since the supersaturation is changed
The step Spacing will be influenced first of all in the
spiral centres, where the curvature plays a decisive
role Away from the centre the velocities of the steps
all change with approximately the same amount
Thus, when it is tned to correlate step shapes far
away and close to the centre it must be certain that
the step patterns are frozen at the end of a growth/
evaporation experiment Methods to minimize the
shut-off effect are given by Van Enckevort [34]
3 3 Order of magnitude estimations of relevant
parameten
Before any quantitative results can be obtained
some general, mostly qualitative arguments must
justify the use of eq (4) or (7) If a step shape is not
influenced by a strongly varying spacing to its neigh
hour, this is an indication that the steps are not interacting with their neighbours, ι e \<Ax If high steps
tend to move as fast as lower steps in the same direc
tion, the surface diffusion will not be rate-determin
ing Regions with single and double steps exist at
interlaced spirals Inref [35] the interlacing has been
explained by the observation that subsequent layers
have a different orientation When the splitting of the
double steps into single steps is smooth and in accor
dance with this crystallographic argument, then sur-
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face diffusion probably is not rate determining, hence
λ is either much larger or much smaller than the step
spacing However, this conclusion is somewhat doubt
ful since the influence of the crystallography is diffi
cult to take into account quantitatively
When activation energies are known, expressions
for Λ and Λ, given by Bennema and Gilmer [3] can
be used
XJa * expKAGi«, - ЛСш)/2кТ]

,

Λ,/β = ехрКДС,^ - uG*u)lkT\ ,

(16)
(17)

where AGáa, ¿С^щ and АСяер are the activation
free energies for leaving the surface, making a surface
diffusion jump and entering the step respectively For
simple systems Л, will be of the order a (atomic
distance) but when solvation or step reconstruction
are involved it may be considerably larger An estima
tion of rc can be obtained from a model without dif
fusion or stress where the spacing úr of a single spiral
is equal to 19rc [12] Due to the backforce effect
[14,15] or the stress [12,13] the spacing of a spiral
can be much larger (100rc or more) The radius of the
critical nucleus can also be estimated with help of eq
(8) For the edge free energy у of eq (8) we assume
it to be equal to the surface free energy, while the
supenaturation Δμ of eq (8) is related to the super
cooling Δ7" by
£ціъМЬТІТа,

(18)

where Ta is the crystallization temperature and AH
the enthalpy difference between the growth units in
the mother phase ant) the growth units m the bulk of
the crystal
Often experimental values for AGám, ДС^цг,
Δοη,ρ and τ are not available These parameters can
be roughly estimated from appropriate broken bond
energies, for examples see below
Frank's radius r0 can be estimated using eq (10),
taking for b the step height, К » 1 (correct for pure
screw dislocation) and the surface energy for t Fol
lowing Nabarro [31] the stress m the centre of a
dislocation (u(0)) must be of the order of magnitude
of the heat of melting AHm since the ordering of par
ticles is supposed to be similar to a fluid Using eq
(11) for r = 0 and eq (10) we find for r h
rb>b{iil»^AHjn

(19)

331 Silicon carbide
In the next section we will estimate values for rc,
rh. Го and λ for silicon carbide grown by the Lely
method
The value of Αμ can be derived from eq (18),
where Aff is the enthalphy difference between the
solid and the gas phase, and the crystallization tem
perature Ta я> 2500 К As has been pointed out by
Drowart et al [36] at this temperature the gas phase
consists mainly of SiCj and Si molecules, so a proba
ble gas phase reaction is \ Si(g) + ^ SiCj(g) -> SiC(s))
The heats of formation at 2500 К from the elements
are found m ref [37], ¿tf<{Si(g)) = 390 kJ/md,
Ai/f{SiCj(g)) = 540 kJ/mol, and Atff(SiC(s)) = - 1 2 0
kJ/mol, resulting m an enthalphy difference AH =
590 kJ/mol The bond strength φ of a Si-C bond fol
lows
from
0 = {I AH, (SiC(s)) - AWKSKg)) =
0 0
Δ " К О Д ) ] - З U/mol The edge energy is token
equal to the surface energy у since the steps on the
observed SiC crystals are very high The surface
energy will be approximately equal to half a bond per
1
area a , where a = 025 nm is the atomic distance
в'т/ЯГс, =»(-0/2)^7· » 6 Using eqs (8) and (18)
we find
г, = аЧЮ^ m
a>ylRTcr_
α ΑμΙΗΤσ (ΑΗΙΚΤα)(ΑΤ/Τα)

_o

χ

2 8

7^
AT

(20)
An estimation of the mean free path on the SiC
surface, λ, can be found by using eq (16) We
approximate the desorpoon activation energy AGja
by the bond energy 0 and we obtain an upper limit
for λ, λ « ; 0 1 μτη taking AG s d i (=0 From observa
tions of interlaced spirals [28] we can conclude that
λ is either large (larger than about 10"' m) or small
(smaller than about 10" 7 m) So, the preliminary esti
mation of the value of λ indicates that eq (7) can be
used for the step kinetics for SiC step patterns if both
the curvature and the relevant step distances
< 0 Ifim
In order to estimate Hooke's radius rh for SiC we
must know the heat of melting AHm To our knowl
edge AHm is unknown for SiC and we used the heat
of melting of Si, m order to estimate the ДЯ т (5іС)
roughly We assumed AHm(.SiC) * 1 5 Atfm (Si) =
80 kJ/mol, since this 3 2 ratio is also found for the
heat of evaporation of both materials In that case,
we find from eq (19) rjb * 0.6
-
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Finally, we will make a preliminary estimation of
the Frank's radius fo on silicon carbide. Using eq.
(10)withM = l 6X 10" J/m' and a value of the sur
1
face free energy 7 as established above, 7 * 2 i J/m ,
we find
1

аг01Ь ='02.

(21)

The screw component of Burgers vector b is equal to
step height h. So, the total b (screw + edge compo
nents) will be at least /1, but m our estimations we
usually put b * A.
332 Garnet
In section 7 2 we will attempt to estimate values
of λ for flux grown garnet, assuming that surface dif
fusion is the rate-determining step. Therefore we
would bke to have orders of magnitude for λ. The
observation of semi-infinite step trains, to be dis
cussed below in detail, shows that steps interact over
distances of about 02 /ли If this interaction takes
place through surface diffusion we have λ ä 0.1 /ли,
if step integration is easy (4 -» · ) and even larger
values If it is slow (qi\).
We would like also to estimate λ. Λ, and q from
eqs (16 and (17) However ш this case not enough is
known to give even orders of magnitude Let us
assume that the surface diffusion and step integration
are relatively easy processes (AC^f % ДС^р <
ДС|)И). The activation energy for desorption will be
between the effective bond energies d for growth
from the flux and ¡J,, for growth from a dilute ion gas
of the strongest nearest neighbour bond. Using eq.
(16) with bGMI = 0 and with dlkT * 4 and d„lkT *>
1 SO [38] we find with a » 1 nm that λ is between
8 nm and 10" m, which hardly gives deeper insight
In conclusion we state that surface observations
are certainly necessary to get some idea about these
surface parameters.
4 Rotatingrigidsteps
Rigid spirals are stationary m respect to the time.
Consequently, for every pomt on the spiral the rota
tional velocity i>rot is related to the normal velocity ν
by (see fig. 1)
u rot (r) = tor = ν sec φ ,

(22)

Fig 1 Rotational and normal velocity ( u r o t and u) of a ngtd
spiral with constant angular velocity ω, lUuslratlng eq (22)

where ω is the angular velocity of the spiral and φ the
angle between i>ro, and υ l{\<ùrotq<l,ùr
being
the spacing between the spiral arms, we can use eq.
(7) for the step velocity and combining this with eq.
(22) we gef
ωτ cos «г) = v.{ì - £-

-jufy^

(23)

Writing for the radius of curvature [13]
1 Αφ
sin φ
- = — cos0+—-,
ρ dr
г

, .
(24)

a differential equation is obtained from eq (23)
describing a stationary spiral
й.ф /. r c \
tan φ
- - ( l -J«) , « • — - ! - „ „ .

(25)

with

1 = r/r,. and ωι - urj\)m .

(26)

A much more complicated derivation of eq (25) is
given by Ohara and Reíd [39] Eq (25) can be solved
numerically and it turns out that for fixed r0lrc and
Гь/Гс one unique value of ω, yields an acceptable
spiral shape [13,16] In the absence of a hollow core
φ runs from 0 to ir/2 From hollow cores (section
23 2) a spiral develops with angle φ running from
-Jir to +'ir [12,13]
In fig. 2 a hollow core growth spiral on silicon car-
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Fig. 2. Phase-contrast micrograph of a hollow core spiral on silicon carbide, step height 70-90 nm, courtesy I. Sunagawa.

bide is shown. It can be seen clearly that φ runs from
-{it (at hollow core) to +¿ir, resulting in a turning
point (0 = 0) near the hollow core. If we want to
interpret hollow core spirals (fig. 2) quantitatively,
we should try to parametrize the observed spiral.
Measurable parameters are the radius of the hollow
core (fhc), the spacing away from the centre (Δτ.) and
the distance of the turning point (φ = 0) to the hol
low core centre, rtp. A relation between rh, r0 and rhc
is given by eq. (13) while the spacing of equidistant
spirals follows from geometry:
ùrjrc = 2*/ω, .

(27)

The angular velocity ω ι and the turning point rtp
(ф(г,р) • 0) are obtained by solving eq. (25) numeri
cally. Normalizing the parameters on r h c we obtain
figs. 3, 4 and 5 with rh/ri,c between the previous
established values (section 2.3.2) zero and one. With
help of fig. 5 we can find the value of fh/'hc f r o m
'Ίρ/'ϊκ and Af-Ahc a n d "β 8 · 3 a n d 4 will yield the

Fig. 3. Relation between critical radius rc, hollow core radius
rhc and spacing Δτ_ of hollow core spirals, with different
values for Hook radius r^, r^lr^,. • 0.01, 0.25, 0J0, 0 75,
0.99.
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Fig. 4f Relation between cntical radiiu rc, hollow core radius
rfa and turning point r^ of hollow core spirals, with differ
ent values for Hook radius η,ρΊι/Ίκ " 0.01,0.25,0.50,0.75
and 0.99.
radius of the critical nucleus. Finally, using eq. (13)
we can find r0. Those three figures can stimulate fu
ture investigations for quantiative interpretation of
hollow core spirals.
4.1. Hollow core spirals on silicon carbide
We applied this theory on hollow core spirals on
silicon carbide. We have justified in section 3 J . 1 our
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neglect of the surface diffusion (spiral step spacing in
order of 10 μπι). So that eqs.(23)--(26) and figs. 3-5
can be applied.
Three different hollow core spirals were measured.
Our measurements were not accurately enough for an
estimation of the value of r h , since the measurements
were situated in the low r,p/rhc and ЛгЦгь<. area of
fig. 5. Therefore, we used out preliminary estimation
r h « b « 0.1 д т . Values of /·£ = 0.25,0.9 and 0.8 μπι,
with corresponding r0 values of 5,7 and 7 д т were
found from the observations, using figs. 3 and 4.
The approximate value of the supersaturation at
the SiC surface, expressed as ΔΓ, is found from eq.
(20) to be -0.2-0.7 K. This low AT'-value probably
implies that the heat transport is rate-determining.
Takmg the Burgers vector b equal to the step height
of the observed SiC crystals (~80 nm) we find from
eq. (21) Го * 5 /лп, which is in good agreement with
the Го-values above.

5. Translating rigid steps
In the case of translating rigid steps the translation
velocity »α is constant along the step. So, the transla
tion velocity υ0 is related to the normal velocity υ
(see fig. 6):
u t r = υ sec φ ,

(28)

where φ is the angle between и and va. If steps do not
interact we can write for eq. (28), using eq. (7)
u, r = υ . sec φ (1 - rjp

Fig. 5 Relation between turning point r t p, hollow core
radius Γ^ς and spacing ΔΓ_ of hollow core spirals, with differ
ent values for Hook radius гц.гь/'Ьс =0 01.0 25,0-50, 0.75,
0.99.

(29)

- rply) .

Fig. 6. Translating and normal velocity (utr and u) for a trans
lating rigid step, with constant translating velocity ut r , illus
trating eq (28).
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5.1. Application to cusps
Spiral centres a few step distances apart generate a
sequence of reentrant comers with increasing opening
angles (see fig. 7). From eq. (29) with u = 0 it follows
that a time-stationary cusp between crossing steps has
a minimal radius of curvature Pcu> which is deter
mined by the angle α between the straight (crossing)
steps. With a two-dimensional step simulation as
described in section 2 i we have proved that this cusp
is stable. This was done by starting with a sharp (i.e.
small p c u ) and a shallow (i.e. large p c u ) hyperbola
with the same asymptotes (i.e. same a). It turned out
that both hyperbolas developed to a time-stable
shape. When the actual cusp is, up to the inflection
points, approximated by the stable one, this step
shape is translationally rigid and hence eqs. (28) and
(29) can be applied. At the inflection point the angle
φ between υ and ц г is given by φ = π/2 - α/2 ; the

relation between υ and utr is given by eq. (29) with
ρ = oo and u = 0, u,r = υ . cosec(o:/2). At the symmetry
point of the re-entrant corner (radius of curvature
Peu) "tr >s parallel (and equal) to the normal velocity
υ(ψ • 0), so we find using eq. (29) with u = 0:
υ„ = üj(l + fc/lPcul) = u - cosec(a/2),

(30)

where a is the angle between the lines of inflection
near the cusp.
In our example, cusps on silicon carbide (fig. 7),
we are allowed to use step kinetics eq. (7) and hence
eq. (28) as has been previously justified (section
3.31), since the minimal curvature, which was taken
into account, was 1 μ.\η. A plot of l/Pc versus
l/sin(o[/2) is shown in fig. 8, and from the slope rc
was found to be 0.6 10.1 д т .
Another spiral on the same crystal was used to ob
tain a consistency check of this value. The step height
was —\S nm and we estimated for r0 (see section

Fig. 7. Re-entrant corners caused by two cooperating spirals on a silicon carbide crystal. Step height -50 nm, phase-contrast,
courtesy H. Komatsu.
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3.3.1) a value of «2 nm. With an rc of 0.6 pm a spac
ing of 19r c is found in ref. [13] (r h = 0, r0lrc = 0.03);
the measured step spacing of 12 μ (i.e. rQ ^ 0.6 μιτι) is
in good agreement with the r c derived from the cusps.
If we conclude from our preliminary considera
tions that λ can not be neglected (i.e. eq. (4) is not
valid), but that p c u < Xj we can use formulas of
recent work of Van der Eerden [20}

/

125-

/

/

u

1/sin(a/2)

1 0

"

/

/
i/ejK)

o's

117

10

Fig. 8. Curvature l/p c u of re-entrant corners in dependence
of angle between lines of inflection a. From the slope r c is
found to be 0.6 μιπ

Ml+fc/Pcu)
- • u„/sin(a/2),
cos(ût/2) + Spcu/πλ +

m=i

(31)

(32)

тут

In principle, r c and λ can be obtained from measured
a, p c u values.

Fig. 9. Phase-contrast micrograph of a gutter, caused by a stress field parallel to the surface on silicon carbide crystal, step height
—70-90 nm, courtesy H. Komatsu.
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5.2. Steps moving along a gutter
Another example of translating rigid steps is shown
m fig. 9. A step tram is blocked in an elongated
region. This is due to a stress field with as centre a dis
location line which, originating from the bulk,
changes its direction at the surface parallel or almost
parallel to the surface. In this case a stable gutter will
be formed, which cannot be entered by steps. Assum
ing, as a rough approximation, a stress field given by
eq. (9) the radius (=half width) of the gutter is given
by
= ('о/Гс)"

(33)

since the velocity of a straight step which is parallel
to the dislocation line, i.e. gutter axis, must be zero at
the gutter boundary, see eq. (12). The step height in
fig. 9 is about 1 /40 of the gutter diameter, r g = 3 μιη.
With help of eq. (7) this step pattern was simu
lated. Starting with a circular step, various shapes of
this step are shown in fig. 10, together with the input
parameters. Upon approaching the region, where the
dislocation line bends ' into the bulk the step is
retarded, forming a semi-infinite gutter. Both the
computer simulation (fig. 10) and the observation

1

1/е(ф)-со5 4./е(о)(мт- )
Pig. 11. Plot of eq (35), using measurements of step shapes
shown in lig 9. The curvature ρ and stress term /¡/r 2 axe corrected for stress and curvature at φ • 0. from the slope r c is
found to be 0.5 to 1 мт.
(fig. 9) showed that the pattern is stationary. So eq.
(28) is valid, and eq. (29) can be applied to SiC (see
section 3-3.1).
For u l r we took the velocity at the point of the
step, where the normal vector is parallel to the gutter
(i.e. φ = 0). So, we find by applying eq. (29)
COS0\\

P(0)

(34)

K«7

where ρ(φ) and K0) are the radius of curvature and
the distance to the gutter centre at the point of the
step where the angle between и and v0 is equal to φ.
Dividing eq. (34) through the vu resulting from 0 = 0
and substitution of the (constant) gutter radius rg, eq.
(33), results into:
1 - cosali

r.=24 5 H i
r c =05 (Jm
ig=3.5^m
At=20 s
v.=1 um/s
e > = 4Ό fjm
Fig. 10. Simulation of i step passing through a stress Held
parallel to the surface. Position of same step at different
times (time span at " 20 s) is given. Klnetlcal and surface
parameten are inserted, where ΓΚ is the half diameter of the
gutter and po the starting radius of the step

'm1!

^?",CW) №)л

'

The measurements of the observation (fig. 9) are
plotted with help of eq. (35) in fig. 11, obtaining
from the slope rc = 0.5-1 μιη and hence with help of
eq. (14) Го = 20-10 μιη respectively. Note that the
values chosen in the simulation (fig. 10) Correspond
to the estimated values.
6. Non-stationary step patterns
6.1. Passing of a hollow core
If the screw component of the Burgers vector is
zero (i.e. pure edge dislocation) no spiral can be
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formed, but a hollow core will still develop. A step,
approaching such a hollow core will be retarded due
to the stress field, and the step will curl around the
hollow core, collide with itself after passing and
finally return to the old shape A computer simula
tion, using eq. (7) for the step kinetics, is shown in
fig. 12, where various stages of the passing of a hol
low core are shown. The various stages of the passing
of a hollow core are also frequently seen on SiC crys
tals (fig. 13).

big. 12. Computer simulation of a step, passing a hollow
core. The angle α is the angle between the lines of inflection
of the step. Time span between two x{t), ytf) shapes of the
step is given by ΔΓ

As usual, we assume that step interaction on our
observed surfaces of SiC does not occur (observed
spacings of ~-10iim, relevant radii of curvature S5
μη\) so eq. (7) is used. As has been stated in section
2.3 fy, <f| U : and we may well assume that in our case
s nce
'h "^'hc· '
'he i I 0 i so that eq. (9) holds for the
stress field и around a hollow core and the radius /•),<.
is given by eq. (10). Elimination of r¡¡ out of step
kinetics formulas (7) and (9) with the help of hollow

Fig. 13. Phase-contrast micrograph, showing the passing of a step around a hollow core on a silicon carbide crystal. Step height
70-90 nm, courtesy H. Komatsu.
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core formula (14) gives

^„.(i-^-^-^M.

(

з

6 )

obtaining an expression for the step kinetics, normal
ized on fhc with r the distance to the hollow core
centre, and r^ the radius of the hollow core With
help of this formula the passing of a hollow core was
simulated for various rjr^ values The centre of the
hollow core was on the χ-axis (xhç) and we started
with a circular step (centre m origin) on a distance of
ООгьс from the hollow core centre We measured the
angle α between the tangent lines of the inflection
points (see fig 12) of the step as a function of
τ = [p(x = 0, t) - Хъс гік The radius of the advanc
ing step at the .y-axis (i.e JT - 0) is given by p(x =
0, /), which increases linearly, since the influence of
the stress field of the hollow core is ml there So, τ is
a dimensionless quantity proportional to the tune It
turned out that o^r), plotted In lig 14 for vanous
'c/'iic values, was almost independent of the starting
radius of the step (=p(Jt, f = 0))
From the observation (see fig 13) α can be mea
sured and τ is found where a circular interpolation of
the two ends of the step, far away from the hollow
core intersects the дг-axis (see fig 12) Fromfig14
we found rc = 0 J ± 025 μπι, with an Го of 2 0 - 7 0 jum

for hollow cores with radii ranging from 3 to S μπι,
for three observations The observations showed m
figs 9 and 13 were carried out on the same crystal
and reasonable agreement was found between rc-estimatlons in this section and in section 52
62 A semi-infinite step train
An equidistant step train will be disturbed, if the
front step has a large catchment-area Such a pheno
menon can be seen on fig IS, where a step train ends
on a terrace, which is bounded by a steep curved wall
The crystal shown in fig 15 is the (110) face of yttnum iron garnet (Y1G), grown by liquid phase epitaxy
(LPE) It can be seen clearly that the step facing the
terrace has apparently a higher velocity than its neigh
bour A cross-section of the sequence of stages, lead
ing to this situation is shown m fig 16 On a rnisonented plane a steep growth hillock is formed (A) At
stage В the growth centre is inactivated due to disap
pearance of dislocation No new steps are created, so
a circular, widening terrace is formed (C) The top
steps have a larger catch area and overtake the lower
steps, leading to a steepening of the terrace wall On
the left side all steps will eventually be annihilated by
the misonentation steps, leading to stage (D) Next,
the equidistant misonentation step train starts to
bury the terrace (E, F), the latter stage is reached by
the terrace shown mfig1S
At situation D (f = 0) the front step of the equidis
tant step train with spacing Δ χ . ends suddenly on a
wide terrace This step will start to move faster, since
its front area Δχ/ is enlarged, see eq (4), enlarging its
distance to its neighbour, which will also, for the
same reason, advance faster than a step far away from
the terrace
The extra covered distance ΔΙ of such steps, com
pared to a step far away is given by
ЦЩ = МДхГ, Дх?) - и(Дх-, Δ Χ - ) ] dt,
(37)
or
¿(Δ/,) = ( ^ ^ -ΐ)α[ι<Δχ..Δχ.)/1,(38)
\ υ(Δχ_, Δ χ _ )
/
where Δχ« refers to spacing of /th step, Δ χ _ is con
stant If a Δ χ . step has covered a distance Xo, we can
write for (38)

Fig 14 Relation between angle α uid tune-parameter r for
the passing of a hollow core, for various r c values, rc/rhc "
0 05, 0 10, 0 23, OJO and 1 0, indicated measurements on
SiC yield rjrtu. - 0 0 7 - « 15

л,

Γ0αχΆ

Δί, = /

ΓΝΔχί,ΔχΓ) ^

— dx - χ» = I

-dx - Xo,
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Fig. 15. A semi infinite step train, burying a terrace bounded by a circular steep wall Phase-contrast micrograph surface of LPEgrown garnet, step height 0.9 nm, step spacing Δ χ . 0 5 μπι, courtesy К Tsukamoto.
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Fig 16 Croas-secbon of muorientated plane, showing the
burying process of an extinct growth hillock

where χ = υ(Δΐ-, Δ ι . ) r is the covered distance of
a step in an equidistant step train with spacing Δχ_
Terraces in all stages of bunal (figs 16E and 16F)
have been observed and the tenace walls were always
steep, high (30-100 times step height) and almost
circular
The original growth centre of the terrace can be
revealed by etching [42] Ал etchpit always appeared
close to the centre of an interpolated circle through
the wall The steps m the wall are closely spaced and
will advance very slowly So, the covered distance Xo
of the first step from stage (D) in fig 16 is estimated
to be twice the wall's radius of curvature minus the
terrace width However, due to the amsotropy in the
shape of growth hills we make an overestunation of
Jo by 20-30%
Van Erk et al [40] ascribed the step interactions
on LPE-grown YIG to the BCF surface diffusion
model, while Gömert et al [41] ascribed the interactions to the combined surface-volume diffusion
model of Gilmer, Chez and Cabrera [33] Although
no common opinion exists as yet, we will follow the
suggestion of van Erk [40] and apply the BCF model
here Therefore, we employ eq (6) for the step velocities m eqs (37)-(39)
With help of numerical simulation (see section 2 S)
we have solved eq (39) for several values of mean diffusion lengths λ, m the case q = «· (fast step integra
tion) In fig 17 we have plotted our XQ, Δ1 measure
ments denved from similar observations as shown in
fig IS, together with the numerically obtained ¿J,xa
relations It can be seen that the extra advance Δ1 of

Fig 17 Extra covered distance Δ/ of the step facing the ter
race venus total covered distance XQ for various surface dif
fusion lengths К Л^ = 0 The dashed lines represent the lit
with the indicated (Δ/,χο) measuiements of the first and
second step facing the tenace

the lint and second step facing the terrace can be
fitted with VA*- = 0 1 7 , i e X » 8 S n m (Δχ. = 0 3
fan for all five observations) If the integration of
growth units in the step can not be neglected (<? S 1)
the value of λ can be considerably higher
Van Erk concluded from kinetic experiments
[40], that nucleation between steps could occur
Assuming that this could be only be possible if spac
ing ùr > 2\ he estimated A, ~ 40 nm on LPE grown
gamet, taking </ -» « .

7. Conclusion and summary
In this paper we have presented several procedures
to correlate growth, stress or surface diffusion parameters (r c , r 0 and λ) with observations of surface pat
terns
We applied two limiting cases of the BCF step
kinetics theory, (i) steps do not interact with each
other through surface diffusion, eq (7), (u) interact
ing parallel and straight steps, eq (4) The interaction
of steps through lateral gradients in the volume
growth unit concentration (iu) is not treated In a
general theory, where cases (i), (il) and (in) are corn-
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oined too many kuietical parameters have to be
fitted, so we chose to apply the limiting cases (i) and
(n) This is allowed only if we are able to justify,
from preliminary considerations, the use of one of
the limiting cases
Two different types of observations were distinguished (a) ngid step shapes and (b) non rigid step
shapes Regarding ngid step shapes the relative velocities of every point on the step is known We justified
the use of limiting case (i) for Lely-grown silicon carbide and we estimated fo and r c In the case of nonngid (i e non-stationary) step shapes we have simulated numerically step shapes, followed by matching
the simulated and observed patterns, obtaining ro and
rc for SiC On the assumption that the BCF surface
diffusion model can be applied we estimated λ for
LPE-grown garnet In two cases (section 5 1 and sec
tions 52 and 6 1) we appbed different methods on
different step shapes on the same crystal face, getting
good agreement between the estimated r c (~1/Δμ)
values The estimated values of the stress parameter
г« on SiC are in good agreement with roughly calcu
lated~values of Гд from the step height
We expect small errors (-10%) in the stationary
case for hollow core spirals and cusps (sections 6 1
and 4) and m the non-stationary case for semimfuiite
step trains However, rather detailed observations
should be available
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INTERACTION BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE MONATOMIC STEP TRAINS OF DIFFERENT DENSITY ON
EVAPORATING CRYSTAL SURFACES
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Insntuu of Sdtd Siale Phyiia and Electron Microscopy Academy of Sciences of CDR, Weinberg, 401 Halle, German
Democratic Republic
and
Ρ BENNEMA and В van der HOEK
RIM Laboratory of Sobd Slate Chemistry, Catholic University ofNifmegen, Toemooiveld

Ni/megen, The Netherlands

Received 2 Auguit 1979

The effect of a temperature jump (sudden decrease from a higher to a lower temperature) during free evaporation on the
advance of monatomic NaCl steps emanaung from emergence points of dislocations has been investigated experimentally and
treated numerically Steps emerging from the source after a change in evaporation temperature from T¡ to Tj differ from that
generated at 7"i by a lower step density During evaporation at 7 j between these steps of different density diffusion-controlled
interactions occur, the result of which (step bunching) could be imaged electron-mtcroscopically To explain these phenomena of
step interaction simuhtioiu were carried out, making use of a simplified step model based on the MuUms and Hirth modification
of the ВСГ theory The conespondence obtamed between experiments and simulated results verifies the numerical approach and
moreover. It enables the estimation of the process-deterrnming parameters (velocity of an isolated straight step and surface selfdiffusion length).

1 Introduction
Processes of crystal growth or evaporation, respec
tively, taking place on vicinal surfaces are strongly
associated with the motion of monatomic steps across
these surfaces. When the process progressing by step
motion is controlled by the surface diffusion of
atoms or molecules to or from the advancing steps,
the velocity of each of these steps depends on the
actual distances from the step ahead and the step
behind This dependence results from the overlapping
of the diffusion fields of adjacent steps, as shown by
Burton, Cabrera, and Frank [1]
Contrary to the original BCF theory, where the
behaviour of isolated steps as well as that of infinite
sequences of equidistant steps were analysed, MuUms
and Hirth [2] have considered the motion of individ
ual steps within finite and semi infinite non-equidistant step trains Their analytical treatment (ext nded

BCF theory) enables some important predictions on
the final stages of given rntial step configurations
which appear after an unlimited time of evaporation
or growth, but their treatment does not provide
detailed information about the temporal development
of these step configurations The latter was possible
only when Huletl and Young [3] solved the Mullins
and Hirth equations of step motion numerically by
means of a finite-difference scheme (numerical step
model) Subsequently, extensive simulations to the
problem of motion of interacting monatomic steps on
evaporating or growing crystal surfaces were carried
out [4—9] These numerical calculations brought
about essential progress m the understandmg of
several expenmental observations Some of these
expenments which could be explained qualitatively
in this way are, e g , presented in refs [5,10] It
should be emphasized, however, that a detailed com
parison between experiment and theory requires the
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observation of monatomic surface steps under welldefined conditions, as it ís possible on surfaces of
alkali halide crystals [ 1 1 - 1 3 ] .
The dependence of the step velocity on the step
distance, which was predicted by Burton, Cabrera,
andFrank[l], could be detected for the first time by
investigations of the behaviour of monatomic step
trains on growing NaCl crystal surface [14]. In
further investigations [15,16] performed on freeevaporation NaCl cleavage surfaces some effects of
step interaction on the resulting step configuration
have been studied. By matched-face observations of
finite trains of parallel, interacting monatomic steps
before as well as after isothermal evaporation the
numerical step model could be confirmed not only
qualitatively but also quantitatively [IS]. Moreover,
special step arrangements within evaporation pits
were found [16] which agree qualitatively with the
predictions of Mullins and Ilirth [2] and Surek,
Pound, and Hirth [6]. These observations concern the
predicted behaviour of evenly spaced finite step trains,
strictly speaking, the spreading from the front and
the pairwise grouping from the rear of a step train.
The former is realized if an evaporation pit spreads
into a step-free region, the latter if within a pit a stepfree region exists.
Another observation is shown in fig. 1. Due to an
accidental change in the orientation of the dislocation
producing the spiral the "nucleation" distance of
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steps (that means spiral turns) has changed during
isothermal evaporation [17]. Thus in the present case
the outer step train is followed by a train of larger
step spacings. Between the inner and the outer step
train some interesting fluctuations in step distance
become visible. While in one direction (A) there are
step pairs separated by two larger terraces, in the
other direction (B) triplets of steps exist separated by
only one larger terrace. These fluctuations in step
spacing should be a sensitive measure of step interac
tions which have taken place during evaporation.
Since, however, a change in the orientation of the dis
locations in the pit centre cannot be induced inten
tionally the desired jump in the nucleation distance
of steps must be realized otherwise, as shown in the
following.
Step structures emanating from emergence points
of dislocations during evaporation into a vacuum are
controlled by the back-stress effect [18], i.e., the
nucleation distance of steps depends on the actual
undersaturation near the centre and thus on the sur
face self-diffusion length. Both theoretical considera
tions [18] and experimental investigations [17] have
shown that a decrease in evaporation temperature
leads to an increase in nucleation distance. This
fundamental temperature-nucleation distance relattion was used in the present investigation to generate
step structures consisting of an outer train of high
step density which is followed by an inner train of
lower density. For this purpose during free evapora
tion the temperature was reduced from a higher to a
lower level after a certain time. Within the transition
region between both trains fluctuations in step spac
ing appear similar to those shown in fig. 1. In the fol
lowing some experimental results will be described
which have been formed after a temperature-con
trolled increase in nucleation distance. Thereafter the
observed phenomena of step interaction will be
simulated numerically to verify whether these pro
cesses can be explained on the basis of the extended
BCF theory [2] or not.

#
J/urn

.

Fig. 1. Monatomic NaCl spiral step. The dislocation produc
ing the spiral has changed the orientation during free evapora
tion (450°C, 15 min).

2. Experimental procedure
The experiments were carried out on cleavage sur
faces of high purity NaCl crystals, the mean con-
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centration of divalent impurities of which was less
than 3 ppm. To reduce the influence of an adsorption
layer on the motion of monatomic steps across the
surface, the crystals were cleaved and thereafter
treated thermally under ultrahigh vacuum conditions
10
(<1(Γ Torr). After cleavage the surface was evap
orated at a certain temperature 7Ί for a time Г|. In
dependence on T¡ the annealing time l¡ was chosen
in such a manner that a surface structure results
which mainly consists of the known steady-state step
configurations originating from emergence points of
dislocations. Thereafter the evaporation temperature
was reduced to a lower value 7V At this temperature
the evaporation was continued for a certain time 1%.
Then the resulting surface step structure was decorated using the method of Bassett [19] and finally
imaged electron-microscopically. During the evaporation procedure the temperature was measured and
controlled by means of a Ni-NiCr thermocouple
arranged about l.S mm below the interesting cleavage
surface.
As preliminary investigations showed the jump in
evaporation temperature must be greater than 80 К
to effect an evident increase in the nucleation dis
tance of steps at the source. On the other hand, as
shown below, for reasons which are connected with
the numerical simulation of the occurring processes
of step interaction the temperature jump should be
as sharp as possible to prevent that during the time
necessary for cooling from 7Ί to 7"¡ steps are created
which can be attributed neither to the higher temperature T¡ nor to the lower temperature Tj. On
account of a finite experimental cooling time the fulfillment of these opposite demands (large but sharp
jump in temperature) leads to some restrictions in the
choice of evaporation parameters, especially concerning the initial temperature T¡.
From previous investigations |20| on the velocity
of monatomic steps within evaporation pits it can be
concluded that for a desired temperature jump
(>80 K) and for a cooling rate of about 30 К /m in (as
realized in the used device) the initial evaporation
temperature should be lower than 450°C. In this case
only a few steps (two or three) will be formed at the
step source during the cooling time from T, to TV If
one finally chooses the evaporation time ь in such a
manner that the number of steps created at Tj is
much greater than that formed during the tempera
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ture jump the influence of the cooling process on the
resulting step configuration becomes negligible.

3. Experimental results
The evaluation of the experiments is limited here
to the more frequently observed case of monatomic
spiral steps originating from emergence points of dis
locations the Burgers vectors of which have a compo
nent normal to the surface. It should be noted, how
ever, that similar results could also be observed
within systems of monatomic concentric, circular
steps generated by repeated nucleation at emergence
points of dislocations the Burgers vectors of which lie
in the surface.
Fig. 2 shows a typical step configuration which
belongs to a spiral pit. Corresponding to the tempera
ture jump during evaporation two nearly equidistant
trains of different step density can be distinguished.
Since Tj (=3S8°C) is lower than Г, (=444°C), the
density of the outer steps is higher than the density
of steps near the source.
In contrast to the almost sudden jump in tempera
ture from T¡ to T2 between the outer and the inner
step train no sharp boundary becomes visible, but
there is a transition region where the spacing of steps
fluctuates. Contrary to the steps of the outer as well
as the inner train, the steps within the transition

^•(WC.

Tj-SSfC,

^-ЗЗОтт,

{firn

Fig. 2. Monatomic NaCl spiral step generated by successive
free evaporation at 7Ί and T^.
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region cannot be attributed immediately to one of
both temperatures, i.e., it cannot be decided whether
these steps were generated before or after the jump
in evaporation temperature. Coming from the outside
to the step source (i.e., opposite to the advance direc
tion of steps) one sees that the fluctuation slowly
increases up to a maximum value which is followed
by some steps of the lower density. Within the transi
tion region a bunching of neighbouring steps has
occurred. Groups of two or three steps (pairs, triplets)
can be observed. The separation distance of steps
within these groups is essentially lower than that to
the adjacent steps.
If the region of step bunching is followed around
the step source one sees that the well-known anisotropy in the motion of monatomic NaCl steps is also
transmitted to the fluctuations in step spacing. In
dependence on the propagation direction of steps one
finds that the bunching process is developed most
distinctly for steps advancing perpendicularly to one
of the preferred (10) orientations of the spiral pit.
Besides the effect of anisotropy some irregularities in
step motion (in fig. 2 marked by triangles) can be
observed. These deviations from uniformity ate
strongly correlated with emergence points of dis
locations overrunned by the considered spiral step
during evaporation.
In fig. 3 two other spiral pits of the same experi-

Fig. 3. Two individual spiral pits which have formed under
the same experimental conditions (Γι, Tj, /2) as given in
fig. 2.

ment are shown. It is striking that the characteristic
inner as well as outer step distances of both spiral
pits are different between each other. With rising
ratio of the inner to the outer separation distance the
bunching of steps within the transition region
becomes more pronounced. Moreover, it appears that
the distance of the disturbed region from the step
source decreases simultaneously.
From the comparison of various spiral pits it can
be concluded that for given evaporation conditions
the resulting step configuration is determined nearly
completely by the individual character of the disloca
tion which produces the steps. The individuality of
any spiral makes it impossible to observe various
step structures having comparable characteristic
inner and outer step spacings among one another.
Therefore neither the influence of the annealing time
t-i at T2 nor that of the temperature Га itself on the
bunching process could be studied in detail. However,
as will be shown below, the numerical analysis of
such individual spiral step trains gives interesting
information on step kinetics.

4. Numerical simulation
For the treatment of the observed bunching
phenomena the numerical method, first applied for
such problems by Hulett and Young [3], was used.
Tliis method consists of a finite-difference scheme
allowing the repeated non-analytical integration of
the coupled differential equations of step motion and
thus the simulation of the propagation of these steps
across the surface. More details of the numerical
procedure including questions relating to stability,
convergence, and accuracy of the numerical results
are to be found in refs. [3,1 S], for instance.
In the following this kinetic step model is applied
to explain the phenomena of step interaction described
above. For simplification of the numerical treatment
some approximations concerning the initial and
boundary conditions are introduced.
(i)The influence of the curvature of a step on its
actual velocity is neglected, i.e., the turns of a spiral
step are replaced by a corresponding train of parallel,
straight steps. According to the equations of step mo
tion derived by Burton, Cabrera, and Frank [ 1 ] this
approximation can be applied without noticeable
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error for spiral steps having a radius of curvature
much greater than the surface self-diffusion length.
However, with increasing step curvature, that means
for spiral turns near the source, this approximation
does not descnbe the real step motion
(u) The step configuration (initial condition) generated before the temperature jump from 7", to T-i is
described by a semi-infinite, equidistant step train
characterized by the separation distance 47",) This
approximation Is based on previous experimental
(see ref 113), e g ) and numerical [6) results, which
were obtained by investigation of the steady-state
behaviour of extended evaporation spiral steps (the
outward turns of these spirals being continuously
annihilated by the outward turns of neighbouring
evaporation spirals) Of course, similar to (i), this
approximation is incorrect for steps near the source
(ш) After the jump m temperature from 7Ί to 7Ί
the motion of the spiral turn created last at the
source Is described each time by that of a straight
step which is followed by a virtual, parallel, straight
step having the temporally unchanged separation
distance X(r¡). At the moment when the virtual step
reaches the step source during its motion this step is
considered to be real, which means a new step is
formed Although this special criterion of step creation is without any theoretical foundation its use
turns out to be of advantage for numerical calculations, since in this way steps will be generated just
having the characteristic step spacing MJi) which can
be determined experimentally.
(iv) The influence of the cooling time which is connected with the temperature jump from 7", to Тг on
the observable total result of evaporation is assumed
to be negligible This approximation is based on the
fact that under the used experimental conditions the
number of steps generated during the cooling time is
much less m comparison to the number of steps
created isothermally thereafter at 7*] (cf expenmental procedure described above)
Of course, these rough approximations (especially
relating to the step creation and the motion of steps
near the source) are unsuited for an exact analysis of
processes of step mteraction occurring during evap
oration after the temperature jump. In spite of that,
in cases where the mteraction mainly took place
between steps being far enough from the spiral centre
(see fig. 2, e g ) the proposed simplified numerical

treatment enables a prediction of experimental results,
as shown below
Under certain conditions [1] - the basic assump
tions of the BCF theory - which are fulfilled in the
case of monatomic steps on free evaporating NaCl
surfaces [IS] and by use of the above simplifications,
the motion of a spiral step after the temperature
jump from 7Ί to Тг can be described approximately
according to the MuUms and Hirth treatment of step
interactions [2] by the following set of coupled
finite-difference equations

" Ч ' ¡кто J)·
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where/ = /
+l,/ ' +2
- 1 , 0, 1, ,ι "™2, і т * я - 1 The quantity щ^СГг) denotes the
velocity of an isolated, straight step at 7Ί, дг,(7"і) is
the mean surface self-diffusion length, and HT",) and
λ(7Ί) are the characteristic separation distances of
steps generated at the source before and after the
temperature jump from Γ| to 7°а, respectively The
actual step positions Xjit), ι » ι™"Χ0. »"""M + 1. ».
- 1 , 0, 1, .., ¡ " " ( О - 1, /"""(f), are measured with
respect to the step source The quantity Δΐ/Ο)
denotes the normal distance travelled by the i-th step
during the fmite time mcrement Δ/, ι e , Δχ^ι) -=

xAt + bt)-xít)

Steps formed before the temperature jump (numerical starting step configuration) are Indicated from
the centre outwards by increasing i-values being
greater than or equal to zero, i = 0 , 1 , , ι 1 "*^) - 1,
Г"\І)
Contrary to these steps, the steps emanating
from the source after the temperature jump are
indicated by decreasing negative lvalues, «"—I,
- 2 , ... / " " " ( O + l , imi\t),
in succesion of their
creation Actordmgly, the absolute value of ¡"'"(i)
corresponds to the actual number of steps generated
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at TV In order to reduce the problem of the semiinfinite step train to that of a finite train with increasing number of steps the time-depending upper limit
/"""(i) was introduced. The maximum value of / is
chosen in such a manner that the perturbation in
step spacings which is caused by the temperature
jump does not reach the /"""-th step during the evaporation at Tj (to save computer time, ¿"""(i) increases
simultaneously with the spreading perturbation so
that the /"""-th step is always some steps before the
following disturbed steps).
The numerical integration of the above set of
finite-difference equations presupposes the knowledge of ui,0|(7"2) and Jt,(7j) as well as that of the
characteristic separation distances λ(7"ι) and ХСГз).
The parameters « ¡ ^ ( Г г ) and XjlTti can be esti
mated roughly by extrapolation of previous results
[15] which were obtained by evaluation of experi
mentally detected motions of isolated and interact
ing, parallel, <10> oriented, straight steps on freeevaporating NaCl cleavage surfaces (T<320 C).
Furthermore, from these investigations it could be
concluded that (just as it is presupposed in the above
equations of step motion) the advance of such steps

Fig. 4, Bunching of monatomic steps due to a sudden (tern
peratuie-controUed) increase in "nudeation" distance during
free evaporation. First row: initial step configuration repre
senting the step train immediately before the temperature
jump from 7*i to Г3; next rows: successive, numerically
simulated stages of step bunching for indicated values of
evaporation time at Г2; last row; experimentally observed
phenomena of step interaction (detail of fig. 2) simulated
above.

is influenced neither by the retardation factor of step
motion nor by any asymmetry in diffusion fields of
straight steps [21]. For that reason only interactions
between successive turns of spiral steps (concentric,
circular steps) advancing in <10> direction are ana
lysed here.
Under suitable experimental conditions the needed
characteristic step distances λ(7Ί) and λ(7"2) can be
determined approximately from experimental results,
as shown in fig. 4, for instance. Only for such cases of
spiral steps (concentric, circular steps) where λ(7' 1 )
and λ(7'2) are measurable the proposed simplified
numerical step model can be applied without any
additional assumptions on these process-determining
parameters.

5. Comparison between experimental and numerical
results
In the following the described step model is
applied to the experimental case shown in fig. 2. For
this purpose a region without irregularities was chosen
(micrograph at the bottom of fig. 4). The initial
step configuration representing the step positions
immediately before the jump in evaporation tem
perature from T¡ to Тг is assumed to be equal a semiinfinite step train characterized by the measurable
separation distance of steps λ(7"Ι)
Substituting the quantities λ(7Ί) • Ч444°С) •
1275 A and λ(Γ 2 ) = λ ( 3 5 8 ° 0 = 1750 A, determined
from fig. 4, as well as uiSoi(ï'a) = i'isol(3580C) = 230
A/min and x,(7' 2 ) = x 5 (358 o C) = 800 A into the
finite-difference scheme one can follow the behaviour
of the extending step configuration numerically with
increasing time of evaporation at 7°2. The used values
of both ЦьыСі) and * » P i ) w e r e found by fitting of
the numerical results to the considered experimental
case as will be shown below. For this purpose a
modified numerical method of successive approxima
tion was applied, where the values ii¡Soi(7]) and
X
Á^2) obtained by extrapolation of previous results
[15] were used as zeroth approximation. It appeared
that the fitted values of both Ц.оКТ",) and дс^Гз) are
lower than those estimated before.
It can be clearly observed (see fig. 4) that caused
by the change in nucleation distance from λ(7Ί) to
λ(7' 2 ) a "periodic bunching" of steps appears, where
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the number of penods increases with the annealing
tune at 7°] Using the 0-th step (last step formed at
the source before the jump in temperature) as a
reference point the advance of the bunching process
within the train can be followed For this purpose the
0-th step is marked by a full pomt each time One
sees that the velocity of the individual steps is higher
than that of the step bunches, ι e , during evapora
tion the steps travel through! the bunches. This pro
cess can be described by a travelling wave similarly as
It was done in the kinematic theory of crystal growth
and dissolution [22,231
It is of interest to note that the separation distance
of steps formed after the temperature jump (i < 0)
fluctuates more than that of the steps generated
before (ι > 0) With increasing annealing time at Тг
the perturbation withdraws from the reference point
towards the source and simultaneously the separation
distance of the leading steps produced at 7Ί slowly
adapts to the characteristic step spacing MT,) of the
outer train
Comparing in fig 4 the micrograph with the last
simulated picture one sees a nearly complete agree
ment between the experimentally observed and the
numerically predicted step cofiguration Conse
quently, it is shown that the used numerical approach
enables a suitable description of the occurring pro
cesses of step interaction Moreover, the found corre
spondence makes it now possible to coordinate the
0-th step marked during simulation to the corre
sponding step in the experimentally observed tram
Thus the question is answered which of the steps
were created before and after the temperature jump,
respectively It should be emphasized that this prob
lem cannot be solved by experimental investigations
alone
The temporal change of the step distances simu
lated above is shown more distinctly in fig 5, where
the separation distance of successive steps Jt/{r) —
*<_ i(0 is plotted versus the mean distance of these
steps ΐ [ * ι ( 0 + */-i(f)] from the source (the straight
lines connecting the calculated or measured points
have no physical meaning but only serve for clearer
illustration) The actual separation distance JCo(')jr_i(r) is marked by a flag to make directly visible
the motion of the bunching process relative to the
advance of steps within the extending train The
occurring minima m these curves represent groups
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Pig 5 Fluctuations In step spacing for the case treated tal
fig. 4 The actual distance between the last step formed at
Γι and the first step generated at 72 is marked.
of steps (pairs, triplets) which are characterized by
the fact that the separation distance of their steps is
smaller than that to the adjacent steps. In figs Sh and
Sg the experimentally detected and the numerically
simulated dependence of the separation distance of
neighbouring steps on their mean distance from the
source are opposed (cf the last two rows of fig. 4)
In contrast to flg. 4 this companson enables a detailed
analysis of experimental and numerical results It can
be clearly seen that on the one hand the simulated
and the observed distances between the extrema in
step spacing correspond quite well, but that on the
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other hand the calculated extrema tum out to be less
pronounced than those measured expenmentally
Moreover, contrary to the numerically simulated step
train the expenmentally observed step configuration
shows non quidislant step spacings near the centre
This discrepancy may be caused by fluctuations in
experimental step generation (e g, due to small
inhomogeneities within the core of the dislocation),
ι e , by fluctuations m the nucleation distance of sue
cessive steps Since from experimental results no
predictions on the time dependence of the isothermal
step creation can be made, for numerical calculations
the nucleation distance was approximated by the
average value of the nearly uniform step spacings
measured experimentally (see last row of fig. 4)
It should be noted that the above mentioned
deviations between experimental and numerical
extrema in step spacing can be reduced, consider
ably, if it is assumed that during the simulation the
first steps generated after the temperature jump have
separation distances greater than the observable
average value ЦТ-,)

process-determining parameters цоіСТі) and xt(Ti)
which were estimated for their part by an rndepen
dent fitting procedure (mentioned above) from the
step tram shown in the middle of fig 6 (cf fig 4)
The obtained well corresponding results prove that
the substituted values of Ι>ΗΟΙ(7Ί) and x,(T-¡) do not
only describe the mutual interaction of advancing
monalomic steps within the step train used for fittmg
but also within arbitrary step configurations formed
under the same experimenta] conditions Summanz
ing it can be established that the used simplified
numencal treatment enables a semi quantitative
prediction of all fundamental features of the expen
mental results Comparing the different step trams of
fig 6 which were generated under equal expenmen
tal/numencal conditions the influence of both λ(Γ,)
and ЦТг) on the bunchmg process becomes visible

In fig 6 the three individual step trains shown m
figs 2 and 3 are compared with the corresponding
results of numencal simulation It should be empha
sized that the step configurations at the top and at
the bottom of fig 6 were calculated by use of the

Additional numencal calculations have shown that
for given values of x,(T-¡), U u o i ^ ) . λ(7Ί), and f, the
bunching process becomes stronger with rising value
of λ(7']) Under suitable conditions (i e , if λ(7Ί) is of
the same order of magnitude as or less than х,(Тг))
the absolute minimum of step spacing (first minimum
measured from the source) decreases continuously
with rising annealing time at Ti until finally the
coalescence of two successive monatomic steps takes
place, ι e , a step of double height will be formed

Fig. 6 Step bunchmg withui individual ipiral pita obtained
under the вше experimental (Γι ,Τ^,Ιι) and numerical con
dition· (иьоіСГ]), 1,(Гз), fj) (a) otaerved electron-micio•соркаііу (detail of lìgi. 2 and 3), (b) nmuhtcd numerically

Extensive numencal simulations earned out to
study the influence of both the velocity of an isolated,
straight step υ,,ο^ΤΊ) and the surface self-diffusion
length х,(Тг) on the bunching of steps have shown
that for given values of the characteristic step dis
tances λ(7Ί) and Μ Τι) and the annealing time Іг at
T2
(i) the distances between successive relative minima
of the step spacing are determined mainly by x,(Tt)
(the distance decreases with rising value of x^Tt))
and
(u) the distance of the absolute minimum m step
spacing from the source only depends on иоКГз) for
a given value of xt(T-¡) (the distance increases with
rising value of иііоі(Гі))
These fundamental relations represent the basis of
the above mentioned fitting procedure allowing the
estimation of the process-determining parameters
ЩшбАТг) "«l Xt(Ti) from experimental results for
temperatures (Г>Э20 о С) not investigated carefully
hitherto
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6 Condiision
The expenmenls described above enable the sys
temane investigation of the diffusion-controlled mo
tion of interacting monatomic steps (turns of a spiral
step/concentnc, circular steps onginatmg from
emergence points of dislocations) on free-evaporating
NaCl cleavage surfaces
The change in evaporation temperature from Γι to
7"; [<Ti) causes that the equidistant steady state step
configuration produced by T¡ is followed by steps of
a separation distance greater than the corresponding
one at Γι After a certain time /2 of isothermal
annealing at Γ3 the resulting step arrangement was
studied electron microscopically using the gold
decoration technique It appeared that between the
outward equidistant step train of high step density
and the steps of lower density generated at the source
after the jump m temperature a region of pronounced
oscillations in step spacing exists
To understand these phenomena of step interac
tion the motion of steps after the jump m evapora
tion temperature was simulated numerically by means
of a simplified step model based on the Mullins aofc
Hirth treatment of step interaction [2] For this
purpose some rough approximations (straight step
approximation, numerical criterion of step creation at
the source) were introduced In spite of that a nearly
quantitative agreement between experimentally ob
served and numerically predicted results could be
stated Thus, similar to previous investigations [IS],
it could be shown that the motion of interacting
monatomic steps on free-evaporating NaG surfaces
can be described almost completely by use of the
Mullins and Hirth modification of the BCF theory
Moreover, it could be shown that the numerical
evaluation of the expenmental results enables the
estimation of both the surface self-diffusion length
and the velocity of an isolated, monatomic straight
step
Since the used step model contains some rough
simplifications, for quantitative evaluations of the
experimentally observed processes of step interaction
due to a temperature jump it is desirable to carry out
a more realistic numerical description of step kinetics
(especially of the creation of steps and their advance
near the source) as proposed by Surek, Pound and
Hirth [6] By use of their treatment not only the
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influence of the curvature on the step mption but also
the influence of the back stress effect [18] on the
step creation (nucleation and following motion of a
spiral/circular step withm the diffusion field of the
preceding step) can be considered In order to apply
this extended model to the present results more
expenmental information on the critical curvature of
spiral steps (critical size of circular steps) emanating
from emergence points of dislocations must be ob
tamed For that reason expenmental and numencal
investigations concerning this problem are earned out
at present
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The occurrence of double tnangular spirals on the (0001) face of 6H-typc silicon carbide is treated Due to different orientation of
two subsequent (0002) layers, the minimum step height can be half the unit cell height on this face of 6H-lype SiC This often leads to
interlacing, that is the occurrence of double steps in the six cryslallographic directions with single steps crossing over from one to
another double step Sometimes the double spirals do not form double steps, but regular sequences of step pairs with equal spacings
li is shown that these phenomena can be explained by ameotropy of the edge free energy After deriving a formula for the dependence
of the edge free energy on the step orientation on this face those patterns were simulated at different growth temperatures From these
simulations followed that for increasing temperature the amsotropy of growth spirals decreases, and a transition occurs from
interlaced steps to paired steps Upon comparing the simulated and observed step patterns the agreement is good and the anisotropy
of the edge free energy for 6H-lype SiC can be found.

1. Introduction
In this paper we intend lo describe interlacing
step patterns, arising from growth spirals.
Let us consider a dislocation with Burgers vec
tor Ь emerging on one of the ( Ш ) faces. The
length of the component of the Burgers vector
along the normal to the face is an integer times the
height с of the unit cell projected on the normal
vector (hkl). The interplanar distance d^,, cor
rected if necessary for the symmetry group of the
crystal, may be less than this height. In such a
case, the lowest possible step (heigth c) generated
by a dislocation may dissociate in even lower
steps, which are crystallographically not identical
(although symmetrically equivalent).
A simple example is the (0001) surface of 6Htype silicon carbide. The unit cell consists of two
blocks of three layers each, commonly notaled as
ABCACB. The two three-layered blocks are equal,
except that they are rotated over (2A-l)jr/3 (k

integer) with respect to each other [1]. We will
wnle X and X respectively for the ABC and ACB
blocks. Each of the layers has a three-fold symme
try when viewed along the [0001] direction and
each layer has a thickness of 0.7S nm. Hence, the
step generated by a dislocation with a screw com
ponent of l.S nm produces two triangular spirals
with a step height of 0.7S nm which differ π (or
(2k— l)ir/3) in orientation. When these spirals
approach each other, then interlacing patterns in
six directions result.
This crystallographic interpretation [1-3J of in
terlacing is essentially based on symmetry argu
ments. We next mention the physical properties
which reflect the symmetry of the crystal.
One effect which leads to interlacing is anisot
ropy in the advance rate of the low steps. If a
tnangular double spiral occurs in such a case,
there are three crystallographic directions θ where
the steps in layer X are the faster steps, while steps
in layer X are the slower steps. In the direction
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θ + π/3 the reverse applies, X-steps advance faster
than X-steps. So, in directions в, X-steps will
overtake X-steps, forming a stable double step of
type X(top) — X(bottom), while in directions в +
tr/Э stable X — X steps are formed. This process
leads to the typical interlaced pattern, with six
sectors with double steps. Between those sectors
single steps cross over from X — X to X — X dou
ble steps. This explanation holds if the step incor
poration or surface diffusion is rate determining
and anisotropic.
In this paper we will show that the anisotropy
in the critical nucleus, which is due to anisotropy
in the edge free energy of a step, can also cause
interlacing of spirals without occurrence of anisot
ropy in the transport parameters. Transport
parameters are isotropic when the growth rate is
determined by volume diffusion or crystallization
heat transfer, which both are isotropic processes.
In that case, straight steps will have the same
velocities in all directions. We will show that on
6H-type silicon carbide the transport process is
isotropic and that interlacing is explained by ani
sotropy in the edge free energy only. We present
observations of interlaced spirals and a matching
with simulated interlaced spirals. The comparison
of simulated and observed spirals enables us to
estimate the degree of anisotropy in the edge free
energy for this material.

2. Anisotropy of spirals
The anisotropy of spirals is caused by anisot
ropy in the edge free energy γ and/or anisotropy
in the straight step velocity r„ [4]. The normal
velocity of a point r of the step, where the normal
vector to the step is in direction в, is given by [4]:

Ή = vje)[i-r¿e)/pl

(i)

where »„ is a vector perpendicular to the step at r
and with length ο,, which is the advance rate of a
straight step in that direction. The radius of curva
ture is given by p. In the second term, rc is the
critical radius of curvature:
rg = [y(e) + dM*)/d* 2 ]0/AM.

(2)

where Δμ is the supersaturation and Ω is the
molecular volume. In the case of isotropic edge
free energy, rc is the radius of the (circular) critical
nucleus.
Eq. (1) can be applied to spirals if neighbouring
steps do not interact through volume/surface dif
fusion fields. From the structure of eq. (1) it
follows, that anisotropic γ and isotropic vm results
into a spiral where the anisotropy of rc is reflected
in an anisotropic shape of the spiral centre; the
anisotropy decreases to zero at increasing distance
from the centre. On the other hand, if «„ is
anisotropic and γ not, an isotropic centre is
expected, with increasing anisotropy going out
wards. On 6H-type SiC, the spirals are triangular
in the centre, but round far away from the centre,
i.e. vm is isotropic and γ is anisotropic. The physi
cal reason probably is that the release of the latent
heat of crystallisation is rate determining [S].
3. Anisotropy of edge free energy
The experimental bases of this paper are
observations of triangular spirals on silicon
carbide. In order to describe the time evolution of
such spirals we should establish an equation for
the edge free energy γ(β). The observations were
carried out on the {0001} face of silicon carbide
and we will try to compute the anisotropy of the
edge free energy on this face. This can be achieved
by counting the number of extra free bonds, which
are formed by placing a step on a flat surface.
3. J. Edge free energy al zero temperature
At zero absolute temperature, the edge free
energy and edge energy are equal and can be
determined, since a step is not rough there. Silicon
carbide has a zinc sulfide structure. The {0001}
face of SiC, perpendicular to a three-fold axis
consists of an array of tetrahedra, which have
three bonds in the top layer and one bond per
pendicular to the face. The latter is altematingly a
free bond upwards and a bond downwards, into
the crystal. We show a step on this face in fig. I,
where we have represented a tetrahedron centre
with a free bond upwards by a plus sign and a
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length unit As is shown above, a step at β = 0 has
2/3 bb per edge tetrahedron, ι e on a step length
of d= jöv/ó, d and a being the next nearest and
nearest neighbour distance, respectively A step
under angle β, shown in fig 1, has the extra 4/3
bb of the step jump at E or F Writing down the
ratio between the edge (free) energies of a step
under angle β and angle zero
Fig 1 Representation оГ the atomic structure of a step on the
[0001) Tace of a ZnS structure At a plus sign a tetrahedron
centre is present with a free bond upwards at a minus sign one
with a Tree bond downwards into the crystal Trajectory AS is
part of a step with θ = 0 EF is part of a step under angle θ

у( ) = jbbBE/tf+ j b b / 2 bb\-'
γ(0)
EF
\ 3 d I

..
V'

The lengths of BE and EF can be expressed in θ
tane=ìdìlì/{BE

+ d/Ì),

(4)

siní=í</v'3/EF.
centre with a bond downwards by a minus sign
Trajectory AB in fig 1 is parallel to the (10ΪΟ)
direction and represents a (0 = O)-Siep We now
proceed to count the number of extra free bonds
due to the presence of a step Below every — posi
tion on AB a + tetrahedron is present m the layer
below Building up the step edge by attaching a
tetrahedron (centre С in fig 1) to an upper bond
on the surface below position С in fig 1 yields one
free bond at С and two (upward) free bonds at A
and D who are shared by three adjacent minus
positions in the introduced layer So, for placing of
every minus tetrahedron in the edge 5/3 free
bonds are introduced and one free bond is annihi
lated resulting in 2/3 additional broken bonds
(bb) On the same reasoning all introduced tetrahedra of the top layer which are no part of the
step edge yield 3/3 free bonds and annihilate one
free bond Trajectory EF represents a part of an
inclined step under angle β Summing the extra
free bonds along EF, we find on trajectory \B
2/3 bb per minus tetrahedron Attachment of
tetrahedron G yields also 2/3 bb The tetradedron
at position H in fig. 1 gives 4/3 extra broken
bonds, since two free bonds at E must be taken
into account Since only the tetrahedra in the step
edge contribute to extra free bonds, it is clear that
double or higher steps introduce per layer the
same number of free bonds
The edge (free) energy of a step is equal to the
energy of the broken bonds, which are formed
upon creation of a step on a free surface, per step

(5)

With some trigonometry wefindfrom eqs (3)(5) the anisotropy of a step at zero temperature
у( ) = 2у(0)соі(
with к integer and

(6)

-^-2ктг/3),
0<β<2ν

3 2 Approximate expression for edge free energy
The anisotropy in γ when steps are rough (7"> 0)
is hard to determine in the three-fold symmetry
case Contrary to the {001} face of a Kossel
crystal, which has four-fold symmetry, it is impos
sible to construct a reasonable one-dimensional
step model for which γ can be found exactly [6]
Hence, for the zinc sulfide structure, which has a
three-fold symmetry, we construct an approximate
expression for γ
We take eq (6) as the basis for our approxima
tion As can be seen, at 7'=0, γ(β)/γ(0) ranges
between one and two and eq (6) has cusps for
θ = 0, 2ir/3, 4я-/3 For increasing T, the anisot
ropy in γ tends to decrease and the step is rough
for all Τ ¥·0 With this in mind we add to eq (6) a
function which is chosen in such a way that the
discontinuous cusps disappear and which causes a
decrease in the anisotropy of γ for increasing Τ
γ(β)/γ(0)={2«Β(β-Η
+ *(fl)[exp(-0?)
+ exp(í(í-}*))]}/«(?).
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scribing the movement of the mesh points:
dr//df = «),(r 1 ,r ! ,--,r,, · · · ) ·

ЧІГЗ
Fig. 2. Anisotropy of the edge free energy γ and of the critical
radius of curvature re - according to eq. (7) - for values of
, = 0 ( Γ = ooX во (Γ=0), 2 and 8.

with 0 < : в < | і г , and where the factors g and h,
which do not depend on в, are given by:
g { ? ) = l + (,/3/9)[l+exp(-i?ir)]
XÍl-expí-f^)]-,
A(9) = { / 3 / 9 ) / [ l - e x p ( - î < ^ ) ] .

(8)
(9)

The parameter 9 is a function of Τ and decreases
with increasing temperature. Using eq. (7) for γ in
the step kinetics expression - eq. (1) - a triangular
critical nucleus develops at T = 0, while a circular
critical nucleus occurs at Γ » 0.
We have plotted γ(β)/γ(0) together with the
corresponding critical radius of curvature
гс(в)Д/і/оу(0) versus angle в for values q = Q (T

(»0)

For the advance velocity c, we can use the step
kinetics equation (1). The direction of the velocity
vector and the local radius of curvature ρ are
obtained by circle interpolation through r, and its
two neighbours.
The initial condition for the simulation is a
straight step, fixed at one end at the origin. As the
spiral develops, the trajectories of the points move
away from the centre, increasing the distance d to
the neighbouring points. In order to compensate
for this decrease of the point density, new points
are automatically interpolated, if the ratio d/p
becomes too high. On the other hand, points are
removed if d/p becomes too low.
The set of differential equations, eq. (10), was
solved numerically by the method of Runge-Kutta,
a finite difference method. The time increment was
automatically decreased if the ratio v/p became
too high somewhere
In fig. 3, successive stages of the development of
a triangular spiral from a straight step are shown.
We used eq. (1) for the step velocity and eq. (7)
with ^ = 3 for the anisotropy in γ; the straight step
velocity о,,, was isotropic. The unit of time is given
by τ; if r = I, the crystal face has grown one layer

= 00), 00 { Г = 0), 2 and 8 infig.2.

4. Anisotropic spiral shapes obtained by numerical
integration
The final shape of a growing spiral can be
obtained by simulation of its growth process [4,5].
In the simulation approach, the step is represented
by points r,. Every point on the step has a known
velocity t), normal to the step (see eq. (I)). We thus
get a set of coupled differential equations de

Fig. 3. Computer simulation of successive stages in the develop
ment of a triangular spiral, starting with a straight step. The
tune units are given by r. the time span needed for one spiral
"rotation".
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and the spiral has been "rotated" once. From fig. 3
it can be seen that the spiral is stationary
(shape-preserving), because at later stages (time
parameter τ = 1.36) the shape of the centre is the
same as in the early stages (τ = 0.34).

5. Results
5.1. Spirals obtained from numerical simulation
We have simulated the development of triangu
lar spirals with various values of q and isotropic
u^, according to section 4. It turned out that the
resulting spirals were equidistant and had a sta
tionary shape. In fig. 4, the resulting single spirals
are shown with q = 2, 3, 5 and 8, i.e. decreasing
temperature. All spirals are triangular and become
rounder if the distance to the spiral centre be
comes larger. At higher temperatuer (lower q) the
spiral is more isotropic. For q = % (low 7"), the
spiral is highly anisotropic even after four turns,
but also in this case the steps will become round
very far away from the spiral centre.
Let us assume that a crystal structure can be
described as a stacking of two sets of {0002)

Fig. 4. Triangular stationary spirals resulting from computer
simulation. The values of q arc indicated.
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layers which altematingly differ ν in orientation,
with a lattice spacing of c/2. In that case, the
minimal length of a screw component of a dislo
cation has length c, but the steps emerging from
the screw dislocation split up [1]. Under growth
conditions, eventually two spirals with same centre
and with step height c/2 will be formed. These
two spirals differ it in orientation. Such a pattern
can simply be constructed from two equal spirals
with the same centre, which differ ir in orientation.
In fig. S, the resulting interlaced double spirals are
shown, constructed from the spirals in fig. 4.
We see a pairing of steps in six directions,
which differ π/З. In those directions, where alternatingly a smaller and larger step spacing occurs
(respectively ΔΓ, and ΔΓ 2 ) the ratio ΔΓ|/ΔΛ 2 be
comes constant after a few turns of the spiral. This
ratio decreases with decreasing temperature, until
at ç = 8, ΔΛ,/Δ/^ is zero, since double steps occur.
Indeed, in fig. 5d we see the more typical interlac
ing pattern [1,3,7], double steps in six sectors and a
cross-over of single steps between those sectors.
We must emphasize that the formation of double
steps is not due to anisotropy of c œ , which is taken
isotropic. The anisotropy in the centre, due to
anisotropy in γ, produces a long sequence of dou
ble steps.

Fig. 5. Double interlaced spirals, constructed from fig. 4. The
values of q are indicated.
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5.2. Observations on silicon carbide
The observations were carried out on the {0001 )
face of silicon carbide grown by the Lely method
[8]. Silicon carbide is a polar crystal, i.e. the (0001)
and (0001) faces differ, which results in different
surface morphologies on each face. On the (0001)
face, ideal growth spirals with relatively narrow
spacing develop. On the (0001 ) face, spiral steps
do not develop in most cases, although sometimes
widely-spaced spiral steps can be observed.
We have applied phase constrast microscopy
which is capable of resolving monomolecular steps.
In order to measure the step height, multiple beam
interferometry after Tolansky [9] was applied. The
observations were carried out on the (0001) face
(figs. 6-8) and a step height of 0.75 nm was
measured. So, the observed crystals are of the 6H
polytype, since this value of 0.7S nm is equal to
half the lattice spacing of 6H-type SiC. The cell of
the 6H type consists of six monolayers, grouped in
two triple layers. The upper one differs ir in orien-

tation with the lower one (see section 1).
In figs. 6 and 7, a double spiral on the (0001)
face of SiC is shown, with the occurrence of paired
steps in six directions. Although the neighbouring
(0.7S nm) steps advance in different layers and
thus in different crystallographic directions, the
spacings of the doublets remain the same close to
and far away from the spiral centre. Therefore,
steps in the X and X layer have the same velocity
and the formation of doublets can be attributed
exclusively to the anisotropy in the centre and not
to the anisotropy of vx. On the observation we
clearly see the anisotropy in the spiral centre while
the spirals become round far away from the centre.
The anisotropy in the centre is caused by the
anisotropy in γ. The isotropy of the spiral far away
from the centre is caused by isotropy in the ratedetermining step [5], confirming that vx is iso
tropic. The crystal shown in fig. 8 has the typical
interlacing pattern, double steps in six sectors,
between which single steps cross over. The smaller
step spacing in the centre can be attributed to a

Fig. 6. Double spiral on the (0001 ) face of 6H-lypc SiC. Phase contrast, step height 0.7S nm. Note the anisotropy in the spiral centre
end the long string of equally-spaced step doublets in six directions.
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25pm
Fig 7. Double spiral on the (0001) face of 6H-type SiC. Differential phase contrast, step height 0.75 nm

Fig 8 Double interlaced spiral on (0001) face of 6H-type SiC Steps are decorated: centre is closely spaced due lo increased
supersaturation at the end of growth. The steps have bunched in the crystallographic directions,
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Fig. 9 Rauo of minima] and maximal slep spacuig of the step
pairs measured from simulated double spirals venus tempera
ture-dependent parameter q Measurement from observations
in figs 6 and 7 indicaied

higher supersaturauon at the end of the growth
expenment. The same typical interlacing pattern
was reported earlier for 6H-type SiC [1.10].
5 3 Comparison of simulated with observed spirals
Comparing the observed spirals (figs 6-8) with
the simulated spirals (figs Sb, Sc and Sd, respec
tively) we see an excellent agreement in the spiral
shape
By measuring the ratio Δ ^ / Δ Γ , on the observa
tions, the parameter q can be found using fig. 9 In
this figure, that ratio, determined from the simu
lated spirals in fig 5, is plotted versus q. From
fig. 6 a value of q = 3 was found, from fig T,q = 4.
From the observation shown in fig. 8 we can only
conclude that q > 6, since the steps have bunched
and

Δ Γ , / Δ ^ = 0.

mation of the edge free energy at higher tempera
tures.
The procedure of refs. [4,3] was used for a
simulation of the development of anisotropic, tri
angular spirals From the results of this simulation
interlaced double spirals were constructed The
simulated interlaced shapes were in good quantita
tive agreement with the observed shapes on the
(0001) face of 6H-type SiC.
The alternative explanation, see introduction or
refs [ 1,3,7] for the occurrence of interlaced spirals
seems not to hold m the case of SiC This explana
tion is based on amsotropy of the advance rate of
steps with a large radius oT curvature (almost
straight steps) The observations in figs 6 and 7
have contradicted this possibility, since a long
sequence of step doublets in shown, with equal
spacings between the doublets, steps in a doublet
have different crystallographic orientations but ad
vance with the same velocity. However, the same
long and regular step train of doublets can be seen
on simulated interlaced spirals, with an aniso
tropic edge free energy Here, the spiral centre
alone is anisotropic and is able to produce a long
sequence of equally-spaced step doublets (see figs.
5-8) If the amsotropy m γ is increasing (lower
growth temperature), the amsolropy in the centre
becomes that large that steps of the two spirals in
different layers will bunch close to the centre, and
will continue their path as a double step, in be
tween the sectors, where bunches occur, single
steps cross over (see figs Sd and 8)
By measuring the ratio Ar2/&rl the parameter q
was found from the observations Knowing the
parameter q, the amsotropy m γ is known from eq
(6) From the values of the parameter q we can
conclude that the crystal shown in fig. 8 had the
lowest growth temperature, while the crystal shown
in fig 6 had the highest growth temperature

6. Conctuskxe
Using the generalized equation for step ad
vancement (4), we have simulated the development
of stationary anisotropic spirals in the case of
isotropic t ^ The amsotropy in the edge free en
ergy was computed for steps on the {0001 ) face of
a ZnS structure at zero absolute temperature This
computation was used as a basis for an approxi
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In situ observations of the growth behaviour of the
|010) face of potassium hydrogen phtalate.

L.A.N.J. Jetten, В. van der Hoek and W.J.F, van Enekevort

HIM Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science,
University of Nijmegen, Toemooiveld, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract
The surface morphologies of the {010} face of potassium hydrogen phtalate
crystals, growing in an aqueous solution, have been studied in situ by means
of optical reflection microscopy. The observations have been recorded by
means of a Videosystem.
Several phenomena have been investigated by this method, namely : spiral
growth via high ( 1 0 - 1 5 nm) and low steps ( 2.θ - 10 nm), step accelera
tion near reentrant comers in step patterns, inclusion formation via step
overhangs, the formation of etch pits and the reactivation of the centre of
a blocked spiral.

J_.

Introduction

During the last few years, several workers succeeded to observe very low
(unit lattice height) growth steps on crystals, grown from aqueous solution
[1,2]. These observations are only possible, when the crystals are separat
ed carefully from the solution. However, the main disadvantage of such ex
situ studies of crystal surfaces is, that only the step pattern just before
removal of the crystal from solution can be studied, whereas the observation
of the development of step patterns during growth can give much more de
tailed information.
Recently Tsukamoto [3] succeeded to observe 0.7 nm steps on the I001}
faces of Cdlj crystals, growing in an aqueous solution, by means of phase
contrast transmission microscopy. After observation of the surface morpholo
gy of the |θ1θ) face of potassium hydrogen phtalate (КАР) [4], it seemed
possible to do in situ observations on this face. In the present study re
flection microscopy is used.
In this paper the first results are reported on in situ observations of
step patterns on f010} KAP.
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2. Experimental
¿.J_ Crystal growth
The experiments are carried out in a flow system (fig.l). The main part is
the observation cell (8). Other important parts are the storage vessel (11)
and the heat exchanger (13), both placed in a thermostat, the thermostated
flowmeter (14) and a centrifugal pump (12).

п—сг^—ΓΙ*

Щ

JH

d

η

j—ι

Fig. 1. Experimental
system.
1) miavosaope;
2) objective;
3)
aperture
diaphragm; 4) video camera; 5) analogous contrast enhancer; 6) video record
er; 7) monitor; 8Ì growth cell; 9) crystal on holder; 10) Pt-100
resistance;
11) storage vessel; 12) centrifugal
pump; 13) heat exchanger; 14)
floumeter.
о
During an experiment the temperature was kept constant within 0.05 С
(recorded with a thermocouple and with a Pt-100 resistance).
The crystals for observation are grown by a temperature decrease method
[4]. They are placed in the growth cell in such a way, that the JOIO) faces
are oriented perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope. The cell
itself has been provided with a window made of coated optical glass, to al
low for in situ surface microtopography, without blurring the image.

2.2 Observation method
The lOlO) КАР faces, growing in this system, are observed by means of an or
dinary reflection microscope, using bright field illumination. However, the
aperture diaphragm was closed as much as possible and placed slighly eccentrally with respect to the optical axis. By making use of this oblique
bright field illumination the contrast of the image is strongly increased,
so that steps are made visible at a light intensity sufficient for the use
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Fig. 2. Rotating epiyal with large etep height, growing at moderate eupersaturation. The time interoal between euaaeeive pictures ie two eeaonde.
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of a video system. The growth process is recorded on a video tape by means
of a camera, which is connected to an analogous contrast enhancer in order
to increase the image contrast. In this way
weak contrasts can be made
visible on the monitor.

¿. Observations and discussions
2 · ! Growth
Figure 2 shows a sequence of micrographs of a growing macrospiral, with a
step height of several tens of nanometers. The white spots on the video pictures are images of liquid inclusions just underneath the crystal surface.
Judging our observation, they do not influence the step movement. It can be
seen, that the developnent of the spiral centre is not stationary. This is
caused by a large anisotropy in edge free energy and in advance velocity of
the spiral steps.
In figure 3 macrosteps sweep over a group of shallow hillocks. It has
been shown [4], that these hilocks are single growth spirals with a step
height of 1.4 nm. The 1.4 nm high steps can not be seen by the in situ
method, but it is possible to discern some bunched steps, presumably having
double or triple height (2.θ - 4.2 nm). Another interesting phenomenon,
which can be recognized from this figure, is, that each hillock reincarnates
after having been swallowed by a passing macroatep (see for instance the
hillock indicated by the arrows). This reappearance of shallow hillocks can
be understood from the fact, that screw dislocations at the crystal surface
persist after passing of a macrostep, which implies that they can act again
as step sources, forming new growth hillocks.
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Fig. 3. Shallou gvouth hilloaka
euaeeeive photographs: 4.5 β.

between maovoetepe.

Time

interval

between

In figure 4 the one to one correspondence between the images obtained by
in situ video surface topography (fig. 4a) and by ex situ surface microtopography, by means of a differential interference contrast microscope [4]
(fig. 4b) can be seen. The step heights have been measured by means of two
beam interferometry. Comparison of fig. 4a and 4b shows, that steps of 35 nm
and higher give a high contrast by the in situ method, whereas the lower 7
nm steps are also visible. A similar comparison of surface areas confirmed,
that the unit lattice height (I.4 nm) steps are not visible and that steps
of double and triple unit lattice height can be discerned by in situ surface
microtopography.
In figure 5 the successive stages of the formation of an inclusion via a
macrostep overhang mechanism are shown. In figs. 5a,b a double spiral emits
steps, which bunch on a macrostep (indicated by arrow), which becomes higher
and higher.
At a given moment this macrostep gets a height at which the
lower part of the step has less supply of growth units from the solution
than the upper part. In that case the upper part of the step will advance
faster than the lower part. This results in the formation of an overhang
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Fig. 4. Сотра гвіоп of imagée obtained by in
situ
and ex situ miapotopography.
a) In
situ miavogvaph of
a macro spiral, b)
Ex situ
differential
interference
contrast
micrograph of the same
area.
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Fig. 5. Sucaeeeive etagee of inolusion formation via a macrostep
overhang
meahaniem: a) t=Oe; b) t=4e; a) t=10e; d) t=20e; e) t=708; f) t=i20e.
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(indicated Ъу an arrow in 5c and 5d), which can be recognized as a bright
area, caused by internal reflections between the overhang and the basal
plane. After some time the overhang comes in contact with the basal crystal
surface (fig. 5e), so that an amount of solution is entrapped and a liquid
inclusion is formed. Steps run over the inclusion in figs. 5e,f.

Fig. 6. Step aaaeleration near a reentrant
successive
pictures:
1 s.

oormer.

Time

interval

between

Figure 6 clearly demonstrates the occurrence of step acceleration due to
the presence of a reentrant corner in the step pattern. The steps regain
rapidly their preferred <101> directions. More details on this phenomenon
have been discussed before [4].
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Pig. 7. Suaoeeeive étages of the development of flat bottemed etah pita,
cleated at mioro-inalueions
or point defeats. Time interval:
4в.
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Fig. 8. Bloaking of steps: a) Rotating double spiral
originating
from two
large dislocations
with screw components of equal sign. Τ-Τρα = 0.7 "С. b)
at low supersaturation:
the growth has stopped; a) supersaturation
restored
to original level and even higher (d): spiral still
irmovable. A high step,
indicated by arrow, approaches the inactive growth centre, e) and f):
Sew
step has sweeped over the growth centre: old spiral is
reactivated.
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3.2 DiBBOlution
In the case of underaaturated solutions etch pits are formed. It has Ъ п
shown [4]» that etch pits generally are formed in the centre of a spiral on
raising the temperature of a supersaturated solution. This vas also confinned by the in situ experimente, but etchpits also appear elsewhere. The
latter are related to edge dislocations. This confirms the relation between
growth hillocks, etch pits and dislocations.
Another dissolution phenomenon is the formation of numerous smaller, flat
bottomed etch pits, probably due to negative nucleation at micro inclusions
or point defects. The sudden formation and extension of two flat bottomed
pits (indicated by arrows), can be seen in figure 7.

2_·2. Blocking of growth steps
A particularly interesting phenomenon is the occurrence of blocking of
steps, for which an example is given in figure 8. The in situ micrograph 8a
presents a pair of growing cooperating macrospirals of equal sign, growing
at a fairly large supersaturation. During the experiment the supersaturation
was lowered, by increasing the temperature, to about equilibrium, so that
steps did not advance anymore (fig. 8b). Finally the supersaturation was in
creased even beyond the original level. Even at these circumstances the
original step pattern did not move anymore : the growth spiral was complete
ly arrested in growth. On other areas of the surface, spiral centres were
active and later on a step from such an active spiral (indicated by an arrow
in fig. 8c and d) ran over the "frozen" spiral. In the moment the centre was
covered by the new layer the centre of the frozen spiral became active again
and a new growth spiral was formed (fig. 8e,f). Such a blocking of growth
has been deduced before for (101 ) ADP [5], |ΐ1θ) and {100} potash alum [б]
from growth rate measurements. X-ray diffraction
topography,
stress
birefringence microscopy and surface microtopography. In the present сазе
however, this phenomenon has been observed directly.
Our interpretation is that the fresh grown layer, originating from the
advancing step shown in figs. 8c-f, has cleared a polluted non-growing sur
face. Absorbed impurities may play a role in this deactivation/activation
process.

£.

Conclusions

From in situ observations of the growth process on (OIO) КАР
sions can be drawn:

some

conclu
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i

Both high (10 - 250 zun) and low (2.θ - 10 nm) steps can
during the growth in a supersaturated solution.

ii

Dislocation outcrops act as spiral sources·

be observed

iii An active spiral can be deactivated by decreasing the supersaturation.
When the original supersaturation is restored, there is, surprisingly,
no reactivation of the spiral. Meanwhile on other areas growth might
proceed normally. If a new layer grows over an inactivated surface, the
centre of a spiral is activated again. It is likely, that absorbed im
purities which inhibit the growth play a role in this process.
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The weighing technique for measuring growth rate of crystals from
supersaturated solutions.
B. van der Hoek and L. A. M. J. Jetten.

abstract
A fully automated apparatus is described, by which the relation
between growth rate and supersaturation can be measured. The rate is obtained by weighing the crystal periodically.
The volume mass transfer
resistance is reduced by agitation and by moving the crystal up and down
with respect to the solution. The equipment is tested with the system potash alum - water. A linear growth rate-supersaturation relationship was
found, which must be attributed to a dense distribution of centres of growth
spirals. It was found that the crystal quality (i.e. the dislocation density) has substantial influence on the growth rate.

J_. Introduction.
Studying crystal growth from solution, one of the most important
parameters to be measured is the growth rate of the crystal. However, the
experimental determination of the crystal growth rate as a function of agitation, supersaturation or impurity concentration is very time-consuming.
Moreover, it is rather difficult to obtain growth rates at very low supersaturations ( < 1$), since the temperature of the solution should be very constant (l 0.001K), the saturation temperature must be known very precisely (±
0.003K), and the occurring growth rates are very low ( 1nm/s).
Therefore, a fully automated equipment was developed, suitable for accurate crystal growth measurements at low and well-defined supersaturations.

2. Eiperimental.
¿.1_ Description of equipment.
Two of the useful methods for in situ measurements of the growth rate
of a growing crystal are optical techniques [l] and the weighing technique
[2]. The latter technique, used here, is suitable for automatization.
When growth rates at low supersaturations are to be obtained, the temperature in the crystallization vessel must be very constant; short range
fluctuations larger than 0.001K should not be allowed. When the temperature
is continuously recorded, one can make a first order correction of the
growth rate for the long range temperature fluctuations, but in order to
measure at low, constant supersaturations these long range fluctuations
should be well below 0.0O3K. Since the mass transfer during growth often is
- 127 -
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Fig. 1 Weighing machine: (1) air thermostat, (2) heater,
thermostat,
(S) heater, (6) stirrer,
(?) crystallization
crystal,
(9) suspension rod, (10) magnetic stirrer,
(11)
pansion vessel,
(IS) frame, (14) vibrating fork and (15)

(3) fan,
(4)
oil
vessel,
(8) growing
oil lock, (12) ex
digital
balance.
-
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both surface and volume controlled, efforts should he made for reduction of
the volume contribution, i.e. the thickness of the (volume) mass transfer
boundary layer should be minimized.
All these demands are met by the weighing technique equipment, which
will be described on the basis of fig. 1.
Temperature stability is conveyed by a cascade of on/off, proportion
ally and differentially regulated thermostats. The outer thermostat (1) is
an isolated wooden box filled with air. The temperature in this air ther
mostat is controlled by means of a contact thermometer, which regulates a
variable current source connected with heating wire (2). The air is circu
lated by fans (3)* Inside this thermostat a thermostat filled with silicone
oil (4) is placed. The temperature is recorded with an ЯТС-resistance,
which is included in a Wheatstone bridge. The resulting bridge signal is the
basis for a proportional and differential regulation of a variable power
source, which is connected to heating wire (5)· The oil is rapidly circu
lated by a stirrer (6). These two thermostats meet the demands of tempera
ture stability in the crystallizer vessel: JO.OOIK (short range, hours/days)
and íD.OOJK (long range, weeks/months). The aluminium bottom of the thermostat can be cooled externally.
The crystallizer vessel (7) contains about one litre of the solution
and the growing crystal (8). The crystal is suspended to a rod (9), which is
connected to a device which causes up and down movements ( =2 Hz) of the crystal. This acceleration and deacceleration of the crystal with respect to
the solution reduces the occurring volume mass transfer resistance, because
there is no steady build-up of the boundary layer. This is also accomplished
by agitation of the solution with a magnetic stirrer (10). The suspension
rod (9) runs through a tube through an oil-lock (11) which seals the solution. In order to prevent condensation on the wall of the tube or in the
oil-lock (which causes increase of supersaturation) both are thermostated
(on/off) by Pt100-resistance regulated heating wires.
The temperature of
the tube and oil-lock is kept a few degrees above the temperature of the
crystallizer. The pressure inside and outside is equilibrated with heated
expansion vessel (12). The framework (13), connected with the crystal, is
resting on a vibrating fork (14), which causes the up and down movements of
the crystal.
The measurement of the weight increase of the growing crystal is fully
automated. Periodically, a microprocessor stops the motor of the magnetic
stirrer (10). Meanwhile, the microprocessor drives a relay which actuates
the motor by which the framework (13) is lifted from the fork and is
suspended freely to the digital balance (15)· This is followed by a pause
in order to quiet down the solution. Then, series of weights, with an accuracy of 1 mg, are taken and stored in the memory. The standard deviation of
these weights is tested; if the standard deviation is too large, the operation is done again. When, after one or more series of weighings, the deviation is small enough, the weight increase is computed and transformed in a
perpendicular growth rate. The value of the supersaturation, which is
slightly decreased due to the weight increase of the crystal is reevaluated.
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Finally, the crystal la suspended on the vibrating fork and the stirrer (10)
is reactivated.
The saturation temperature of the solution is determined by measuring
growth and dissolution rates close to the roughly estimated saturation
point. Following an iterative procedure comparable with the Newton-Raphson
method to find roots of of equations the saturation temperature is determined with an accuracy of about 0.002K.
The procedure for obtaining growth rates versus supersaturation data
is as follows.
First, the supersaturation temperature of the solution is
determined according to the procedure given above. Then the temperature of
the solution is lowered (about 0.4-0.8 K, corresponding to an initial superstauration of 1.2-2.4^); when the crystalliser vessel is in equilibrium with
the thermostats the measuring procedure is started, and the crystal is
weighed with time intervals of 1-8 hours. Our experiments lasted up to 4
weeks.
During an experiment a crystal grows at the same temperature: from
the weight increase of the crystal the decrease in the supersaturation can
be determined easily.
The crystal is confronted with a slowly decreasing
supersaturation, which eventually approaches zero.

j2.2_ Calculation of growth rate and supersaturation.
When the faces of a growing crystal are all crystallographically
equal, the vertical displacement of a face per time unit, growth rate ft, is
given by:
R-(l/0pco)i!L
dt

.

(1)

In this equation, R is averaged over all faces, 0 is the surface area of all
faces, pc is the specific density of the crystal and dm/dt the weight increase. For crystals with a high symmetry the relation between the total
surface area 0 and the volume V is often known; the dimensionless coefficient between these parameters is denoted as f:
0-f V2/3 - f(m/p0)2/3

.

(2)

For an octaeder, f is equal to 5.719, for a cube f is equal to
tuting eq. (2) into eq. (l) yields:

R- 3 P ; 1 ' 5 f-1

d

(-1/3>

.

6.

Substi-

(3)

c

dt
This formula is used for the calculation of R from the experimental weight
increase data.
If the temperature in the crystallization vessel is kept constant, the
crystal will consume a part of the solute, leading to a decrease in the supersaturation a, defined as:
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Fig. 2 Vertical dieplaeement R υ erвив superaaturation
a of three aoneeautive
growth expérimente (fig. a,bto),
using the вате oryetal.
Fig. d ie from a
growth experiment with another
oryetal.
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eCt)-{c(t)-e.J/cea

.

(4)

where с і the actual concentration (kg solute/kg solvent), and с
the sa
turation concentration at the growth temperature. The saturation concentra
tion curve follows from the solubility data [3]
2
c„„=0.0616+0.00089.T+0.0000596.Τ
eq

(kg solute/kg solvent).

(5)

When the actual total weight increase of the crystal is measured to
the new concentration of the solution is:
c(t)-c(t"0)-àii/maolvent

(kg solute/kg solvent)

,

he

An,

(6)

where c(t-O) is the initial concentration at the start of the experiment,
c(t) the actual concentration and т д 0 і е п + tbe weight of the solvent in the
vessel.

2_.3_ Experimental results.
The aim of the experimental investigation was to obtain growth rate
curves of single alum crystals (edge: 10-30 mm) at a constant growth tem
perature. At this constant temperature the growth of the crystal causes a
steady and computable decrease in the supersaturation, until eventually
equilibrium is approximated. In fig. 2 the resulting H( σ) curves are plot
ted.
In figs. 2a,b,с the results of three consecutive experiments with the
same crystal are shown. In fig. 2d another crystal, with a high dislocation
density, was used.
Curve A started with an externally grown potash alum
crystal of 8.4 grams at a growth temperature of 36.935 "C·
Following the
procedure of sec. 2.1 the saturation temperature was determined and, by de
creasing the temperature, an initial supersaturation of 0.9% was esta
blished.
Due to the weight increase of the crystal this supersaturation
drops to 0.05$ during the growth experiment (see for the R and о computa
tions eqs. (3)-(6). After this, the supersaturation was increased by a tem
perature decrease of 0.36 "С in the growing vessel. The crystal stayed in
the solution, and the superesturation of experiment В ran from 1.4 to 0.01$.
Then, for the third experiment C, the temperature was decreased down to
35.81 "C, and o(t-0) was 2.5%' Finally, when experiment С was finished, the
crystal was removed from the solution and investigated.
It can be seen from fig.2, that the three growth rate curves almost
coincide (see also table I). Assuming that the defect structure remained the
same during the three experiments, this is in accordance with Human [l].
His hypothesis states that individual |l1l| alum faces show no spread in the
growth rate, but that |111} faces of different crystals or different ( m }
faces on the same crystal have different growth rates, since the defect
structure differs from crystal to crystal. We will later see, that on the
crystal used for fig. 2a,b,с large differences in growth rate and in defect
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structure occur between the different {ill) faces. In order to check wheth
er the dislocation structure did not change during the three experiments, an
X-ray topograph was made from a thin t10l} slice of the crystal (fig. 3 ) .

Fig. 3 X-ray topograph of I101} elice
iments plotted in fige. 2α,b,с

of the aryetal,

used for grovth

exper

The outline of the crystal when experiment A was started is indicated by ar
row A; due to an entrance effect, when the crystal is put into the solution,
a plane of inclusions is formed with a {111 | orientation. This shows as a
line in the cross-section, the thin alum І101І slice in fig. 5. The dislo
cations of the (externally grown) mother crystal are running straight on,
but many new bundles of dislocations are introduced when the crystal was put
into the solution. The consecutive temperature decreases of experiments В
and
С
show
as induced striations (i.e. lines (planes) of small
perturbations/inclusions) at top of face ρ (arrows Б, C). The defect struc
ture during the three experiments is unaltered.
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The weighing method measures only the overall growth rate, that is the
averaged growth rate on the eight {l1l| planes. From fig. 3 follows that
the faces have had different growth rates with ratio 2.5:2.13:1.33:1 for
faces p:q:r:3. It can be seen that on the faces that grow the fastest, the
highest dislocation density is present, and that on slowest growing face d
the lowest dislocation density is found. The face with the highest growth
rate (face a) was examined and showed a growth spiral, which extends over
the whole surface (see fig.4). The centre is situated in the highly strained
area of the left side of face ρ in fig. 3; probably many dislocations which
are very close contribute to this giant growth spiral.

Fig. 4 Suvfaae topograph of {ill] faae ρ of the avyetal used for the X-ray
topograph in fig. 3. A large hexagonal growth spiral extending on the whole
surface is
visible.

In total, six experiments were executed, obtaining six R(o) curves.
Invariably, two linear lines were found: one with a low slope in the low su
persaturation region, followed by a kink at 0=1^ and a line with a higher
slope, when σ>ΐί. These results are summarized in table I, where the slopes
for low and high supersaturations, the location of the kink, and the supersaturation range is mentioned. The results of previously reported experi
ments are also included in table I.
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Table I growth data of alun of Human, Bennena and of this sequel.

slope(nm/s)
σ
hiKh"
low
400 ±40
400 ±100
700 ±150
420 ±100
550 ±150

reference
Human

CR 18
CR 16
CR 21
CR 20
CR 19

Bennema.Th
Th
R
R
This
Work

%

III
II
I
II

Expl
Exp2
ЕірЗА
ЕірЗВ
ЕЬгрЗС
Exp5B

120
140
145
130

±10
±15
±10
±10

350 ±100
500 ±150

130
190
180
150
175
190

±15
±15
±20
±15
±30
±15

700 ±250

200 ±30

380 ±50
410 ±40
430 ±40

range

kink

1 - 4 %
1. - 4 %
U5- 5 %
1.5- 4 %
1.5-4.5*
-1.1)1
-0.9*
-0.5*
-1.1*

0.8*
0.5*

0 - 1 *
0 -0.8*
0 -0.9*
0 -1.3*
0.8-2.5*
0.2-1.4*

0.8*

0
0
0
0

0.8*

0.8*
1.1*
0.9*

Discussion

It is proven beyond doubt, that |111) potash alum grows according to
the spiral growth mechanism [4], [5]. It is shown that at every dislocation
outcrop on the surface a spiral growth hillock is formed [4]. According to
the spiral growth theory [б] there exist two kinds of interaction on a sur
face scattered with spiral growth centres. The first is geometrical, in
teraction between neighbouring spiral centres, the second is kinetical, in
teraction between neighbouring steps by overlap of surface and/or volume
diffusion fields.
In the geometrical case, neighbouring spirals may
cooperate when the distance Ax between adjacent growth centres is smaller
than 19rc, where r. is the radius of the critical nucleus:
r0=Yß/0kT

,

(7)

where Y is the edge free energy per unit area and 0 is the molecular volume.
When cooperation of η spirals takes place the step spacing Δ1, which is nor
mally equal to 19r , is reduced and becomes equal to 19r /n. However, when
many growth centres are cooperating the spirals are forced into a pattern
whose step density is imposed by the dislocation distribution alone. For
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this case ВС? [б] give the resulting step spacing Δ1 of a group of spirals
whose centres are a row of closely spaced dislocation outcrops situated on a
straight line, e.g. a grain boundary:
Δ1-(ΐ9Γ0+ηΔχ)/η

,

ΔΙ<19Γ 0

.

(8)

From this equation the limiting cases follow:
Л1-19гс/п (η small) and
ΔΙ-Δχ (n large).
On had alum crystals the dislocation density can easily he 10° per m .
On grain boundaries (common on alum crystals [4]) the dislocation density
can he even higher, sometimes dislocations are only a few microns apart.
Rough estimates for the value of г were reported by Human [l], г - 0.1 um
for <^15ί and r -1 im for o=0.1ÍÉ. So at low supersaturations, Δι is smaller
than 19r , and cooperation takes place.
Let us assume that, for low supersaturations, the growth is determined
by a group of many cooperating dislocations on a grain boundary (i.e.
Δ1ΒΔχ). Then, when at low supersaturation no diffusion interaction occurs
between neighbouring steps, we can distinguish two supersaturation regions.
At small supersaturations cooperation occurs, the step spacing is not
depending on 0 and the growth rate is proportional to the step velocity,
i.e. to a. For large σ no cooperation takes place, and the diffusion fields
of neighbouring steps overlap, leading to the maximum growth rate law, where
Η is also proportional to σ.
Our experimental data invariably show two linear R(o) lines with a
kink at а=У%. For σ > 1Í a line is found with a higher slope. Such behaviour
was already noticed by Bennema [7], [θ], using a weighing technique. So,
the linear behaviour with kink shown in fig. 2 can be attributed to the de
fect structure of the employed (bad) crystals. At low 0 many dislocations,
possibly on a grain boundary, cooperate. When, at higher supersaturations,
the cooperation ceases to exist the maximum growth rate law is obeyed. In
both cases, R is proportional to o. For very perfect alum crystals, one
would expect only a moderate cooperation of spirals and hence a parabolic
R(o) curve in the low supersaturation region. This analysis explains the
observed scatter in growth rates of individual faces (fig. 3) as well. One
can see from eq. (8) that the spacing is depending on Δχ and n. Small values
of Λχ or large values of η (both indicating a badly strained crystal) will
give small values of Δ1, i.e. larger growth rates. So, especially at lower
supersaturations, bad crystals (or bad faces, see fig. 3 face ρ or q) grow
faster than perfect ones.
In the next section, the growth rate data will be interpreted in a
more quantitative way. In table I we summarize the slopes of the (linear)
growth rate data for the high (a>^%) and the low (σ<1ί) supersaturation re
gions.
The data of Bennema, which were measured at low superstaurations,
confirm our data; the data of Human were measured at high supersaturations,
but are, within the reported error, linear with the supersaturation. Let us
apply the BCF model for the spiral growth kinetics. In this model, the only
way by which steps interact is surface diffusion, which is charcterized by
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the mean free path of a growth unit during its stay on the surfac, λ:
R-C.o (2λ/Δΐ) tanh(U./2X)

, (9)

where С is the proportionality constant of the maximum growth rate law.
Again, we distinguish two cases: (i) cooperation (ΔΙ<19Γ 0 , Δ Μ χ ) , no diffu
sion overlap:
R=Co(2V( A*)

(10)

(ii) no cooperation (Дх>19гс, Д1«19гс), overlap (¿1<λ):
R=C.o

(11).

From the data of Human, measured at high supersaturation, the value of this
С follows from the slope of the R(o) curves: C=600nm/s. At the kink at 0*1%
the value of Δζ must be 19 r c . At a-1% r c is about 0.1 m, thus Δι =2im. So,
from the slope at low σ follows that the value of λ is in the order of
300nm.
This analysis has one flaw: the measured growth rate is averaged over
all eight till} faces of the crystal, while it is certain that spread in
growth rate occurs between those faces (e.g., see fig. 3)·
Although the
resultant of linear behaviour is still linear, the estimation of λ is a
rough approximation.
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SUHMAHY
In the dissertation attention is paid to the mass transfer processes,
vhich occur during growth or dissolution of crystals. The mass transfer
process can be divided into the diffusion of growth units in the fluid towards the crystal surface, surface (two-dimensional) diffusion of the particles towards a step and finally incorporation of particles in the crystal
lattice. These processes have been studied by measuring crystal growth systems for growth from flux, solution or vapour.
In chapter 2 crystal growth experiments with a rotating disk are mentioned. With such experiments the mass transfer contributions in the fluid
and on the crystal surface can be distinguished. With help of this technique the dissolution process of potash alum is interpreted quantitatively
(chapter 2.3)· In accordance with the model a very high dissoj-ution rate was
found above a critical undersaturation. From the experiment the edge free
energy of alum could be determined. By growing crystal faces with several
miaorientations (chapter 2.2) the various mass transport and mass transfer
processes on the surface can be distinguished. With help of this method all
model parameters are determined for the system synthetic garnet (applied as
bubble memory in industry) - molten lead oxide (chapter 2.1), as the diffusion length on the surface, the volume diffusion coefficient, and the mass
transfer coefficients for the adsorption on the surface and the incorporation at the step.
The steps, which originate from a screw dislocation outcrop, play an
essential role in the crystal growth process, because at the step the growth
units are finally incorporated in the crystal lattice. By taking the occurring stress field of such screw dislocations into account, the spiral growth
theory (which describes the step formation) is extended (chapter 3)· This
extended theory is applied on the step patterns on the crystal surface, as
growth spirals, which are observed on silicon carbide and hematite (chapters
3-2, 4.1).
By comparing the results of computersimulations with observed step
patterns on the crystal surface several transport and surface parameters are
determined (chapter 4). The free diffusion length on the surface is determined for the etching process of sodium chloride (chapter 4·2) and for the
growth of synthetic garnet (chapter 2.2, 4.1). The stress parameters and
radius of critical nucleus are determined for the semiconductor silicon carbide (chapter 4-1, 4.3).
In chapter 5 several experimental techniques are described, for study
of crystal growth from the solution.
In chapter 5.1 a technique is
described, by which the movements of step patterns on a growing crystal surface can be observed with the aid of a microscope. In order to improve the
quality of the image of the crystal surface a digital camera is developed,
which is able to transfer very quickly the digitalized image to a computer,
which can process and enhance the image further. Vith this technique the
growth of potassium hydrogen phtálate from aqueous solution is studied. In
chapter 5.2 an experimental set-up is described, by which one can very accurately and quickly determine the crystal growth rate at very low supersaturations. This system is fully-automated with micro-electronics.
Using
this technique, the growth of a number of alum crystals is studied.
- 13« -

Samenvatting
In het proefschrift wordt aandacht besteed aan de massatransportprocessen, die optreden tijdens de groei of het oplossen van kristallen. Het
massatransportproces valt uiteen in de diffusie van groeieenheden in de
fluide fase naar het kristaloppervlak, adsorptie van de deeltjes aan het
kristaloppervlak, oppervlakte (tweedimensionale) diffusie van de deeltjes
naar een groeitrede en tenslotte bij deze trede de inbouw van deeltjes in
het kristalrooster. Deze processen zijn bestudeerd door metingen aan systemen voor kristalgroei uit de flux, de oplossing of de dampfase te verriv
chten.
In hoofdstuk 2 staan
"rotating
disk"
kristalgroeiezperimenten
beschreven.
Het dergelijke experimenten kunnen de bijdragen van massatransport in de fluide fase en massatransport op het oppervlak gescheiden worden.
Met
deze
techniek is het oplosproces van aluin kwantitatief
geïnterpreteerd (hoofdstuk 2.3)· In overeenstemming met het model werd een
zeer hoge oplossnelheid van aluin gevonden boven een kritische onderverzadiging. Bovendien kon de vrije randenergie worden bepaald. Door met de rotating disk techniek kristalvlakken bij verschillende misoriëntaties (zie
hoofdstuk 2.2) te laten groeien kan gedifferentieerd worden tussen de verscheidene massatransport- en massaoverdrachtsprocessen op het oppervlak. Op
deze wijze zijn modelparameters van het systeem synthetische granaat (in de
industrie toegepast als bubble memory) - gesmolten loodoxide bepaald
(hoofdstuk 2.1), zoals de vrije
weglengte
op
het
oppervlak,
de
volumediffueiecoëffici&nt, en de massaoverdrachtscoBfficiSnten voor adsorptie op oppervlak en voor inbouw bij de trede.
De treden (steps), die ontstaan uit de uitmonding van een schroefdislocatie, spelen een essentiële rol in het kristalgroeiproces omdat bij de
step de groeieenheden in het rooster worden ingebouwd. Door de optredende
spanningen rond deze schroefdislocaties in aanmerking te nemen, is de
spiraalgroeitheorie (die het ontstaan van treden beschrijft) uitgebreid
(hoofdstuk 3)· Deze theorie is toegepast op de optredende tredepatronen op
het oppervlak, zoals op -door microscopie waargenomen- groeispiralen op silicium carbide en hematiet (hoofdstukken 3.2, 4.1).
Door middel van vergelijking van de resultaten van computersimulaties
met
waargenomen
patronen op het kristaloppervlak zijn verschillende
transport- en oppervlakteparameters bepaald (hoofdstuk 4). Zo is de vrije
weglengte bij etsend natriumchloride (hoofdstuk 4.2) en bij groeiend granaat
(hoofdstuk 2.2, 4.1) bepaald en de spanningsparameters en de kritische kiemstraal bij de halfgeleider silicium carbide (hoofdstuk 4.1, 4.3)·
In hoofdstuk 5 worden enkele experimentele technieken beschreven om de
kristalgroei uit de oplossing te bestuderen. In hoofdstuk 5*1 wordt een
techniek beschreven waarmee de bewegingen van de tredepatronen op het kristaloppervlak met behulp van een microscoop waargenomen kunnen worden.
Teneinde de kwaliteit van het beeld van het kristaloppervlak te verbeteren
is een digitale camera ontwikkeld, met behulp waarvan ieder beeld in een
computer kan worden ingevoerd en verwerkt. Het behulp van deze techniek is
de groei van kaliumwaterstofftalaat uit waterige oplossing bestudeerd. In
hoofdstuk 5.2 wordt een opstelling beschreven, waarmee men nauwkeurig en
snel de groeisnelheden van kristallen kan bepalen bij extreem lage oververzadigingen.
Deze opstelling is volledig geautomatiseerd
met
microelectronica.
Het behulp van deze methode is het groeigedrag van een aantal
aluinkristallen bestudeerd.
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Stellingen

I
De door Darwent gerapporteerde waarde voor de diatomaire
binding33terkte van het A3-Cl(g) molecuul ia waarschijnlijk
te hoog·
B. de B. Darwent, Bond Dissociation Energies in Simple
Molecules, NSRDS - NBS 31, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington D.C., 1970.

II
Het is de moeite waard om te onderzoeken of een miniem
verschil
tussen
roosterparameters
van het gegroeide
oppervlak en het inwendige van het kristal aanleiding geeft
tot vorming van facetbanden bij bolproeven.
B. Dam, F· Bennema, V. J. F. van Enckevort en
6th int. conf. on Crystal Growth, vol. IV, 18.

A.

Janner,

Ill
Het voornemen van de overheid om alle
afgestudeerde
academici
voortaan
met
het
predikaat "meester" te
bejegenen, leidt tot een bedenkelijke nivellering van de
academische titulatuur.

IV
Het organiseren van aparte
damescompetities
bij
de
denksporten ia discriminerend en derhalve verwerpelijk, als
van gelijke intelligentie van beide seksen wordt uitgegaan.

V
De interpretatie van de experimenten van Goernert et al.
betreffende de groei van {lil} vlakken op synthetische
granaat is aan sterke twijfels onderhevig.
P. Goernert, S. Bornmann, F. Voigt
Status Solidi (a) 41(1977)505-

and

M.

Wendt,

Phys.

VI
Als men de data gevonden door Hottier en Cadoret voor de
gasfase
depositie
van
silicium
op
correcte wijze
interpreteert, wordt voor de activeringeenergie van dit
proces een waarde van 25 kcal/mol gevonden, en niet de door
de auteurs opgegeven waarde 35 kcal/mol.
P. Hottier en R. Cadoret, J. Crystal Growth 56(1982)304.

VII
In toekomstige kristalgroeitheorieën moet het verschil
tussen het inwendige en het oppervlak van kristallen meer
in rekening gehracht worden.

VIII
Bij het presenteren van electrochemische stroom-spanning
karakteristieken is het verwarrend de ingestelde grootheid
op de y-as uit te zetten.
M. M. Factor and J.
125(1978)621.

L.

Stevenson,

J.

Electrochem.

Soc.

IX
Het is economisch bezien twijfelachtig om aan structureel
zwakke
bedrijfstakken
de
meeste
overheidssteun
te
verschaffen.

X
Bij de berekening van de
kristalgroeiparameters
uit
groeisnelheidsmetingen
is
de
karakterisatie van het
gegroeide oppervlak en de bepaling van de defectstructuur
onontbeerlijk.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.2.
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